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June 9 Monday, 8 :30 A. M.-Regist ration of srudents for firat 
June 10 
July 5 
July 12 
July 14 
August 16 
September 10 
September 11 
September 12 
September 13 
September 15 
term of Summer Session. 
Tuesday, 8 :30 A. M.-Instruction begins for first term. 
Saturday- A holiday. 
Satu rday-First term ends. 
Monday-Registration for second term. 
Saturday-Summer Session ends. 
W ednesday, 10 :00 A. M.-Dormitories open to Freshmen. 
Thursday, 8 :30 A. M.-Assembly for all entering Frab· 
men and new students. Freshman Orientatioa 
Program begins. 
F riday, 8 :30 A. M.-Freshman Orientation (continued). 
F riday, 3 :00 P. M.-Tour of Spartanburg and reception 
by Chamber of Commerce. 
Saturday, 8 :30 A. M.-Freshman Orientation (continued), 
Saturday, 2 :30 P. M.-Freshman Orientation (continued). 
Monday, 8 :30 A. M.- Meeting of Freshmen with coumelon 
and ROTC processing. 
Monday, 2 :30 P . M.- Meeting of Freshmen with cowuelon 
and ROTC processing. 
Monday, 7 :00 P . M.-Matriculation and registration of 
Freshmen and new students. 
September 16 Tuesday, 8 :30 A. M.-Matriculation and registration of 
Juniors and Seniors. 
Tuesday, 2 :30 P. M.-Ma triculation and registration of 
Sophomores. 
September 17 Wednesday, 8 :30 A. M.-Instruction for first semester be-
October 18 
November 26-30 
December 20 
1953 
January 5 
January 22 
February 2 
February 22 
F ebruary 27 
March 11-13 
Mar. 29-April 5 
May 21 
May 29 
May 31 -June 1 
gin . 
Saturday, Founder's Day-A holiday. 
Thank giving holidays. 
Saturday, I :00 P . M.-Christmas vacation begins. 
Monday, 8 :30 A. M.-Instruction is resumed. 
Thursday-Mid-year examinations begin. 
Monday- Second semester begins. 
Sunday, Washington's Birthday-A holiday on Saturday, 
Friday- Oratorical Contest. 
Period of Religious Emphasis. 
pring holidays. 
Thursday- Final examinations begin. 
Friday- Final examinations end. 
Sunday, Monday-Commencement. 
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Assistant in Military Science 
CoRPORAL JEROME P ATRICK PHELAN .............. ...................... ............ 276 Pine Street 
Assista11t in Military Science 
WILLIAM PHILLIP DICKENS, B.S .................................................. Country Club Road 
Director of Intercollegiate Athletics 
B.S., University or Tennessee. 
GEORGE CLAYTON STAPLETON, B.S ......... ..................... .............. 237 Briarcliff Road 
Assista11t in Physical Education 
B.S., University or Tennessee. 
JoEI. EDWARD ROBERTSON, A.B ..... - ....................... ...................... .103 Lansdale Drne 
A ssistant in Physical Education 
.A.B., Wolford C'olleiro. 
WILBUR O'NEAI. STEVENS, B.S ..................... ·-·····························- ··················Hillcrat 
Assistant in Physical Ed<Ucation 
B.S., Wolford Coll&lle. 
STUDENT LADORA TORY ASSISTANTS 
Biology : Charles Edward Cauthen, Jr., Robert Evans Holman, Clarence Birnie 
John on, Jr., Robert Gary Mann, Roy Clinton Pittman, Lloyd Benton 
Williams. 
Chemistry: Eugene Boyd Elam, James Carlisle Holler, John Clay Lamb, Julian 
Cleon Pruitt, George Warren Smith, Ralph Eugene Stamin, Charlel 
Mansfield Webb. 
Eco11omics: Lynn Hammond Youmans, Jr., Robert Alexander Youmans. 
Mechanical Drawi11g: James Robert Fowler, James Rufus Gordon. 
Physics: David Harvey Powell. 
STUDENT LIBRARY ASSISTANTS 
William Howard Ballenger, George DeWitt Fields, Jr., Thurmond LeR&r 
Gable, Sidney LeGrande Kelly, Jr., James Lewis Suggs. 
•Reslaned June l, 1951. 
COLLEGE COMMITTEES* 
1951-1952 
ADMINISTRATION 
Admissions: The Dean and the Registrar. 
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A.tlvisory Council: The Dean, C. E . Cauthen, C. F. Nesbitt, R. A. Patterson, 
J. L. Salmon. 
Catalogue: The Dean, the Registrar, and the President. 
Discipline: ]. L. Salmon, W. R. Bourne, P . S. Covington. 
Scholarships : The Dean and the President. 
FACULTY 
A.llsletics a1uJ Physical Education: C. E. Cauthen, S. F . Logan, Phil Dickens, 
W. W. Scheerer, ]. C. Loftin, E . H. Shuler. 
Ctwriculvm: K. D. Coates, W. C. Herbert, J. S. Worley, C. S. Pettis, J . L. 
Salmon, L. H. Colloms. 
Graduate Study: W. C. Herbert, W . B. Hunter, C. S. Pettis, C. E. Cauthen. 
HoMrOl'y Degrees: C. C. Norton, J. L. Salmon, C. E. Cauthen. 
Llctures: W. R. Bourne, T . L. Jordan, R. A. Patterson, J. T. Doby. 
Ulwory: C. F. Nesbitt, W . R. Bourne, W. B. Hunter, J. C. Loftin, C. S. 
Pettis, Herbert Hucks. 
Lilerory Societies: P. S. Covington, R. D. McGee, K. D. Coates. 
Religiou.s Activities: R. D. McGee, D. W. Andrews, C. F. Nesbitt, A. M. 
Chreitzberg, L. H. Colloms. 
R.O.T.C. : Colonel J. A. Cheatham, Major S. S. Wood, C. C. Norton. 
SclsttlNlts: J. L. Salmon, W. R. Burnie, R. A. Patterson. 
Graduate Scholarships and Fellowships: W. B. Hunter, W. R. Bourne, C. F. 
Nesbitt, W . R. Leonard. 
Shltlnsl Activities : P. S. Covington, K. D. Coates, L. G. McCullough, S. R. 
Moyer, G. H. May, W.W. Scheerer. 
Slwlmt Social Life: R. A. Patterson, P. S. Covington, S. R. Moyer, C. S. 
Pettis, W. K. O'Steen, W. R. Leonard. 
9J'lnt name on committee doslinales chairman. 
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GENERAL STATEMENT 
DEGREES 
Wofford College grants the degrees of Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of 
Science. The College also confers the honorary degrees of Doctor of Di'Yinitl 
Doctor of Literature, and Doctor of Laws. ' 
HISTORY 
Reverend Benjamin Wofford, a local minister of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church, South, died in the town of Spartanburg, S. C., December 2, 1850. He 
left in his will a legacy for one hundred thousand dollars to the South Caro-
l ~na Conference "for the purpose of establishing and endowing a college for 
htcrary, classical, and scientific education, to be located in my native district, 
Spartanburg." One-half of the amount was to be laid aside as a permaneat 
endowment. 
A charter was given by the Legislature of South Carolina, December ~ 
1851. Suitable buildings having been erected, a president and professors were 
elected November 24, 1853, and the College was opened August 1 1854. Since 
that t~me it has never been suspended, though for a period durhtg the cmJ 
War 1t was not above the grade of a classical school. At the close of tbe 
war, college classes were again organized. 
The donation of Benjamin Wofford was exceptionally large at the time 
it was made. No Methodist in America had given so large an amount tD 
religious or educational objects. The will of the founder was clear so that 
no difficulty or doubt has arisen in carrying out its few details. ' 
Measures were taken immediately after the openin~ of the College to add 
to the endowment, and they were meeting with a large and gratifyinc 11111> 
ccss when interrupted by the War Between the States, 1861-'65. In the sa-
cral wreckage of the war the endawment was swept away, leaving to the Col-
lege only its grounds and buildings. The South Carolina Conference, how-
ever, liberally made arrangements to meet the emergency and, by an annul! 
assessment, kept the College from closing its doors. This assessment hll 
been increased from time to time as the needs of the College required IDd 
has become a fixed source of income. In the meantime, since 1870, ellorta 
have been made to restore and add to the endowment, and through the libel'· 
ality of the people of the City of Spartanburg and of the State, together witb 
the generous cooperation of the General Education Board, Mr. B. N. Dub, 
Mr. Andrew Carnegie, and Mr. S. Clay Williams, the resources and endow· 
ment have steadily increased. 
Contributions are invited from all who wish to serve the cause of Chril-
tian education. These contributions may take the form of direct gifts for 
either special or general purposes in any amount, or of legacies or af ... 
nuities by which the College pays an agreed-on interest on funds' which nb-
scquently revert to it. 
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LOCATION AND SURROUNDINGS 
The College is located in the City of Spartanburg, which, with an altitude 
of nearly 1 000 feet above sea level, possesses an unusually healthful and 
bncing clim'ate. Spartanburg has also been long noted as a community with 
m exceptional social, intellectual, and religious atmosphere. Though a mod~rn 
commercial city, it still retains the cultural advantages of a coll~ge commuruty, 
offering from time to time opportunities for hearing outstanding leaders of 
tbe nation in the intellectual and artistic world. 
The College campus consists of about sixty-five acres. I t possesses natural 
beauty and ample shade of pine, oak, and elm. 
BUILDINGS 
Main Buildins.-This is the oldest building on the campus and was 
completed in 1854. For forty years it was the "Colleg~" and is s~ill . what. all 
students think of when they think of Wofford. Architecturally, it is an im-
posing structure of dignity and distinction, and few academic buildings any-
where produce a finer impression. In this building are the faculty offices, 
the chapel, literary society halls, and the lecture rooms of all depart. 
marts except the scientific departments. 
Archer Adminiatration Buildins.-One of the original colonial build-
bip designed for a faculty home was completely renovated and equippe~ for 
ldministrative offices. In this building are located offices of the President, 
Dean, Registrar, and Accountant. The Trustees in 1950 named the building 
in honor of Mr. E. L. Archer, of the Class of 1871, and one who gave gener-
ously of his means to the College. 
TJae John B. Cleveland Science Hall.-The Science Hall, the generous 
sift of Mr. John B. Cleveland, of the class of 1869, was erected in 1904 and 
tormally opened for work at the commencement in June of that year. The 
building has three lecture rooms and several laboratories for geology, physics, 
cbemistry, biology, and electricity. 
The Whitefoord Smith Library.-Gif ts from Miss Julia V. Smith and 
Kr. E. L. Archer made possible the college library named in hanor of Miss 
Smith's father, who for many years was Professor of English in t~e College. 
In 1949 under the leadership of President Walter K. Greene, the library was 
rebuilt :Wd more than doubled in size. The new library has spacious reading 
rooms, student carrells, a room for relics and rare books, a music room, a 
projection room for visual education, and stack rooms designed to accomodate 
95,000 books. . 
The WUhur E. Burnett Buildins.-This building was completed in 1902 
and named for Mr. W. E. Burnett, of the class of 1876. Originally it was 
med as the college gymnasium but now serves as a student recreation center. 
The Jame• H. Carliale Memorial Hall.-This building is a dormitory 
with modem conveniences and has a room capacity for 125 students. It was 
erected in 1911 with funds contributed largely by the citizens of Spartanburg 
IDd named in hanor of Dr. James H . Carlisle, the distinguished president 
of the College from 1875 to 1902. The building has been completely rccon-
atructed in the interior and is now a most attractive dormitory. 
' 
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The Hush Ratchford Black lnfirmary.-In 1918, Mrs. Ann Jeter, of 
Union, S. C., left a legacy of $5,000.00 to the College. With this amount u a 
basis, one of the campus buildings was remodeled and adapted to infinDUJ 
purposes-specifically to take care of mild cases of illness. Cases of extreme 
illness are transferred to the Mary Black Clinic. In 1943, one of the residences 
on the campus was converted into an infirmary by means of gifts from Dra. 
Hugh S. Black and Sam 0. Black, in memory of their father. 
Snyder Hall.-Snyder Hall is a dormitory with a room capacity of 
seventy-five students. It is situated on the front campus facing North Church 
Street. This dormitory has been recently renovated and is an attractive and 
comfortable building. 
W alter K. Greene Hall.-This dormitory was completed in 1950. It ia 
one of the most attractive college dormitories in the South. In addition tD 
rooms for 150 students, the building has a spacious lounge, two parlors, a 
recreation room, a barber shop, and rooms for the student council, student 
publications, and other student organizations. 
ROTC Buildins...-This building is located on the corner of Oeveland 
and North Church Streets. It is a commodious building affording offices, 
class rooms, armory and storage for the College Army Reserve Ofliccn 
Training Corps. 
The Andrew• Field Houae.-This building was made possible by the 
gift of Mr. Isaac Andrews of Spartanburg. It is a spacious buildinc, 
with ample playing floor for all indoor sports, and has a seating capacity 
of twenty-five hundred. The building is thoroughly modern with adequate 
lockers, showers, and offices. 
Stadium.-ln 1919-'20 the citizens of Spartanburg raised approximatelJ 
$30,000.00, which was applied to the erection of a concrete grandstand and 
the general improvement of the athletic grounds. In the fall of 1929 Mr. 
William A. Law, of the class of 1883, in a generous way made possible ample 
and appropriate facilities for all outdoor athletic sports-steel and concrete 
grandstand, football, baseball, tennis, and track fields, thus furnishing to the 
students of the College exceptional opportunities for outdoor physical trainini. 
THE LIBRARY 
The Library consists of approximately 50,000 volumes, not includiq 
pamphlets and some unbound files of magazines. With a few exccptiom, 
donations of special collections have been incorporated in regular order with 
the general library. The donor of special collections is, however, indicated 
by a label in each volume. The book shelves are open to all students. 
Though the Library possesses a number of rare Seventeenth and Eighteenth 
Century publications, and some works designed specially for advanced invcsti• 
gation, the great bulk consists of a practical modern working library for 
undergraduates. Valuable bound newspaper files, particularly concernina 
Methodist history, are frequently consulted by advanced students from other 
institutions. 
The collections of the South Carolina Conference Historical Society, em-
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bracing a large amount of original manuscript material, are kept as a dis-
tinct body separately catalogued in the library building. 
The libraries of the Calhoun and Preston Literary Societies were, a num-
ber of years ago, combined with the College library. The special collection 
belonging to the Student Christian Association is also kept in the College 
Library and administered under its regulations. The Library has been the 
recipient of many other valuable collections of books. 
Biahop Duncan'• Library.-The collection of 2,121 volumes, assembled 
by the late Bishop W. W. Duncan during a long life-time, was given to the 
College at the time of his death in 1908. Being the working library of a 
preacher, works bearing directly upon religion, theology, philosophy, and ethics 
form a large part of the collection. Literature, history, and biography are 
also well represented. The collection contains a number of rare works and 
many presentation copies bearing the autographs of the authars. 
Dr. Carliale'• Library.-The family of Doctor James H. Carlisle trans-
ferred to the College practically the entire contents of the library room in 
the former president's house. A special room in the Whitefoord Smith Library 
Building is devoted to the Carlisle collection of 2,276 volumes. Mathematics, 
theology, biography, and es ays make up the larger portion of the collection. 
The David Duncan Collection.-Professor David Duncan was the first 
professor of classical languages at Wofford College. In 1879, two years 
before his death, he bequeathed his library to the College. This is a collec-
tion af over 1,000 volumes of classical literature, covering almost the whole 
field of Greek and Roman letters. 
The Herman Baer Collection.-Dr. Herman Baer, of Charleston, S. C., 
of the class of 1858, bequeathed to the College complete, bound sets of a 
number of the leading American magazines and reviews. 
The Warren DuPre Collection.-Mr. Warren DuPre, of the class of 
1878, left a legacy of $500.00 to his Alma Mater. This was increased by a 
sift from his widow, Mrs. Carrie Duncan DuPre, of $500.00, and the $1,000.00 
was applied to the purchase of books to be known as the "Warren DuPre 
Memorial Collection." The books so far purchased are chiefly in the field 
of modern American Literature, and consi t of approximately 775 volumes. 
Later Mrs. DuPre added $1,000.00 as an endowment, the interest on which 
ia used to increase this collection annually. 
The Robert T. Fletcher Collection.-Robert T. Fletcher, of the class 
of 1916, lost his life as a soldier of his country in France in 1918. The Sun-
day School Class of Pine Grove Methodist Church, Marlboro County, of 
which he was a member, collected a sum of money and sent it ta his Alma 
Mater in the form of a Memorial Fund. It was decided to use it as a 
buis for starting a collection of books on various aspects of the First World 
War, to be known as the "Robert T. Fletcher Collection." 
The J. Thomaa P a te Library.-ln 1902 Rev. J . Thomas Pate, D.D., died 
and bequeathed his library to the College. It is a collection of some 858 
tolumcs of theological and general literature. In 1943 the College received 
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from Mrs. Alice G. Pate $4,758.59, as a memorial to her husband, to establish 
"The ]. Thomas Pate Memorial Library Fund"-an endowed fund, the income 
from which shall be used for the purchase of books to be added to this library. 
The Samuel Dibble Memorial Collection.-Samuel Dibble, of the clan 
of 1856, was the first graduate of Wofford College. As a memorial to her 
father, Mrs. Agnes Dibble Moss contributed the sum of $1,600.00 for boob 
in the Department of English Language and Literature - $500.00 to be used 
for the immediate purchase of books and $1,000.00, increased by other funds, 
to be et aside as an endowment for the purchase of additions to the collection. 
The A. G. Rembert Memorial Collection.-Dr. A. G. Rembert, of the 
class of 1884, was for nearly forty years professor in the College. At his death 
in 1933, he left his library of approximately 3,000 volumes to the College. This 
is a collection of books in the fields of p ychology, philosophy, Greek and Latin, 
and general literature. 
The Edwin D. Mouzon Collection.-Bishop Edwin D. Mouzon, of the 
clas of 1889, died in Charlotte, orth Carolina, in 1937. He bequeathed his 
library of more than 1,000 volumes to his Alma Mater. 
The E. Toland Hodgea Library.-The late E. Toland Hodges was for 
many years a trustee of Wofford College, and was deeply interested in educa-
tion. In recognition of his great interest in Wofford College, his children, 
Edward P. Hodges, W. Carson Hodges, and Mi s Moida Winn Hodges, have 
presented the library of their distinguished father to the College. This library 
consists of approximately 1,800 books, to which will be added, through annual 
gifts of his sons and daughter, books of current interest and importance. 
THE LYCEUM 
The Lyceum furnishes the opportunity of hearing men who loom large 
in the public eye as leaders of both thought and action. It has been of great 
service to the students in refining their tastes and broadening their interests. 
It is a fixed element in the general educational activities of Wofford. 
ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS 
Object.-The four-year course is designed to produce college-trained 
Junior Reserve Officers to meet the needs of the army during the Post-War 
period primarily from students who, by rea on of age and previous service 
in the Armed Forces, are not liable to induction under the Selective Service 
and training Act, as well as to preserve and expand the Reserve Officen' 
Training Corps organization in anticipation of Post-War Reserve Officer re-
quirements. The first two-year (basic) course is designed primarily to pr~ 
vide training in certain military subjects, the knowledge of which will facili-
tate progress in army training when the student is called to active duty. 
Physical training, drill, command, ceremonies, field problems and theoretical 
classes in military subjects supplement the liberal arts and science courses. 
The entire program results in increased physical fitness, close association 
with fellow students in group accomplishment, and inculcation of fundamental 
principles and procedures helpful not only for those in the profession of arms 
but for any chosen career. 
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Admiuion.-Enrollment in the Reserve Officers' Training Corps is 
entirely voluntary. Applicants must pass a physical examination prior to 
final enrollment in either the Basic or Advanced Course. Application for en-
rollment may be made at any time preceding matriculation, but no acceptances 
are made until the student reports, passes the physical examination, and has 
a personal interview. At the time of acceptance, basic students must not have 
reached 23 years of age at the time of initial enrollment, and advanced stu-
dents must be not over twenty-seven years of age. Veterans who served in 
the Armed Forces as Commissioned Officers and have a reserve commission 
are not eligible for enrollment in ROTC course but are given eighteen se-
mester hours credit towards graduation. 
Outline of Courae.-The Department- of Military Science and Tactics 
is an integral part of the College. Military subjects receive the same form of 
credits towards graduation as other academic courses. uccessful completion 
of each semester's work in which the student is enrolled is a prerequisite for 
the following semester's work. 
The basic course consists of two hours of drill, physical training and prac-
tical work, along with two hours of classroom work each week during the 
Freshman and Sophomore years. Upon successful completion of the basic 
course the student is given six semester-hours credit; however, no credit is 
allowed for partial completion of the two-year course. eterans who return 
to college, after serving a year or more in the Armed Forces, are given credit 
for the basic course towards graduation and a Reserve Commission, without 
being enrolled in t11at course. Enrollment in the Basic Course may serve as 
a basis for exemption of a student from the Selective Service Act, contingent 
upon the student being accepted in the Advanced Course. 
The Advanced Course consists of one hour of dri ll , command and practical 
work, along with four hours of theoretical work each week, during the Junior 
and Senior years. Upon successful completion of the advanced course, the 
student is given twelve semester-hours credit towards graduation. Students 
are selected for the Advanced Course on the basis of military aptitude, pro-
ficiency, satisfactory academic standing, and proper qualities of leadership. 
Enrollment in the Advanced Course may serve as a basis for the exemption 
of a student from the Selective Service Act. 
ROTC Summer Camp.-Students who enroll in the advanced course 
must agree to attend a six-weeks' summer camp, as part of their practical train-
ing. Upon completion of this camp training and the four-year ROTC course, 
students are eligible for commissions as second lieutenants in the Infantry 
Officers Reserve Corps. Students receive a travel allowance of five cents per 
mile to and from camp and receive t11e pay of an Enlisted Man (seventh gr.) 
while attending camp. 
Boolu, Uniforma, Equipment and Subaiatence.-Both the Basic and 
Advanced Courses are issued the necessary books, arms, equipment and outer 
clothing by the Department of the Army. Each student is held financially 
responsible for the proper care and return of all government property issued 
to him. Students are required to provide themselves with such items as nnder-
wear and plain brown or tan soc.ks. 
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While enrolled in the advanced course a student receives a monthly sub-
sistence allowance equal at present to 90¢ per day. Necessary books and equip-
ment for training are also issued by the War Department. If the student 
fails to complete the course he may be required to return the subsistence al-
lowance paid to him. 
ROTC Band.-The Wofford College ROTC Band has been reorganized. 
Membership is open to both qualified musicians and beginners. The 
War Department furnishes sufficient in truments for a twenty-eight piece 
military band. The College employs a band instructor, and the band is expected 
to participate at athletic contests and ceremonies. 
ROTC Rifle Team.-The Wofford College ROTC Rifle Team is con-
sidered an integral part of the College's e..xtracurricular activities. An indoor 
.22 caliber rifle range, adequately and safely equipped, offers training in rifle 
marksmanship to all ROTC students. Teams are entered annually in the 
3rd Army Intercollegiate and Hearst Trophy Matches. Intercollegiate 
matches (shoulder-to-shoulder whenever possible) are arranged with other 
colleges having ROTC rifle teams. Competition within the unit to become 
a member of the ROTC Rifle Team is stimulated by awarding team members 
a crossed rifle block W. 
EDUCATIONAL STANDING 
Wofford College is a member of the Association of Methodist Schools 
and Colleges ; of the Association of American Colleges; of the South Carolina 
College Conference; of the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary 
Schools; and of the Southern University Conference. It is on the approved 
list of the Association of American Universities. 
PHI BET A KAPP A SOCIETY 
The College was granted a Phi Beta Kappa Charter in August, 1940. The 
·wofford Chapter, known as Beta of South Carolina, was installed in January, 
1941. Eligibility for membership in the Phi Beta Kappa Society is based upon 
scholarly achievements, high character, and special extracurricular intellectual 
attainments. 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
College life with its various interests offers opportunities fo r the develop-
ment and the enrichment of the personality of the student, for training him 
in a sense of responsibility, for discovering his capacity for leadership, and for 
helping him to realize the value of effective co-operative effort toward common 
ends. The many and various voluntary activities in which students engage 
are, therefore, not to be regarded as sidelines to the main purpose of the 
College, but as essential elements in this main purpose-the making of clear-
headed men of strong character, who know how to express themeselves in-
telligently and serviceably in the practical affairs of life. Insofar as they 
contribute to this important end, student activities are encouraged and 1ym-
pathetically directed by the Faculty. 
RELIGIOUS OPPORTUNITIES 
Wofford College is a Christian College. It strives to create an atmos-
phere congenial to the development of Christian character. This it proposes 
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to do both by general influence and direct instruction and training. It 
insists that the members of the Faculty be men of approved religious charac-
ter and that they co-operate sympathetically in maintaining and developing 
the religious life of the campus. In the matter of direct instruction it 
conducts departments of Philosophy and Religion, which offer courses 
of study in English Bible, Church History, Methodism, Christian Educa-
tion, Christian Thought, and Philosophy. In their own special religious 
activities the students receive encouragement and guidance from the Faculty. 
ATHLETICS, HEALTH, AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Health.-One of the requirements for admission is an acceptable medi-
cal certificate. Instruction in hygiene is given in the required courses in 
physical education. Cases of minor illness are cared for under the supervision 
of the Directors of Student Health and the Resident urse, while cases of 
serious illness are treated in the Mary Black Clinic. 
Ph:r1ical Education.-All students are required tQ take two years of 
physical education or the two years of the basic ROTC course. All students 
are required to take a special program of training for physical conditioning. 
A sound body, as well as a trained mind, is an essential part of the student's 
equipment for military service. This program of physical conditioning con-
sists of calisthenics and other exercises prescribed by the armed forces and 
athletic coaches. These exercises give special attention to the vigorous, in-
tensive use of large muscles in order to increase the efficiency of such vital 
organs as the heart, circulatory system, and respiratory and bony systems. 
Intramural Sporta.-Provision is made for organization and participa-
pation of intramural teams in various sports, including volley ball, soft-
ball, baseball, touch football, rifle contests, and tennis. All students are 
urged to participate in these sports because of their influence upon the build-
ing of healthy bodies and the development of character. 
Jntercollesiate Athletic1.- A program of intercollegiate athletics is 
recognized as an important part of college life, and, on account of its educa-
tional values, the College gives to it every reasonable encouragement and 
direction. The College believes in high amateur standards for intercollegiate 
athletics. The College is a member of the Southern Intercollegiate Athletic 
Association and of the South Carolina State Association, and its standards 
conform to the rules and requirements of these two associations. 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
All former students of Wofford College are members of the Alumni Asso-
ciation. 
Through an annual gift plan, known as The Living Endowment, the mem-
bers of the Association have an opportunity to make their loyalty to the 
College tangible. 
The Alumni Association holds its annual meeting in Carlisle Hall on 
Commencement Day. 
The official organ of the Alumni Association is the Wofford Alumnus, 
fUblished six times during the academic year. 
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ADMISSION TO COLLEGE 
Applicants may qualify for admission to the College as members of the 
Freshman Class or as students with advanced standing. Since the enroll.meat 
of resident students is limited, the Committee on Admissions will restrict ib 
selection of students to those who, in its opinion, are best qualified to benefit 
from the educational advantages which the College offers. 
APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION 
Application for admission to the College should be made to the Com-
mittee on Admissions, Wofford College, Spartanburg, South Carolina. Fonm 
of application will be sent on request. 
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
Admission to Wofford College is dependent upon the ability, attairunenta, 
and character of the applicant. Each applicant must see that the Committee 
on Admissions receives a complete record of his work in secondary school or 
college, the required medical certificate, the personal information folder, and 
satisfactory evidence of his good character and ability. 
ADMISSION BY CERTIFICATE 
A student may be admitted without examination, provided he meets all of 
the following requirements: (1) he must be a graduate of an accredited school 
(2) he must submit a certificate of proficiency in fifteen acceptable units of 
secondary school subjects, including three units in English and two in mathe-
matics, (3) he must be recommended by his principal, and (4) he must han 
a general average of 80 on his subjects. 
ADMISSION BY EXAMINATION 
An applicant who presents fifteen acceptable units for admission and ii 
recommended by his principal, but who is not a graduate of an accredited 
school, is required to validate these units by entrance examinations and such 
other tests as the College may prescribe. 
ADMISSION WITH ADVANCED STANDING 
A student of good character who has completed satisfactorily at least one 
full year of college work in any approved college may be admitted with ad-
vanced standing. He must have fulfilled the equivalent of the requirements for 
admission to the Freshman Class, must present official certificates of all work 
done in other institutions, and have honorable dismissal from each institution 
previously attended. Credit for work completed will be determined in relatioo 
to the curriculum of Wofford College. 
A student enrolling for the Bachelor's degree who transfers from a junior 
college or from a four-year college not affiliated with the Southern Association, 
or a similar regional association, must receive approval, from the department 
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concerned, of all language or science credit that he offers for advanced stand-
ing. 
A student admitted with advanced standing will be given an average grade 
of "C" on the semester-hours with which he is credited, provided his grades 
warrant it. In order to make his provisional classification final, he must 
pass during his first year of residence not less than the equivalent of four 
year-courses, with an average grade of "C" or higher. 
The maximum amount of credit acceptable from a junior college is sixty-
two semester-hours, exclusive of credit in ba ic ROTC or physical education. 
No credit is given for work completed by correspondence, and not more 
than six semester-hours of credit are allowed for work done by extension. 
Any extension work accepted must be specifically approved by the Dean of 
the College. 
ADMISSION FOR SPECIAL WORK 
Upon the approval of the Dean, a student of mature age may be admitted 
for special work in such courses of instruction as he is qualified to take, but 
not as a candidate for a degree in any regular course unless he meets all re-
quirements fo r admission. 
READMISSION OF FORMER STUDENTS 
A student who desires, following withdrawal from college, to return to 
the College and complete the requirements for a degree should apply for 
readmission to the Dean of the College. If a student, during his absence from 
the College, has completed any undergraduate work in another institution, 
be must submit an official transcript of such work, together with a statement 
of honorable dismissal, from that institution. 
PRELIMINARY TESTS AND EXAMINATIONS 
During the week immediately preceding the opening of college, all Fresh-
men are given placement tests on the ba is of which they are assigned to 
proper sections in chemistry, English, mathematics, and foreign languages. 
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REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE OF 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
The requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Arts are based on the 
general principle of a broad distribution of studies among the representative 
fields of human culture and a concentration of studies within a special field. The 
object of distribution is to give the student a general view of our intellectual 
heritage and to broaden hi outlook. The object of concentration is to aid 
the student in acquiring comprehensive knowledge and systematic training in 
a particular field of scholarly achievement. The e requirements arc designed 
to guide students into the academic training desirable for their growth, and 
they are basic to later study in the various professions. 
Houra and Gradea.- A candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Arta 
must complete, with an average grade of "C" or higher,• one hundred and 
twenty-six semester-hours of work or the equi alent, including six semester· 
hours in either basic ROTC or physical education. 
A certain quality-grade is required for graduation and, for the purpose 
of determining this quality-grade, numerical values, called points, are given to 
the grade letters. For explanation of the quality-points and grading system 
see pages 56 and 57. 
A student, irrespective of his average grade in preceding years, must in 
order to be eligible for graduation, complete the work of the Senior year, 
with an average grade of "C" or higher on courses taken. 
A minimum of one full year in residence at Wofford College and the com-
pletion, with an average grade of "C" or higher, of at least thirty semester· 
hours of work approved for Seniors, are required of all candidates of the 
degree of Bach lor of Arts. 
Desr- at End of Summer Seuion.-A student who completes in 
summer session the work required by the College for the bachelor's or master's 
degree will be granted the degree at the end of that session. 
Enaliab 1-Z and 51-SZ, lZ a.b.-These are the basic courses in English 
required of all students. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE s. B. 
English 1-2 and 51-52 ............. - ............................................................. 12 
Foreign Languages ...................................... ·-············-········-··············· 12 
Ma thematics 1-2 ..................................................................... -............... 6 
Natural Science ································································-·········--···· 8 
Philosophy ·····················································-····················-···············- 3 
Religion ···-················-········-································································· 6 
Social Science........................................................................................ 6 
Basic ROTC or Physical Education ................................. _......... 6 
Major and Related Work. ........................... ·-··················-···········30-36 
Free Elect·ives to make a total of .............................. ·-············-·.126 
*The term "average grade of C" means that the student muat have to hll llnal end!& 
as many quality Points as the semester-hours with which he ls credited. 
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Foreirn Lansuasea, lZ a.b.-This requirement is satisfied by the com-
pletion in college of two years of one foreign la~g~age. A student who pre-
lellts two units of a foreign language for admission must enter the second 
,ar of that language and fulfill the requirement by completing the second 
and third years of that language; or he may begin a different language and 
complete the first two years of it. 
Mathematica 1-2, 6 a.b.-This is the basic course in mathematics and 
ls required of all students. 
Natural Science, 8 a.b.-This requirement' is satisfied by the comple-
tion of Biology 1-2 or Chemistry 1-2 or Geology 101-102 or Physics 51-52. 
Philoaopby, 3 a.b.-This requirement is satisfied by t<he completion of 
any course in the department. 
Relirion, 6 a.b.-Six semester hours are required in this department, 
and normally satisfied by completing Religion 11, 12. Transfer students ad-
mitted to the Junior or Senior classes, however, may take any of the advanced 
courses on advice and permission of the instructor. 
Social Science.-This requirement is satisfied by the completion of six 
semester-hours in economics, history, political science, or sociology. 
Baaic ROTC or Pbyaical Education, 6 a.b.-This requirement is satis-
fied by the completion of the required work of the Freshi:nan a~d So~homore 
years in either department. If a student is excused fro~ takmg this requirement, 
be must substitute for it six semester-hours of academic work. 
Major and Related Work, 30 to 36 a.b.-Major and Related Work con-
sists of thirty to thirty-six semester hours-at least eighteen semester-hours 
in a subject group, twelve of which must be in a major subject, and twelve 
semester-hours of related work in one or more departments different from that 
of the major subject. A course open primarily to Freshmen may not coun~ as 
part of the major and related work. Under no circumstances may a reqm.red 
course be used to satisfy the requirements of major or related work. The thirty 
to thirty-six semester-hours of major and related work must be completed with 
an average grade of "C" or higher. 
A student who desires to take more work in a single department than 
required for his major may take a maximum of 36 s.h. in that department.• 
Free Electivea.-In addition to the above, the student must' elect suf-
ficient courses to complete, with an average grade of "C" or higher, the one 
hundred and twenty-six semester-hours necessary for graduation. 
THE FRESHMAN YEAR 
In the Freshman year the student is required to enroll in English, foreign 
language, mathematics, natural science, and basic ROTC .or p~y~ical ed~cation. 
Students not preparing for medical school should enroll m rehg1on or m some 
other course open primarily to Freshmen. Pre-medical students should take 
biology and chemistry in the Freshman year. 
•See Pase 57. 
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THE SOPHOMORE YEAR 
In the Sophomore year the student is required to enroll in English and 
basic ROTC or physical education. He should continue foreign lan-
guage if that requirement has not been satisfied. Pre-medical students should 
take chemistry and physics in the Sophomore year. During this year the 
student has the choice of a few electives which give him the opportunity to 
explore his interest in other subjects. 
MAJOR AND RELATE D WORK 
lot later than the close of the Sophomore year, a candidate for the degree 
of Bachelor of Arts shall select, under the guidance of a departmental ad-
viser, his major and related work. It is often advisable, especially in certain 
subject , for the student to choo e his maj or and related work at the close 
of the Freshman year. Many students, howe,·er, will find it better to postpone 
a definite deci ion until they have had opportunity to acquaint themselves with 
the offerings of the various departments and to talk over their general plans 
with advisers. 
A student's major must be taken in one of the following subject-groups. 
Hi related work must be taken in one or more departments different from 
that of his major subject 
BIOLOGY 
Prerequiaite.-Biology 1-2. 
Major and Related Work.-A major in biology consists of at least 
eighteen hours, which must include Biology 51 and 52. The related work consists 
of at least twelve semester-hours in one or more departments related to biology. 
CHEMISTRY 
Prerequiaite.-Chemistry 1-2 or 11-12. 
Major and Related Work.-A major in chemistry consists of twenty-
four semester-hours, which must include Chemi try 51, 52; Chemistry 107-108 
(preferably in this order); and at least eight additional hours in the department. 
The related work consists of twelve semester-hours in one or more departments 
related to chemistry. 
ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
P rerequiaite.-Economics 51-52. 
Major and Related Work.-A major consists of eighteen semester-
hours. The related work of twel ve seme ter-hours must be in one or more 
departments related to economics. 
EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY 
Prerequiaite.-Psychology 51. 
Major and Related Work.-If the student's chief interest' is education, 
the eighteen semester-hours required for the major should include Education 
105, Principles of Education, and Psychology 103, Child Psychology. The 
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related Work Should lie in the field in which the twelve semester-hours of 
students expect to teach. 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
Prerequiaitea.-English 1-2 and English 5 1 -~2. . 
Major and Rela ted Work.-A major consists of eighteen semester-
bours which must include English 103-104. The related work of twelve 
IC!lles'ter-hours must be taken in one or more related departments. 
HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE 
Prerequiaite.-Hiatory 1-2. . 
M · d Related Work.-A major consists of eighteen semester-aJor an · · h h" t hours in this subject-group, at least twelve of which m_ust be m cit er is ory 
or political science. The related work must be taken m one or more depart-
ments related to history or political science. 
MATHEMATICS AND ASTRONOMY 
Prerequiaite.-Mathematics 1-2 or Mathematics 3-4 .. 
Ma·or and Rela ted Work.-A major consists of eighteen semest~r­
hours, J twelve of which must be in · mathematics. The related work consists 
of twelve semester-hours in one or more related departments. 
MODERN LANGUAGES 
Prerequiaite.-French 1-2 for French; German _1-2 for German; Portu-
guese 1-2 for Portuguese; Spanish 1-2 for Spanish. . 
Major and Rela ted Work.-A major in modern languages consists _of 
at least twelve seme ter-hours in French or German or Portu~ese or pan1sh 
and six additional emester-hours in any one of the four subJects. The re-
lated work consists of twelve semester-hours in one or more departments 
related to modern languages. 
PHYSICS, GEOLOGY, APPLIED MATHEMATICS 
Prerequiaite.-Physics 51-52. . 
Major and Rela ted Work.-Eighteen semester-hours are required for 
a major, twelve of which must be in physics. The relat~ work of twelve 
semester-hours must be taken in one or more departments different from that 
of the major subject. 
RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY 
Prerequiaite.-Religion 11, 12, and Philosophy 51. . 
M · d R la ted Work.- Eighteen semester hours are required for aJor an e . . . · Ph"! 
a major, at least twelve of which must be taken 1~ either Rehg1on or .1 oso-
phy; and twelve semester-hours of related work. m one or m~re departments 
related to the field of concentration, on the advice of the maior professor. 
SOCIOLOGY 
Prerequiaite.-Sociology 51-52. 
Major and Rela ted Work.-A major consists of eighteen semester 
hours. The related work of twelve semester-hours must be in one or more 
departments related to sociology. 
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REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE OF 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
GENERAL REGULATIONS 
The general regulations go · h . 
Bachelor of Science are the sam:e:sn~g t te rethquirements for the degree of 
ose or e degree of Bachelor of Arta. 
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E 1. h 1 2 S.R. ng is - and 51-52 ....... -···-~~f :~t:~::E~":~::::~~::=:;~~~~=:=~-~~~~ :~ 
R 1· ......................................... ·--········••H•···--···· ... -·-················-··- 3 ~~~~;:~~i~~~·:::=~~:::=;::::i::=::=::::=::~=:::::::::::==~~::::=::::::::=::=:::~~= ~ 
Major and R~;ated y~:rk Education............................................ 6 
... -.......... -...... - ....... - ................. - ..... -.30-36 
Free Electives to make a total of --
... - ............................................ 126 
req~i::~·~f l:~I :~~d!~-t~~ 12 a.h.-These are the basic courses in English 
Foreisn Lansuaaea, 12 a.h.-This re uir . . 
pletion in college of twelve semester houq . em.entf is ~atisfied by the com-
d - rs m one ore1gn language If h ever, a stu ent presents two units of a forei I . • ow-
he must fulfill the requirement in that 1 gn a~guage on ~trance to college, 
third college years of that langua ~nguage Y completing the second and 
complete the first two years of i~e or e may begin a different language and 
Mathematica 1-2, 6 a.h.-This · h 
quired of all students. is t e basic course in mathematics re-
Natural Science, 16 a.h.-This re uir . . 
tion of two of the following courses ( B~~:;; ~~2sa~fie~ by the comple-
101-102, and Physics 51-52. • em1stry 1-2, Geol<>17 
Philoaop~y, 3 a.h.-This requirement is satisfied 
any course m the department. by t-he completion of 
Relision, 6 a.h.-Six semester hours are required in rhi ~d normally satisfied by completing Religion 11 12 T f s department, 
m1tted to the Junior or Senior classes however ~Y ~ake ~ns er students ad-
oourses on advice and permission of 'the instr~ctor. y of the advanced 
Social Science.-This requirement is satisfied b the c . . 
semester-hours in economics history pol'ti 1 . Y · o.mpletion of llX • , 1 ca science, or soc10logy. 
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Buie ROTC or Physical Education, 6 a.h.-This requirement is satis-
&ed by the completion of the required work of the Freshman and Sophomore 
J'Gl'S in either department. 
Major and Related Work, 30 to 36 a.h.-Major and Related Work con-
mu of thirty to thirty-six semester-hours in mathematics and natural science 
-tlt least eighteen semester-hours in a major subject and twelve to sixteen 
eemester-hours of related work in one or more departments different from 
that of the major subject. Courses open primarily to Freshmen may not 
CIOll!lt as part of the major and related work, with the exception that one 
elementary course in natural science may count as part of the related work 
if taken as a free elective. Under no circumstances may a required course be 
aaed to satisfy the requirements of major or related work. General psychol-
OIY may also count as part of the related work. The thirty to thirty-six 
1e111ester-hours of major and related work must be completed with an aver-
11' grade of "C" or higher. 
Free Electivea.-In addition to the above, the student must- elect suf-
ficient courses to complete, with an average grade of "C" or higher, the 
one hundred and twenty-six semester-hours necessary for graduation. 
THE FRESHMAN YEAR 
In the Freshman year the student is required to enroll in English, foreign 
language, mathematics, natural science, and basic ROTC or physical educa-
tion. He must elect one other course open primarily to Freshmen. Pre-
medical students should take biology and chemistry in the Freshman year. 
MAJOR AND RELATED WORK 
Not later than the close of the Sophomore year, a candidate for the degree 
of Bachelor of Science shall select, under the guidance of a departmental ad-
'riser, his major and related work. 
A student's major must be taken in one of the following subject-groups. 
His related work must be taken in at least two subjects different from that 
of the major subject. One elementary course in science may count as part 
of the related work. 
BIOLOGY 
Prerequiaite.-Biology 1-2. 
Major and Rela ted Work.-A major in biology consists of at leas~ 
eighteen semester-hours, which must include Biology 51 and 52. The related 
work consists of at least twelve semester-hours in one or more departments 
related to biology. 
CHEMISTRY 
PN requiaite.-Chemistry 1-2 or 11-12. 
Major and Related Work.-A major in chemistry consists of twenty-
four semester-hours, which must include Chemistry 51-52; Chemistry 107-
lm; and Chemistry 201-202 (preferably in this order). The related work 
coaaists of twelve semester-hours in one or more departments related to the 
major subject. 
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MATHEMATICS AND ASTRONOMY 
Prerequiaite.- Mathematics 1-2 or Mathematics 3-4. 
Majo~ and Related .Work.-Mathematics 51-52, 101-102, and 205, 316 
are reqwred for the maior. The related work consists of at least fourteen 
semester-~ours an~ must be taken in biology, chemistry, astronomy, applied 
mathematics, physics, geology, or general psychology. 
PHYSICS, GEOLOGY, APPLIED MATHEMATICS 
Prerequiaite.-Physics 51-52. 
~ajor and Rela.ted Work.-Eighteen semester-hours in physics are 
required for the maior. The related work consists of at least fourteen 1e-
mes~er-hours and .must be taken in biology, chemistry, mathematics, astrooomy, 
applied mathematics, geology, or general psychology. 
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COMBINED COURSES, TEACHER CERTIFICATION, 
AND ADVISERS FOR STUDENTS 
COMBINED ACADEMIC-PROFESSIONAL COURSES 
A student may make a certain combination of courses that not only will 
lead to the Bachelor's degree and furnish the fundamentals of a liberal ed-
ucation, but also will provide special preparation for the pursuit of an 
important profession such as law or medicine. The privilege of completing 
a combined course is conditioned upon admission to a professional school at 
the close of the Junior year. A student thus admitted registers as a non-
resident Senior in the College and as a first-year student in the professional 
IChool. 
Academic-Law Combination.-A student who desires to transfer be-
fore graduation to a school of law and receive the degree of Bachelor of 
Arts while in residence there may do so by (1) completing, with an average 
grade of "C" or higher work through the Junior year, sixty-four semester-
bours of this work must be done in Wofford College (2) finishing the re-
quired ubjects and the work of the Junior year in his major and related 
work (3) completing satisfactorily the work of the first year in an approved 
school of law. 
No single discipline or program of study can be described as the best 
preparation for the study of law. There are various methods of approach to 
Jeca1 study, and students differ ' ith respect to the undergraduate studies by 
which they profit most in preparing them elves for law school. Probably 
their best approach will be found through a broad, cultural course of study, 
concentrating in subjects distributed among closely related departments. 
Academic-Medical Combination.- A student who desires to transfer 
before graduation to a school of medicine or dentistry and receive the degree of 
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science while in residence there may do so by 
(1) completing, with an average grade of "C" or higher work through the 
Junior year, sixty-four semester-hours of this work must be done in Wofford 
College (2) finishing the required subjects and the work of the Junior year 
in his major and related work and (3) completing satisfactorily the work of 
the first year in an approved school of medicine. 
The student who chooses this combination must include in his three-year 
program of undergraduate work courses in general inorganic chemistry, general 
biology, and general physics. He is advised to acquaint himself with the 
admission requirements of the school he wishes to enter and to plan his three-
year program accordingly. 
CERTIFICATION OF TEACHERS 
Students who are planning to teach in elementary or secondary schools 
should consult the Chairman of the Department of Education. Requirements 
for teachers change so rapidly and vary so widely from state to state that 
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prospective teachers need the advice of one who is informed regarJing the 
requirements. 
Students who are preparing to enter public school work are advised to 
read carefully the certification rules of the state in which they will teach and 
to consult the adviser about the choice of courses in subjects they prOpole 
to teach. They are further advised to take the required courses in educaticm 
in the order suggested by the Department of Education. 
FRESHMAN ADVISERS 
Each Freshman, upon his arrival at the College, is assigned to an adviser 
who remains his adviser until the student has selected hi subject-group for 
major and related work. Freshmen who, at the time of entrance into colleat. 
have decided to prepare themselves for a career in business or in one of the 
various professions, are assigned to special advisers in those several 6dda. 
Freshmen will plan their programs with the assistance of the advisers durinr 
the period of orientation. It is required, also, that each Freshman, before the 
second semester registration, will consult the adviser about his program of 
studies for the second semester. 
The adviser will be available during regular office hours for student con-
ferences. The student should assume that the adviser desires to aid him with 
friendly, helpful counsel. At the same time the student should take the 
initiative in consulting the adviser about his personal and academic problems. 
DEPARTMENTAL ADVISERS 
Each student is assigned to a departmental adviser as soon as his selection 
of a departmental subject for major work is approved. The departmental 
adviser is available at stated periods for student conferences. It is expected 
that the student will consult the adviser on all matters relating to his major 
and related work. 
WonoRD CoLLF.G£ SuMMER SCHOOL 
WOFFORD COLLEGE SUMMER SCHOOL 
1952 
DATE 
33 
Summer School begins on Monday, June 9, and 
The Wofford College . . d" "ded into two terms of five S d A gust 16 The session 1s 1v1 9 ends on atur ay,. u. f . th first term takes place on Monday, June 
weeks each. Registration or . e . J ne 10 at 8 :30 A. M. 
. . 8 ·30 A M Instruction begins on Tuesday, u ' ~:~~~~:~ f~r the. se~ond term takes place on Monday, July 14. 
PURPOSE 
S hool is tanned (1) to aid the students 
The Wofford College Summer c tp . g the College in June to ac-
d h · h chool graduates en erm 
now in college an · ig s d (2) t eet the demands of teachers who celerate their program of work an ° ~ 
desire to take courses for certification credit. 
ADMISSION 
1 ted a high school course. A 
Applicants f.or admission m~~~ ~~=e a~~;:r:ted program should hav.e the 
student who wishes to enroll d d end to the Registrar a transcript of 
Principal of the high school he atten e s. dm. . 
bis work as well as file other papers reqmred for a 1ss1on. 
CREDITS 
iven six periods a week during each Collere Credit.-Courses are g ch The maximum 
d" f th e or four semester-hours ea · 
term and carry a ere it o red . a term is six or seven semester-hours. 
credit that a student may ~m unng boards of education have different 
Certificate Credit.-V~nous st~te eachers' certificates, and teach-
rules for granting professional cr~d1ts~:~a~~l:s before enrolling in the sum-
ers should acquaint themselves with t f Education in South Carolina 
mer school courses. Th~ .state Dep~rtme.n ore uirements. The new require-
bas made a complete rev1s10~ ofh certd1ficaatit~oo~al ~aining for certification. It 
· f · some detail t e e uc . d 
ments spec1 y m . t include professional courses m e uca-
abould be noted that these reqwremen s b. t matter and graduate work. 
tion, specialized training. in content or s~ iec f the College. 
For further information consult the ean o 
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DEPARTMENTS AND 
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION 
~ourses Primarily for Freshme11 
mari/y for Soj>lzomores, from SI to ~re n11mb~red _from I to 49; those /rt-fron~ IOI to I99; those J>riniart"l 99, th~se J>n111ar1ly for Juniors and Sntior. 
credit for each co11rse . . ~ for S emors from 20I to 299 The :r, 
tlze course IS gsve1~ 111 semester-hours followi11g th d °".'°~ of 
· e esmJ>t1011 of 
Odd-numbered courses O'r' ff . 
courses are offered in ti e o ered in the first semester, and even- mb ,-J 
the . ie second semester D bl nu ,,. ... c~urse 1s a year-course ai1d m11st ' .ll °" e nmnbers indicate tllal 
year 1f cr d 't · iorma y be cont · d 
e • IS received A t d inue throughout t/N 
the instructor in order t . . s " eiit must secure written Perm. . '-
o recesve credit for eith 1ssio11 ''"' 
er semester of a year-cotwn. 
COURSES PRIMARILY 
Applied Mathematics 1-2 . FOR FRESHMEN 
Biology 1-2 English 11 Military Science 1-2 
Chemistry 1-2 French 1-2 Phy ical Education 1-2 
Chemistry 11-12 ~rman l-2 Portuguese 1-2 
English 1-2 History l-2 Religion 11, 12 
Mathematics 1-2 Spanish 1-2 
APPLIED MATHEMATICS 
PaoFE:ssoa SHuu:a 
1.z. Mecha nical Drawinl' Th 
to eli:ments of engineering, dra.fting rl:~t ~~riods o! t~o hours each devoted 
working drawings, and blue printin~.-6 e i~g, proJections, geometric drawina', 
51-SZ. Deacriptive Geometry D . s. . Mll. SBULD 
engineering courses. Two h .-f es1gned to fulfill requirements f 
of t h ours o class lectur d 0 pre-
wo ours. Prerequisite: M h . 1 . e an one laboratory -riocl 
ec amca Drawing 1-2.-6 s.h. ,... 
lOl - IOZ. Architect\JJ'al D · Ma. Sutll.G 
1-2.-6 s.h. ra winl'.-Prerequisite: M 
echanical Drawiq 
103-104. Electricity.-A survey . MR. SaULD 
emphasis is placed on the stud f course in practical electricity in which 
appliances. Th Y 0 motors generator d ' 
ree hours of lecture and ' 1 bo s, an general electrical 8 s.h. one a ratory period of two h 
oura.-
I ?S-106. Surveyinl'.-Plane and t . Ma. SaUl.111 
the instruments employed ffi op~graph1cal surveying a study of j un t f ' o ce computations plotf ' 
c s o the field surveys. Special e . ' mg and mapping as ad-
Three hours of lecture and two I bo mphas1s on farm survey and terrarin• 
a ratory pe · d f _. 
no s o two hours.-10 s.h. 
l07-I08. Alterna tinl' Current Th MR. SHULD 
oratory period of two h •·- .. ree hours of lecture and one lab-
alent.-8 s.h. ours. Prerequisite: Electricity I O·~ 
..-104 or its equiy. 
Ma. Satn.111 
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BIOLOGY 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR LEONARD PROFESSOR PATTERSON 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR O'STEEN 
l·Z. Genera l Biolol'Y·- The purpose of this course is to train the 
ltadent in careful and accurate observation, to familiarize him with the more 
eommon aspects of nature, and to give him some insight into the fundamental 
laws of li fe. Two hours a week lecture and four hours a week laboratory.-
a 1.h. Ma. O'STEEN 
51-SZ. Genera l E mbryology and Comparative Vertebrate Ana tomy.-
An integrated course-a study of the fundamental principles of embryology 
and the development, structure, and functions of sy terns and organs in verte-
brates; special emphasis is placed on ontogenetic and phylogenetic relation-
ships. Two hours a week lecture and four hours a week laboratory. Pre-
requisite: Biology 1-2.-8 s.h. Ma. Lro ARD 
Ill. General Bacteriolol'Y·-A study of the distribution, physiology 
and morphology of the common forms of bacteria and of their relation and 
importance to human life. Particular attention is given to organisms found 
in soil, water, and milk. Two hours a week lecture and four hours a week 
laboratory. Prerequisites: Biology 1-2 and Chemistry 1-2 or 11-12.-4 s.h. 
Ma. PATTeRSON 
IOZ. Huma n Anatomy and Phyaiolory..-A study of the structure and 
functions of the human body with a more detailed study of the physiological 
processes in mammals. Three hours a week lecture and two hours a week 
laboratory. Prerequisite : Biology 51.-4 s.h. Ma. LEONARD 
Not given in 1952-'53. 
111 Genetica.-An advanced study of biological theory-organic evo-
lution, anthropology and human heredity. Three hours a week lecture and two 
hours a week laboratory. Prerequisite: Biology 1-2.-4 s.h. Ma. O'STUN 
ltM. Vertebrate H iatolol'y.-The microscopic structure of normal tis-
sues and organs of the vertebrate body. Two hours a week lecture and four 
hours a week laboratory. Prerequisite: Biology 51.-4 s.h. Ma. LEONARD 
105. Animal Paraaitolol'Y·-A study of infection, infestatfon, and trans-
mission of diseases caused by animal parasites. Particular emphasis is given 
to animal parasites infesting man. Two hours a week lecture and four hours 
a week laboratory. Prerequi ite: Biology 1-2.-4 s.h. Ma. O'ST.££N 
Ill. Cytolol'Y·-A microscopic study of the structural, physiological 
and genetic a pects of different types of cells with an introduction to micro-
technique. Three hours a week lecture and four hours a week laboratory. 
Prerequisite: Biology 1-2.-4 s.h. Ma. O'SttEN 
107-108. General Phyaiolory.-A study of the chemistry and physics 
of the cell, with special emphasis on oxidative metabolism and related enzyme 
systems. Also a study of the phy iology of nerve and muscle with particu-
lar attention to energetics, mechanics, and techniques. Two hours a week 
lecture and four hours a week laboratory. Prerequisites: Biology 1-2, Chemis-
try 1-2 or 11-12.-8. s.h. Ma. LEONARD 
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109. History of Biolou..-A study of the development of the biologi-
cal sciences from classical antiquity to the present day. Emphasis is placed on 
integration of the biological facts throughout the ages. Required for Biolo17 
Majors. Prerequisites: Biology 1-2; 51-52.-3 s.h. MR. O'STU!f 
PROJ!ESSOR PATTtRSON 
Pl!OFE!SSOR LoFTIN 
CHEMISTRY 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CAVJX 
MR. CBR.EITZBOC 
1-2. General lnoriranic Chemiatry.-The fundamental ideas of chemi-
cal structure; atomic theory in relation to the elements; laws of chemical 
combinations; a study of the elements and their compounds, including a brief 
introduction to organic chemistry. Chemistry 1 is a prerequisite to Chemistry 
2. Three hours a week lecture and two hours a week laboratory.-8 s.h. 
MR. PATTERSON, MR. CAVIN, MR. CBRl!lTZBlllC 
11-lZ. General lnoriranic Chemi•try, (Pre-profeHional and p,.. 
medical).-A special section of Chemistry 1-2, designed for students who 
have pre-professional or pre-medical interests, and strongly recommended for 
this group. Three hours a week lecture and four hours a week taboratory.-
10 s.h. MR. LomN 
St. Qualitative lnoriranic Analy•i•.-A study of the reactions of clec· 
trolytes in solution. Special attention is given to the Theory of Electrolytic 
Dissociation and the Law of Mass Action. Emphasis is given to analysis of 
a number of "unknown" solutions and solids of the common elements and 
acids. Semi-Micro Technique. Two hours a week lecture and four hours a 
week laboratory. Prerequisite : Chemistry 1-2 or 11-12.-4 s.h. MR. Lomx 
52. Quantitative lnoriranic Analy•i•.-A study of the theory and 
techniques of inorganic gravimetric and volumetric analysis as applied to the 
more common, simple substances. Two hours a week lecture and four houri 
a week laboratory. Prerequisite: Chemistry 1-2 or 11-12 and Chemistry 51.-
4 s.h. MR. PATTERSON AND MR. Lomx 
107-108. Oriranic Chemi•try.-An introduction to the study of the 
carbon compounds with emphasis on both the theoretical and practical aspecta 
of the field. The first semester is devoted primarily to a study of the aliphatic 
compounds, while the second semester deals chiefly with the aromatic and 
heterocyclic compounds. The lectures will be illustrated in the laboratory by 
selected experiments. Three hours a week lecture and three hours a week 
laboratory. Prerequisite: Chemistry 1-2 or 11-12.-8 s.h. MR. CAvm 
117-118. Additional Oriranic Chemi•try Laboratory.-Special labora-
tory exercises of a somewhat more advanced nature than given in Chemistry 
107-108, involving the synthesis of aliphatic and aromatic compounds, with 
an elementary introduction to the methods of qualitative organic analysis. 
The course is designed for the student who desires more laboratory work in 
elementary organic chemistry than that offered in the introductory course. 
It must be taken concurrently with Chemistry 107-108. Three hours a week 
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laboratory. Prerequisite: Chemistry 1-2 or 11-12. 
lOi-108.-2 s.h. 
Corequisite: Chemistry 
MR. CaR£ITZB£RC 
tzl. Pre-Medical Phy•ical Chemi•try.-ln this course empha·sis is 
fiven to those fields of physical chemistry that have medical applications.. It 
is primarily de.signed for pre-medical students. (This course does not fulfill 
the requirements for the B.S. degree in chemistry.) Three hours a week lecture 
and two hours a week laboratory. Prerequisites: Chemistry 1-2 or 11-12, 
Chemistry 51 and 52; Mathematics 1-2; Physics 51-52; Chemistry 107-108, 
prerequisite or corequisite.-4 s.h. MR. LoFTIN 
131. Phy•ioloirical Chemistry.-A study of the chemistry of human 
physiology. Three hours a week lecture and two hours a week laboratory. 
Prerequisites: Chemistry 51, 52 and 107-108.-4 s.h. MR. CBR£1TZBERC 
151. Advanced Quantitative Analy•i•.-Theory and technique of an-
alysis of the more complex substances, involving the classical quantitative 
gravimetric and volumetric procedures. Two hours a week lecture and four 
hours a week laboratory. Prerequisites: Chemistry 51, 52. Chemistry 107-108 
m:ommended.-4 s.h. MR. PATT£RSON 
Zll-ZOZ. Phy•ical Chemi.try.-A study of the laws and theories of 
chemistry. Three hours a week lecture and two hours a week laboratory. 
Prerequisites: Chemistry 51, 52, and 107-108; Physics 51-52; and Mathematics 
101.-8 s.h. MR. LOFTIN 
Z13-Zl4. Additional Phy•ical Chemi•try Laboratory.-Special labora-
tory exercises of a more advanced nature to meet the requirements of stu-
dents who plan graduate work in chemistry. It must be taken concurrently 
with Chemistry 201-202. Two hours a week laboratory. Prerequisites: Same 
u those for Chemistry 201-202.-2 s.h. MR. l..oFTIN 
ZlS. Qualitative Oriranic Chemistry.-Theory and laboratory analysi$ 
or identification of organic compounds and mixtures, with a view toward 
crystalization and extension of the knowledge gained in Chemistry 107-108. 
Three hours a week lecture and four hours a week laboratory. Prerequisites: 
Chemistry 51, 52 and 107-108.-5 s.h. MR. LoFT1N 
ZZl. Oriranic Preparation•.-Literature search followed by synthesis 
of a number of more complex organic compounds in the field of the student's 
interests. Frequent conferences and four laboratory hours a week. Pre-
requisites: Chemistry 51, 52 and 107-108; Chemistry 218 prerequisite or co-
requisite.-2 s.h. MR. l..oFTIN 
zzz. Oriranic Preparation•.-An extension of Chemistry 221. Frequen~ 
conferences and four laboratory hours a week. Prerequisites : Chemistry 
52 and 107-108; Chemistry 218, prerequisite or corequisite.-2 s.h. 
MR. LOFTIN 
zsz. Phy•ico-Chemical Method• of Analy•i•.-Theory and technique 
of analysis of the more complex natural and industrial substances, involving 
electrometric, colormetric, and physico-chemical instrumental methods. Two 
hours a week lecture and four hours a week laboratory. Prerequisite: Chemis-
try 51, 52 and 107-108; Chemistry 201-202, prerequisite or corequisite.-4 s.h. 
MR. LOFTIN 
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261. Reaearch.-Guided original research of a simple nature in the 
field of the student's choice. Introduction of basic research principles and 
methods. Literature search and laboratory work leading to solution of the 
problem and preparation of written report. Frequent conferences. A student 
may earn 2 s.h. credit. -Staff 
262. Reaearch.-An extension of Chemistry 261. An investigation of 
more extensive problems. A student may eaTn 2 s.h. credit. -Staff 
ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
PROI'£SSOR CAUTHEN Ass1sTA T PRoFessoR Wonr;r 
MR. ANDREWS 
The objectives of this department are to provide students with a knowl-
edge of the basic principles of business and the structure and functions of the 
economic sy tern. Any course taught by the department may count toward 
a major with the exception of the prerequisite course, Economics 51 and 52. 
Principles of Accounting, Economics 53-54, is required of all majors. 
A major in the department may proceed in either of two directions: Busi-
ness Admini tration or Economics. Students interested in majoring in this 
field of study should confer with one of the members of the department dur-
ing their sophomore year. 
51-5Z. Principles of Economics.-This general introductory course is 
designed to give an understanding of the organization and underlying prin-
ciples of our economic life. The topics covered include principles and prob-
lems of production, business organizations and combinations, value, exchange, 
prices, money and credit, banking, bu iness cycles, labor problems, inter-
national trade, distribution of income, national income determination and 
problems of social reform.-6 s.h. MR. Wonr;r 
53-54. Principles of Accounting.-The purpose of this course is to 
introduce the student to the theory and practice of handling accounts. Lab-
oratory exercises in accounting problems and techniques will supplement the 
study of such subjects as the theory of debit and credit, organization of ac-
count , balance heets, and statements of profit and loss. Required of all 
majors.-6 s.h. MR. ANDR!WS 
101. Money and Banking.-An analysis of the rela tionsbip between 
money and the volume of economic activity, commercial and central bank-
ing, credit control under the Federal Reserve System, objectives of mone-
tary policy, and international financial relations. Prerequisite: Economics 
51-52.-3 s.h. MR. WoRUY 
lOZ. Labor Problems.-A survey of the principles and problems in 
labor-management relationships, including a study of collective bargaining as 
determined by court decisions and federal statutes. Prerequisite: Economics 
51-52 or consent of instructor.-3 s.h. MR. WOt.UY 
105. Corporation Finance.-Financial organization of modern indus-
try with particular emphasis upon the corporate form of business organiza-
tion, financing of ordinary business operations, growth and expansion, dis-
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position of corporate profits, and problems involved in expansion, consolida-
tion, and reorganization. Prerequisites : Economics 51-52 and 53-54.-3 s.h. 
MR. ANDREWS 
106. Economic Geography.-A study of man's economic activities in 
relation to his environment. Land forms, climate, weather, soils, vegetation, 
mineral and other natural resources, will be studied as a background for a 
survey of the economic life of various regions of the world.-3 s.b. 
Not offered in 1952-'53. 
Ul8. Economic History of the United States.-See History 108.-3 s.h. 
114. Public Finance.-The requirements of a sound tax system, the 
general property tax, corporation taxe , income, e tate, and inheritance taxes, 
incidence of taxation, forms of governmental borrowing, budgeting, problems 
of the public debt, and fi cal policy.-3 s.h. MR. WORLEY 
118. Statistics.-See Sociology 116.-3 s.h. 
120. Personal Finance.-A study of values, buying on credit, living 
within your income, buying a home, insurance, budgeting, investing savings, 
government bonds and other items, pertaining to personal finances. A jwiior 
or senior course.-3 s.h. MR. ANDREWS 
121-lZZ. Accounting.-This course seeks to crystalize the knowledge 
of methods and principles developed in first-year accounting into logical pat-
terns and to further develop the fundamental accounting principles, by in-tensi~e study, into not only the "how" but also the "why" of accounting 
practices. Prerequisite: Economics 53-54.-6 s.h. MR. ANDREWS 
124-125. Buaineu Law.-A study of basic legal principles applying to 
the conduct of busine s operations. Prerequisite: Economics 53-54 or con-
sent of instructor.--0 s.h. MR. ANDREWS 
131. Income Tax Accounting.-A study of federal and state income 
tax laws together with practice materials, requiring applications of their pro-
visions to the tax returns of individuals, partnerships, and fiduciaries. Pre-
requisite: Economics 53-54.-3 s.h. Ma. ANDREWS 
134.. Buaineu Cyclea.-A study of the nature, measurement, descrip-
tion, causes, and remedies of economic fluctuations. Prerequisite : Economics 
51-52.-3 .h. MR. WORLEY 
136. International Trade.-The importance of international trade to 
the United tates, economic bases of international trade, the balance of inter-
national payments, foreign exchange, foreign credits and collections, combi-
nations in world trade, restrictions upon international trade, the problem of 
exchange stabilization and current proposals for its olution, and the recon-
struction of world trade. Prerequisite : Economics 51-52.-3 s.h. 
MR. WORLEY 
141. Economic Theory.-An intermediate course in economic analysis 
in which the theoretical a pects of economic principles are more fully de-
veloped. Students are led to see the relationship between theoretical tools 
and analysis of economic problems. Prerequi ite: Economics 51-52.-3 s.h. 
MR. WORLEY 
CATALOGUl! OJ! WOFFORD COLI.Eel 
EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY 
Paon:ssoa HERBERT Paottssoa WAID 
Education 
Various state boards of education have different regulations for grantinr 
professional credits toward teachers' certificates. Students desiring to teach 
outside South Carolina should write for information to the Department of 
Education in the respective states. Certification requirements in South Caro-
lina are as follows: English-12 sem. hrs. ; Biological and Physical Scienccs-
12 sem. hrs.; Social Studies (in three fields)-12 sem. hrs.; Fine Arts 
(Music and Art Apprec.)-6 sem. hrs. ; Health Education-3 sem. hrs. 
Professional courses are as follows: Human Growth and Development--6 
sem. hrs.; Principles, Philosophy, and General Techniques (Secondary lcvcl)-
6 sem. hrs.; Directed Teaching-6 sem. hrs. 
Each subject field requires a specified number of semester hours for certifi-
cation in that field for high school teaching. Students beginning their work 
in Education should consult the instructors in the Department of Educatioo 
for particulars. 
5". Introduction to Education.-This is a course designed to acquaint 
freshmen and sophomores with some aspects of education, such as teachin( 
as a life's work, the preparation of a teacher, the duties and relationships 
of teachers, and the school in American society.-3 s.h. MR. H EllBOT 
105. Principles and Methoda in Education.-A study of educational 
procedures and the basic principles upon which they rest. Preferred for certi-
fication in South Carolina.-3 s.h. Ma. H£1lBDT 
106. Public School Adminiatration.-3 s.h. Ma. Hwm 
107. Secondary Education.-A study of the high school and its func-
tions.-3 s.h. Ma. Hl!RBOT 
IClt-110. Directed Teachinir.-Prerequisite or corequisite: Education 
105 and Psychology of Education 112. Reading assignments are made in the 
methods of each student's special field. In fulfilling the minimum requirement 
of thirty hours of observation and sixty hours of teaching, under a selected 
instructor, each student must spend at least one unbroken week per semester 
in the school in which he is teaching. Prerequisite: Education 105 and one 
course in human growth and development. 
Students who are carrying a full college load, and whose average scholar-
ship is below "C", will not be admitted to this course. Required for certifi-
cation in South Carolina.-6 s.h. Ma. HOBOT 
121. Hiatory of Education.- A general course with emphasis upon 
the origins of our educational theories and methods.-3 s.h. Ma. HEllBOT 
lZZ. Teata and Meaaurementa.-A study of the theories and principles 
basic to educational measurements. Technical. Suited to students majoring in 
psychology or education. Psychology 51 is a prerequisite.-3 s.h. 
Ma. WAID 
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1& Hiatory of Education in the United Statea.-This is a study of 
the ideas about education brought from Europe and of the development of 
our 1chools.-J s.h. Ma. H£RB£1lT 
141. Guidance.-Educat.ion 122 recommended. Principles and tech-
niques of general guidance. Besides the psychological bases of guidance, this 
course includes the function of the latest types of tests and measurements in 
a guidance program. Prerequisite: Psychology 51.-3 s.h. MR. WARD 
Paycholou 
51. General Paycholoiry.-An introductory course in which are t reated 
basic principles of human behavior. Some reading for backgr~und and per-
apective is required. This course should precede all others m psychology. 
Offered both semesters.-3 s.h. Ma. WARD 
5Z. Applied Paycboloiry.-The 
plied to business, professions, social 
51.-3 s.h. 
principles of general psychology ap-
problems, etc. Prerequisite: Psychology 
MR. WARD 
103. Child Paycholoiry.-A study of the origin and development, u_p 
to the period of adolescence, of traits of behavior and personality. Emphasis 
ii upon principles which promote wholesome developme~t i~ the child. ~u­
cation credit. Either 103 or 104 is required for certification m South Carolina. 
Prerequisite: Psychology 51.-3 s.h. MR. WARD 
104. Adolescent Paycholoiry...-Developmental psychology as applic-
able to youths from twelve to twenty. Problems that face young people ap-
proaching maturity are considered in detail. Education credit. Required for 
certification in South Carolina. Prerequisite: P sychology 51.-3 s.h. 
Ma. WARD 
nz. Paycboloiry of Education.-The principles of general psychology 
applied to school room situations. Students should have taken Psychology 
51.-3 s.h. Ma. HU.BEllT 
123. Mental Hyiriene.-A study of the individual person in contact 
with his environment: the handling of personal problems; sound and faulty 
mental practices; analysis of and measurement of t raits of personality. Psy-
chology 51 recommended to precede; not required.-3 s.h. MR. WARD 
124. Abnormal Paycholoiry.- The common forms of mental maladjust--
ments are considered. Descriptive and symptomatic aspects of the various 
neuroses and psychoses are examined. Marked emphasis, where possible, is 
upon dynamics, origin, and development of mental abnormalities. Psychology 
51 and 123 are useful precedents; not required.-3 s.h. MR. WARD 
128. Paycholoiry of Adjuatment.-A study of human behaviour in 
various categories of abnormality, through which study greater insight into 
normal behavior is achieved. Inclusive of basic concepts in mental hygiene, 
with greater emphasis in this course upon deviate patterns of behavior. Pre-
requisite: Psychology 51-3 s.h. MR. WARD 
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ENGLISH LANGUAG.E AND LITERATURE 
PROFtSSOR HUNTER 
PROFESSOR CoATts 
Assocu.Tt PROFESSOR Cov!NC'I01' 
MR. RANSOM 
. 1: En ... ~iah Compoaition.-Study of basic grammar and frequent prac-
tice m wntmg. Prerequisite to English 2.-3 s.h. 
MR. COATES AND MR. CovtNGTOK 
Z. ~nsliah Com~oaition.-Continuation of practice in writing, with 
emphasis upon narrative, term paper, and argument.-3 s.h. MR. RANSOM 
11. Ru.dins Techniquea.--Offered both semesters.-1 s.h. 
51-52. Ensliah Literature.-A survey 
of all sophomores.-6 s.h. 
101. Public Speakins.--Offered both 
MR. HUNTD 
of English Literature required 
MR. HUNTER AND MR. CoATU 
semesters.-3 s.h. MR. CoAna 
. 103. American Literature to the Civil War.-A survey of American 
L1t~ratur~ from its .beginnings to the Civil War, with emphasis upon the 
maJor writers. Reqwred of all English majors.-3 s.h. MR. CoAntS 
19:'- American ~iterature Since the Civil War.-Continuation of 103. 
Required of all English majors.-3 s.h. Ma. CoATU 
107. Shakeapeare.-Study of the comedies and histories.-3 s.h. 
MR. HUNTD 
108. Shakeapeare.-Study of the tragedies and romances.-3 s.h. 
MR. HUNTD 
~09 .. Enslia~ Drama to 1642.-A study of the drama from its liturgical 
begmnmgs to its conclusion under the Puritans.-3 s.h. MR. HUNTD 
. 110. Engliah Drama from 1660 to the Preaent.-Continuation to modern 
hmes of 109.-3 s.h. MR. HuNTQ 
112.-Contemporary Poetry.-Major writers in America and England, 
from Robinson and Hardy to the present.-3 s.h. Ma. HUNTD 
113. The Period of Spenaer.-Writers from Wyatt and Surrey to the 
death of Elizabeth. Reading of the Faerie Q11een.-3 s.h. Ma. HUNTD 
II~. The Period .of ~ilton.-From the accession of James to 16fJO. 
Readmg of all of Milton s poetry and selections from his prose.-3 s.h. 
MR. HUNTO 
115. Engliah Literature, 1660-1798.-A study of the non-dramatic work 
from the Restoration to the publication of the Lyrical Ballads.-3 s.h. 
lie. Ensliah Literature, 1660-1798.-Continua tion of English 115.-3 a.h. 
. ~23. ~nsliah Lit.erature, 1798-1832.-Consideration of the new creative 
spmt which shows itself in the poetry of Wordsworth, Coleridge, Shelley, 
Byron and Keats, as well as in the minor writers of the age.-3 s.h. 
Ma. Cov1NGT01' 
124. Ensliah Literature, 1798-1832.-Continuation of 123.-3 s.h. 
MR. CoVINGTOlf 
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lZS. Ensliah Literature, 1832-1900.-A study of the noteworthy changes 
in industrial, political, intellectual, and spiritual life of the English people as 
reftcctcd in the poetry and prose of the Victorian era.-3 s.h. 
MR. COVINGTON 
121. Ensliab Literature, 1832-1900.-Continuation of 125.-3 s.h. 
MR. COVINGTON 
1%7. The Ensliah Novel.-From the beginnings to the Victorian period. 
-3 1.h. MR. COVINGTON 
lZ8. The Ensliah Novel.-Continuation of 127.-3 s.h. 
MR. COVINGTON 
129. The American Novel to 1890.-Emphasis upon Brown, Cooper, 
Hawthorne, Melville, Howells, Twain, and James.-3 s.h. Ma. COATES 
130. The American Novel Since 1890.-Continuation of 129 to the pres-
eat.-3 s.h. Ma. CoATts 
131. Chaucer.-Reading of all Chaucer's poetry except. the trans-
lations.-3 s.h. MR. HUNTER 
133. Foreisn Literature in Tranalation.-Reading in translation of 
selected works from the earliest Greek writers through the Middle Ages.-
3 s.h. MR. HuNTER 
141. Creative Writins.-For juniors and seniors interested in writing 
poetry, essays, and short stories.-3 s.h. MR. CoAttS 
142. Introduction to Journaliam.-An introduction to radio and news 
writing. Emphasis on the actual gathering and writing of news.-3 s.h. 
MR. CoAttS 
HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE 
PRon:ssoR CAUTHtN ASSOCIATE P'ROFESSOR JONES 
Hiatory 
1. Hiatory of Europu.n Civilization to 1660.-A survey of European 
civilization from ancient times to the English Restoration. A study of 
the early Near East, Ancient Greece and Rome, the Middle Ages, the 
period of the Renaissance and Protestant Reformation, and the begin-
ning of modern st.ates.-3 s.h. Ma. JONES 
z. Hiatory of European Civilization Since 1660.-A continuation of 
History 1, surveying social and political developments in Europe from the 
Restoration and the Age of Louis XIV to the present time.-3 s.h. 
MR. JONES 
51. History of the United Statea, 1763-1865.-Political and social de-
velopment of the American people through the War for Southern Inde-
pendence.-3 s.h. MR. JONES 
sz. Hiatory of the United State• Since 1865.-Hisrorical development 
of the United States from the Civil War to the present time.-3 s.h. 
MR. JONES 
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101-IOZ. Hiatory of EnslancL-A st d f B .. h .. 
beginnin s to th . . u Y 0 nhs political history from 
. g e present, with emphasis on those aspects which bear the 
evolution of popular government. Cultural social and . on 
ments are also surveyed.-6 s.h. • • economic develop. 
Ma. CAUTBIJf 
lOS-l06. Hiatory of Latin America -A . 
settlement of Central and South A . . I st~dy of the discovery and 
d p 1 menca, co omal development under Spain an ?rtuga • th~ wars f~r independence, and political and econo i d 
ment m th~ national penocL Special attention is given to MC:c: evelo~ 
and Argentina and to international relationships -6 s h , ,' Brazil, 
· · · mR. Joq 
108. Economic Hiatory of the United Stat A . 
f;om ~~.colonial beginnings. This course is o;:~ed ;:;r~~:n d~~~~eo;~fe 
~ :;;1 m~ the md~re general history of the United States and af proviOO: 
er un erstan mg of contemporary economic problems.-3 s.h. 
MR. CAUTHIJf Ill. Hiatory of the Old South A I I . 
tory of the South until the Civil .War cul~;:' e~onom1c, and. social hia-
given t th r · 1 · · oug some attention will be 
. . .o e po itica story, the emphasis of the course will ... _ on So th 
mshtuttons. uc: u ern 
1 ff" Ma. Jons 
14. th 1atSorythof ~he New S~~th.-A cultural, economic, and social his-
tory of e ou smce the C1v1l War M 
lZl lZZ H ' . IL JoNu 
. • . iatory of S~uth Ca rolina..--A survey of South Carolina state 
history during the colonial and national periods -6 s h M c 
· · · R. AUTHJ!Jf 
. 151-ISZ. . Europe Since 1914.-A study of recent and cont-em ora 
hfistory designed to furni sh the necessary background for an unders::n.1:~ 
o current world problems E h · · · · ....._ 
· · mp as1s 1s on mternational relationships.-6 s.h. 
. MR. CAUTHIJf 1~3. D1~lomatic. Hiatory of United Sta tea.-A survey of United Stat 
relati?ns w1t-h. foreign powers with special emphasis on es 
Amencan foreign policy.-3 s.h. recent trends in MR. CAUTHlN 
Political Science 
IOI. American Na tional Government.-A study of the or . . 
andd op.eratio~ of _tl~e government of the United States, the princi!~'~~: 
un ergird this political system and problems of Arne . 
' · ncan government.-3 s.h. 
. MR. CAUTBElf 
IOZ. Amencan Sta te and L al G · · d . oc overnment.-Prmc1ples structure 
an3 ;~~ration of state, county, and municipal government in the U~ited States'. 
MR. CAUTHJllf 
104. Comparative European Government.-Th d I 
ent f f e eve opment and pres-
B . ~perFa ion o European governments, with emphasis on those of Great ntam, ranee, Germany, Russia.-3 s h M C 
' . R. AUTHEN 
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MATHEMATICS AND ASTRONOMY 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR JORDAN ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR MAY 
Orga nization of the work has been planned to correlate the courses 
with the basic physical sciences and at the same time enable the student, 
if he so desires, to obtain courses of such scope and thoroughness that he 
will be prepared to enter upon graduate work in mathematics. 
Mathematica 
1. Collese Alsebra.- A course including a review of High School 
Algebra as well as the study of additional topics such as quadratic equations, 
progressions, the Binomial Theorem, etc.-3 s.h. Ma. MAY 
Z. Plane Trisonometry.-A first course in Trigonometry covering the 
definitions of the functions, relationships among the functions, solution of 
right and oblique triangles both with and without use of logarithms, graphs 
of the functions, and a study of trigonometric identities and equations.-3 s.h. 
MR. MAY 
51-SZ. Plane and Solid Analytic Geometry.-The application of algebra 
to the geometry of lines, circles, and other conic sections, and a study of 
linear, quadratic, and higher degree functions both in Cartesian and polar 
coordinates. Also an introduction to Solid Analytic Geametry including the 
atudy of planes, lines, and quadric surfaces. Prerequisite: Mathematics 1-2.-
6 s.h. MR. MAY 
111-lOZ. Differential and lntesral Calculua.--An introduction to the 
reasoning and methods of the calculus, and thorough training in differentiation 
and integration. Also a study of various practical applicatians of the methods 
of the calculus, such as the solutions of problems in max ima and minima, 
time rates, rectilinear and curvilinear motion, curvature, and the computation 
of areas, volumes, lengths of arc. Prerequisite : Mathematics 51 -52, but a 
ltUdent with a good recard in Mathematics 1-2 may take Mathematics 51-52 
and Mathematics 101-102 simultaneously, with the approval of the depart-
mental chairrnan.-6 s.h. Ma. JORDAN 
21Z. Theory of Equationa.-An introductory course which includes 
the solution of cubic and quartic equations, approximate solutions of equa-
tions of higher degree, and a study of matrices and determinants. Pre-
requisite: Mathematics 51-52, but this course may be taken simultaneously with 
Mathematics 52 with the appraval of the departmental chairman.-3 s.h. 
MR. JORDAN 
2115. Advanced Calculua.--A rat>id review of differentiation and inte-
pation with emphasis on rigorous proofs, followed by a study of applica-
tions to centroids, moments of inertia, infinite series, partial differentiation, 
and multiple integration. Prerequisite: Mathematics 101-102.-3 s.h. 
MR. JORDAN 
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~· Di~ere~tial ~quationa.-A study of ordinary and partial differ· 
cntlal equah~ns, .mcludmg the use of differential operators, integration in seriel, 
and ~~e application t? the solutions of problems in the physical sciences. Pre-
requ1S1te: Mathematics 101-102.-3 s.h. MR. JORDA• 
210. Vector A~alyaia.-A study of the methods of vectors and the 
fundame~tal. operations performed on them with special emphasis placed upaa 
the . apphcabon to geometry, mechanics, and physics. Prerequisite: Mathe-
matics 101-102.-3 s.h. MR. JORDA• 
Aatronomy 
203-204. ~eacriptive Aatronomy.-A general course designed to live 
a comp:ehens1ve knowledge of the principal facts, theories and methoda of 
the subJect.-6 s.h. 
ot offered in 1952-'53. 
MILITARY SCIENCE AND TACTICS 
LT. Coe.. CREATHAM 
MAJOR Wooo SERGEANT FrasT CLASS KNOX 
Mili ta ry Science 
During the Freshman and Sophomore years military subjects are presented 
~n two hou~s of practical work and two hours of theory each week. Dur-
ing the Junior and Senior years one hour practical work and four hours of 
theory are given the student each week. Extra-curricular rifle marksman-
ship training is given on the indoor .22 calibre range to all ROTC students, 
and musical instruction is given to members of the ROTC Band. 
. 1-2. Milit9:ry Science Courae 1.-Military organization; Leadership 
dnll ~d exercise of command; military policy of U. S., . D. A., and ROTC; 
E~~luhon of warfare; Maps and aerial photography; First aid and Hygiene; 
M1htary problems of the U.S .. ; Individual weapons and marksmanship.-2 s.h. 
MAJOR Wo 
Sl-52.-Military Science Courae 11.-Leadership, drill and the exercise 
of co~mands; Organization; Wea pons; larksmanship; Techniques of fire, 
the Rifle squad; Combat formations; Scouting and Patrolling· Tactics of the 
rifle squad. Prerequisite: M. S. 1-2 or 6 months service in th: Armed Forca. 
-4 s.h. SFC KNox 
101-102. . Milita'! . Science Coune 111.-0rganization, rifle company 
thru Inf. Div.; lnd1v1dual and crew served weapons; Gunnery; Communica· 
tions ; Combat intelligence; Estimate of the situation and combat orden • 
Field for~fica~ions; tactics _of rifle and heavy weapons platoon and company; 
Leadership dnll and exercise of command. Prerequisite: M. S. 51-52 or l 
year of service in the Armed Forces.-6 s.h. MAJOR W«JO 
103-104. Milita ry Science Courae IV.-Military administration and 
person~el . man~gement; Military teaching methods; Psychological warfare; 
<?rgamzation rifle company thru Inf. Div.; Command and staff; Communica-
tions ; Motors and transportation; Supply and evacuation; Troop movements• 
New Developments ; The military team; Tactics of the Inf. Battlilion · ~ 
graphic foundation and national power; Leader hip, drill and exercise of com-
mand. Prerequisite : M. S. 101-102.-6 s.h. LT. Coe.. CHEATHAM 
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FORE IGN LAUGUAGES 
Plonssoa SALMON PRottssoR Bouam 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR BURNtt 
The first object of the courses in Modern Languages is to teach the student 
to read the languages readily, with a view to literary appreciation and as 
Ill aid in the pursuit of other studies. 
French 
l·Z. Elementary F rench.-Elementary French grammar; pronuncia-
tilm; dictation; conversation; memorizing of common idioms and everyday 
apressions; reading of easy stories.-6 s.h. MR. BoURNJ!! 
Sl·SZ. Intermediate F rench.-Reading of selections from standard 
prose writers. Advanced grammar; composition and conversation. Pre-
requisite: French 1-2, or two years of high school French.-6 s.h. 
MR. BOURNJI 
111-lOZ. French Proae in the Nineteenth Century.-Reading of selec-
tions from the Romantic and Naturalistic writers. History of French litera-
ture. Prerequisite: French 51-52.-6 s.h. MR. BOURNJ! 
151-lSZ. The French Claaaical Drama.-Selections from Corneille, 
Racine, and Moliere. History of French literature. Prerequisite : French 
51-52.-6 s.h. MR. BouRNJ!! 
(Not offered in 1952-1953.) 
111-162. Compoaition and Conven ation.-Conducted in French. Con-
msation and composition based on readings from modern novelists. Pre-
requisite : French 51-52.-6 s.h. MR. BOURN!! 
(Not offered in 1952-1953.) 
German 
l ·Z. Elementa ry German.-Elementary German grammar; pronun-
ciation; dictation; conversation ; memorizing of common idioms and everyday 
aprcssions. Reading of easy stories.-6 s.h. MR. BouRNI! 
51-SZ. Intermediate German.-Reading of selections from standard 
prose writers. German lyrics and ballads. Advanced grammar; composition 
and conversation. Prerequisite: German 1-2, or two years of high school 
German.-6 s.h. MR. BouRNJ! 
l tl-IOZ. The German ClaHica.-Selections from Lessing, Schiller, and 
Godbe. History of German literature. Prerequisite : German 51-52.-6 s.h. 
(Not offered in 1952-1953.) MR. BouRNI! 
151-lSZ. Modern German Dramatiata.-Selected dramas of Grillparzer, 
Hcbbel, Ludwig, Sudermann and Hauptmann. Prerequisite: German 51-52. 
-6 s.h. MR. BouRNE 
(Not offered in 1952-1953.) 
Greek 
l·Z. Beainner' • Greek.-A thorough study of some book for begin-
ners in connection with reading, in the original, myths, fables, and stories 
from Greek Life.-6 s.h. 
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51-SZ. Anabasis and New Testament.-During the first semester two 
or three books of the Anaba.sis will be read. The second semester will be 
devoted to the study of New Testament Greek. Sight reading will be ~ 
ticed throughout the entire year.-6 s.h. 
Portu1ruese 
1-2. E lementary Portu1rueae.-Elementary Portuguese grammar; pro-
nunciation; dictation; conversation; memorizing of common idioms and eY"1" 
day expressions. Reading of easy stories.-6 s.h. Ma. BUUJI 
51-52. Intermediate Portul'Ueae.-Reading of selections from stand• 
ard Portuguese and Brazilian prose writers. Advanced grammar; COIDJIOli-
tion; conversation. Prerequisite: Portuguese 1-2, or two years of Portuguell 
below the college level.-6 s.h. Ma. SAI.lfm 
( ot offered in 1952-1953.) 
Spanish 
1-2. Elementary Spanish.-Elementary Spanish grammar; proaaa. 
citation; dictation; conversation; letter-writing; memorizing of common idioml 
and everyday expressions. Reading of easy stories.-6 s.h. 
MR. SALMON AND Ma. BUUJI 
51-52. Intermedia te Spanish ....... Reading of selections from standard 
prose writers. Advanced grammar; composition; commercial correspondence; 
conversation. Prerequisite : Spanish 1-2, or two years of high school Spanfsb. 
-6 s.h. MR. SALMON AND Ma. BUUJI 
101-102. Adnnced Spanish.-Rapid reading of modern prose worb; 
advanced composition; conversation, based on the subject matter of class tat-
books; parallel reading. Prerequisite: Spanish 51-52.-6 s.h. MR. SALllOJI 
151 -152. Spanish Literature of the Sixteenth and Snenteentla C.. 
turiea ....... Reading selections from Cervantes, Lope de Vega, and Calder6a. 
History of Spanish literature; lectures; report~. Prerequisite: Spam 
51-52.-.6 s.h. Ma. BUUJI 
( ot offered in 1952-1953.) 
153-154. General View of Spanish-American 
ing of representative works from many countries; 
ture; reports. Prerequisite: Spanish 51-52.-6 s.h. 
(Not offered in 1952-1953.) 
Literature.-Rapid read-
lectures; history of liteno 
MR. S.war 
MUSIC AND ART APPRECIATION 
ASSISTANT PRon:ssoR Mova 
101. Music Apprecia tion.-A course designed to introduce the atucleat 
to a broad world of music and to help him break down the barrien dill 
might have caused the technical aspects of music to seem strange to him. Alia 
tention is given to music's inner workings, its historical traditions, its .,. 
cabulary, its luminous creative spirits, and the student is guided in the art of 
general listening.-3 s.h. Ma. Mom 
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llZ. Art Appreciation.-This course involves the study and discussion 
of appreciation and values in art. Art problems will be related to human 
needs such as are found in home, community, and religion. Some topics 
treated are: organization (design) which influences the development and form 
of art objects; the selection and arrangement of parts; the choice of shapes, 
C10lors, texture and space; materials and processes, their possibilities and limi-
tations and the manner and method in which they are transformed into art 
objects.-3 s.h. MR. MovER 
PHILOSOPHY 
PROFESSOR COLLOMS 
The courses in this department are designed to familiarize the student with 
the systems of philosophical thought of the past and present, the scope of 
l!hilosophical inquiry, the principles that govern correct reasoning, and the 
relation of philosophy to other fields of knowledge. 
51. Introduction to P hilosophy.-The basic teachings of the major 
schools of philosophical thought, and the relation of philosophy to the edu-
cational, moral, aesthetic, religious, and social problems of our time.-3 s.h. 
MR. CoLLoMs 
5'. The Theory and Practice of P hilosophy.-Major topics in philoso-
phy of greatest interest to the student are considered through selections from 
a wide representation of philosophical writings.-3 s.h. MR. CoLLOMS 
111. Principles of Ethics.-The historica·I background of morality, the 
theories of the good life, factors which influence human conduct, values, vir-
taea, morals and cosmic support, and the application of ethical principles to 
eontemporary life.-3 s.h. MR. Cou..oMs 
111. Social Ethics.-The nature of social ethics, the relevance of the 
pinciples of social ethics to problems of the family, industry. race, the pro-
fessions, the state, international relations, and world peace.-3 s.h. 
MR. CoLLOMS 
117. Reli&'ione of the World.-See Religion 117.-3 s.h. MR. NESBITT 
111. Modern Religious Movementa.-See Religion 118.-3 s.h. 
MR. NESBITT 
lZZ. Principles of Lo1ric.-Theory and practice of correct thinking, 
clea1' statement and valid argument; definition and classification; formal 
reuoning, detection of fallacies, and an introduction to scientific method.-3 s.h. 
MR. COLLOMS 
US. Philosophy of Reli&'ion.-The origin, nat ure, and development of 
religion, God and His relation to the world, the problem of evil, and the 
ature and destiny of man.-3 s.h. MR. Cou..oMs 
DI. Philosophy of Relir ion.-A study of the meaning, foundations, 
ftl'iety, growth, and validity of religious experience, for the purpose of help-
lar the student form a comprehensive and consistent interpretation of the re-
lilious life.-3 s.h. MR. CoLLOMS 
151. History of Ancient a nd Medienl Philosophy.-A survey of philo-
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sophical thought in the West from the time of the early Greeks to the Renait-
sance, with special attention being given to the thought and in.Buence of Plato, 
Aristotle, and the most representative philosophers of the Middle Ages. A 
required course for majors in philosophy.-3 s.h. MR. Cowna 
JS2. Hietory of Modern Philoaophy.-An examination of the phiJo. 
sophical systems from the Renaissance to the present with particular reference 
to the writings of the most eminent philosophers. A required course for majon 
in philosophy.-3 s.h. MR. Cou.o111 
191. American Philoaophy.-The development of philosophy durinf 
the Colonial period, the Age of Reason, and the Transcendental Movement. 
Each period is considered in the light of the influences of European thCIQlht 
and culture.-3 s.h. MR. Cou.oMa 
192. American Philoaophy.-A study of the outstanding philosophers 
in America between the Civil War and the Second World War. Emphasit la 
placed upon the relation of philosophy and American culture.-3 s.h. 
MR. Cou.o111 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PaoFtssoa ScattRJ!R MR. McCuu.oOGB 
The purpose of this department is to promote health, growth, and de-
velopment of the body. The various activities included in the program p~ 
duce the highest muscular coordination and greatly improve the efficiency of 
the body and mind. Activities included in the program are: calisthenics; 
tumbling; gymnastics; volleyball ; mass athletics; group games; correctift 
exercises; intramural sports ; individual and dual sports. 
This department also serves the pu,rpose of providing advanced courses in 
physical education whereby a student may be prepared to teach physical edu-
cation and coach in high school. A student may fully qualify under the rules 
of the Department of Education of the State of South Carolina for full time 
teaching of physical education in high school by taking the advanced counes 
below and completing 4-6 semester hours in physiology and anatomy and 
6-8 semester hours in chemistry and/or physics. In addition to the abon 
requirements the student is required to complete 18 semester hours in edu-
cation and such general courses as are required by the State Department of 
Education for a teacher's certificate. 
Students majoring in physical education may take practice teaching iD 
physical education. The following courses must have been completed before 
a student may start practice teaching: Physical Education 53, or Physical 
Education 101 ; Physical Education 102; Physical Education 103 and Physical 
Education 108. A minimum of 24 hours must be taken in the field of physical 
education before full certification can be obtained and credit allowed in prac-
tice teaching. 
1-2. Baaic Phyaical Education.-Course includes basic exercises, gamea 
of low organization and recreational activities.-2 s.h. MR. Scuma 
51. Baaic Phyaical Education.-Course is a continuation of physical 
education 1-2, with an addition of individual and dual sports.-] s.h. 
MR. McCUU.OUGB 
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sz. Health Education.....-Required of all students not taking ROTC 
and for all students planning to teach in the schools of South Carolina. Course 
includes a study of personal and community health, safety and first aid. Visits 
and studies of the county and city health and welfare agencies will be con-
ducted to acquaint the student with these agencies and their works. This 
course is designed to meet the general requirement for health education for 
teachers of South Carolina.-3 s.h. MR. ScHJ!ERER 
JOJ. Health Education.-A course in the theory of health education, 
including a survey of teaching materials and classroom methods. The course 
covers such topics as first aid, safety, communicable diseases, sanitation and 
healthful living. An opportunity will be offered each student to qualify for 
a Standard Certificate in First Aid by the American Red Cross.-3 s.h. 
MR. SCHIWU:R 
JOZ. GroQp Gamea.-Course includes a study of group games that are 
adaptable to the public schools. Special empha is is placed on economy of 
equipment, games adaptable for indoors in limited space, ~ames for the cl~ss 
room, both quiet and active. Games for short recess periods and recreation 
periods are stressed.-3 s.h. MR. Scull.f.ltU 
Jt3. Organization and Adminiatration of H ealth and Phyaical Educa-
tioa.-This course covers the various phases of the work of administra-
tion in a high school department of health and physical education. A study 
is made of curriculum building and the use of facilities at the disposal of 
the director of physical education and intramurals. A survey is made of 
needed equipment for various types of schools.-3 s.h. MR. Scu££RtR 
JN. Hiatory and Philosophy of Health and Phyaical Education.-The 
historical background of health and physical education movements in the world, 
and a survey of the underlying principles, aims, and objectives of a school 
health and physical education program.-3 s.h. MR. ScHttiu:R 
(Not offered in 1952-1953.) 
JOS. Material a and Applied Technique of lnteracholaatic Sporta.-A 
survey of high school coaching covering basketball and football: The class 
will make a thorough study of the science of the games and coachmg methods. 
~~ ~~~ 
JOI. Material• and Applied Technique of lnteracholaatic Sporta.-A 
continuation of physical education 105, with baseball and track being studied. 
~~ ~~~ 
J08. Intramural Sport• Program.-A study of the high school intra-
mural programs for the small, medium and large high school. ~tudents will be 
required to know the rules and modifications to meet the high s~hool pro-
cram. to organize and coach the various sports adaptable to the high sch?°!, 
and in addition pass proficiency tests in each of the intramural sports stud1_ed. 
Point systems, intramural councils, awards, coeducational sports, and sconng 
plans will be studied.-3 s.h. Ma. Sca!WlER 
110. Teata and Meaaurementa in Health and Phyaical Education.-A 
study of the tests adaptable to the high school program will be studied. Con-
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struction of tests and administration of tests 
applications to tests will be covered.-3 s.h. 
( ot offered in 1952-1953.) 
will be studied, also statistical 
MR. Scuaao 
PHYSICS AND GEOLOGY 
PaonssoR PETTIS 
Phyaica 
51-SZ. Ge~eral Phyaica.-A study of mechanics, heat, wave motion and 
sound, magnetism and electricity, and light. Three hours a week lecture and 
two hours a week laboratory. Prerequisite: Mathematics 1-2.-8 s.h. 
o MR. Pmn 
1 1-102. Laboratory Courae.-This course is designed to meet the needl 
of s~udents who wish more advanced laburatory work in General Physb. 
Pa:11cular . attention is paid to more advanced work in electricity and 11111· 
netism. Six hours a week laboratory. Prerequisite: Physics 51-52.-6 a.b. 
Ma. PITTll 
103-104. Mechanica.-An introduction to theoretical mechanics with 
special ~e:erence to the .methods of the calculus. Three hours a week lecture. 
Prerequ1S1te or corequis1te: Mathematics 101-102.-6 s.h. Ma. PITTll 
201-ZOZ. Theoretical Phyaica.-A study of the foundations, funda-
mental ~~ncepts, la.ws and theories of Physics. Three hours a week lecture. 
Prerequmte: Physics 51-52 and Mathematics 101-102.-6 s.h. Ma. Pmn 
.111. Meteroloey.-A study of the phenomena of the atmosphere 
which affect weather conditions with special attention paid to aeronautical 
meterology. Three hours a week lecture. Prerequisite: Physics 51-52.--3 a.h. 
Ma. PITTll 
. l~Z. Navigatio~.-This course is adapted to meet the needs of pre-
av1ahon students with special reference to the mathematics involved in the 
means and methods of determining position on the earth's surface. Three 
hours a week lecture.-3 s.h. Ma. PftTll 
Geoloey 
51-SZ. Gener~ ~eoloey.-Principles of dynamical, physiograpbical, 
structural,. an~ h1stoncal geology. Occasional excursions are made to poinll 
of geolog1cal interest in the vicinity of Spartanburg. Several theses are "'" 
qmred of the class during the year, based upon reading assigned by the ID-
struc~or. The geological collection possesses not less than 2,500 specimeaa 
of minerals and rocks, and 500 specimens of fossils.-6 s.h. Ma. PITTll 
RELIGION 
PROFESSOR ESB!TT ASSISTANT PROFltSSOR McGa 
. The pu:pose of this Department is two-fold: (1) to provide study COl1nel 
m the basic areas of Religion as foundations for a better understandine of 
the .Christian faith among college students, and (2) to enable the Collqe tD 
realize more fu~ly its obligations as a Church school to its constituency. The 
courses are designed to help prepare a trained leadership and an intelliapt 
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llity for the Church in order to carry on more effe.ctiv~ly her wid~ng ~ro­
pam of Christian service in the modem world. H1stoncal and philosoph1cal 
llldhods of approach are basic in all the offerings of the Department. 
The requirement for graduation is six semester-hours, and is normally 
flkai in the freshman or sophomore years, preferably the latter. The basic 
courses 11 and 12, are designed to satisfy the graduation requirement, and 
are pre:cquisite to all advanced work in the Department, unless exception is 
made by special permission of the professors. 
11. Old Teatament Life and Literature.-The origin and growth of the 
Hebrew nation and people and the religious life that developed out of their 
lliltorical experience in the books of the Old Testament.-3 s.h. 
MR. £sB1TT AND MR. McGEE 
lZ. New Teatament Life and Literature.-The origin and development 
of the Christian religion and the spiritual forces it generated in its day as 
1ee11 in the books of the New Testament.-3 s.h. 
MR. NESBITT AND MR. McGEE 
111. The Life and Religion of Jeaua.-An intensive study of the Synop-
tic Gospels for the life that Jesus lived and the religion He taught, as the 
foundations of Christianity and the Church.-3 s.h. MR. NESBITT 
11%. The Life and Religion of Paul-The growth of Christianity in 
the Apostolic Age as it is seen mainly in the Letters of Paul, and in The 
Acts, with special emphasis on Paul's life and work.-3 s.h. MR. NtsBITT 
111. The Religion of the Hebrew Propheta.-A historical study of the 
Hebrew prophets, with special emphasis on their ethical and religious contri-
butions to modem society.-3 s.h. MR. NESBITT 
114. Biblical Hiatory and Archaeology.-The main trends in the his-
tory of the Hebrew and Christian religions, with special emphasis on their 
archaeological findings in the past, and the religious and cultural values they 
aford the student of Religion.-3 s.h. MR. NESBITT 
117. The Religion• of the World.-A historical and literary study of 
the leading Religions of mankind, from their primitive origins to their present 
world status.-3 s.h. MR. ESBITT 
UL Modern Religioua Movementa.-A general study of Religion in 
the modern world as seen in the various cults and sects within traditional 
Christianity and Judaism, and the multiple patterns of religious thought and 
practice outside these traditional religions.-3 s.h. MR. NESBITT 
1%1. Principlea of Chriatian Education.-The philosophy, history, and 
method of Christian Education, with special emphasis on the necessity for 
richer religious experience and better educational preparation of persons for 
participation in the life and work of the church.-3 s.h. MR. McGEE 
uz. The Work of the Church.-The working program of the Chris-
tian Church its organization and administration, its mission and function in 
the world, i~s individual and communal appeal in present society.-3 s.h. 
MR. McG!lll 
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125. Introduction to Cbriatian Tbeolocy.-A study of the basic tenete 
of the Christian faith as derived from Biblical history and interpreted by 
Christian theology.-3 s.h. Ma. McGa 
126. The Church in America.-A study of the development of institu-
tionalized Christianity in America, with the primary emphasis on the Protest-
ant churches.-3 s.h. MR. McGa 
135, 136. The Philoaophy of Relic ion.-See Philosophy 13S, 136.-3 s.h., 
each. Ma. Cou.o111 
SOCIOLOGY 
PROFESSOR NORTON ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR DOBY 
51-52. General Sociolocy,,....-An introductory course in sociology de-
signed to impart to the student a knowledge about himself and the social 
world. The individual as a social unit, human culture, race, social organiza-
tion, and social control are some of the principal divisions of the course.--0 s.b. 
Ma. Don 
105. Social Problema.-A study of the cause, nature, and cure of the 
problems that vex contemporary society. Some of the principal problems 
studied are delinquency and crime, feeble-mindedness and insanity, poverty 
and economic maladjustment, race and class relations, and the institutional 
problems of the complex society of modern times.-3 s.h. MR. DoBY 
106. Social Anthropolou.-This is a study of the culture of primitive 
man. An examination is made of the life of contemporary primitives in Africa, 
Asia, North America, and Oceana. The course is made vivid by an abundance 
of iJlustrative material.-3 s.h. MR. NollTOM 
107. Marriace and the F amily.-The age-level of the college student 
is recognized in the approach made in this study. The treatment covers such 
topics as preparation for marriage, problems of adjustment within the family, 
economic aspects of the family, the family as a social unit and the child as 
the center of family interest.-3 s.h. MR. NollTON 
108. The Rural South.-A study of the present. and the future of the 
rural South in relation to such problems as tenancy and land ownership, perils 
of King Cotton, poverty and riches in the country, the social and institutional 
life of rural people, and relation of rural and urban life. A special examination 
of rural life in South Carolina will be made.-3 s.h. MR. Do8Y 
109-110. Hiatory of Social Thought.-This course is devoted to a sur-
vey of social thought as represented in the theories of ancient, medieval, and 
modem thinkers. Special attention is given to the theories and contributions 
of the leading contemporary sociologists. A classification of the theorists and 
the worth of their contributions will be made.-6 s.h. MR. Don 
111. Race Reiationa,,....-This course gives emphasis to such topics 11 
race consciousness, cultural development of minority races in the United Statea, 
and various aspects of race conflict. Relations between the Negroes and whitel 
of the South will be given special attention.-3 s.h. MR. NollTOM 
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111. Social Paycholocy.-An analysis is made of human behavior as 
determined by social interaction. Such subjects as conflict, suggestion, fashion, 
crowds, public opinion, and propaganda constitute phases of the course. Illus-
trative material will be drawn from a wide variety of sources.-3 s.h. 
MR. DOBY 
113. Crimonolocy.- A course dealing with the causes and treatment of 
delinquency and crime. A study is made of the social factors contributing to 
maladj ustments that led to crime. The penal institutions are examined and 
a survey is made of constructive contributions to the problem of crime.-3 s.h. 
MR. NORTON 
115. Technique• and Research Methoda.-A survey of research methods 
and techniques in use in sociology. A study will be made of the experimental 
method, case study and life history methods, and the interviewing and ques-
tionnaire techniques. A practical application of such methods will be made 
in the formulation and pre-testing of a research project. Prerequisite: Soci-
ology Sl-S2.-3 s.h. Ma. DoaY 
116. Technique• and Research Methoda.-An introduction to the logic 
and use of certain qualitative and quantitative techniques of analysing soci-
ological problems. Techniques of factor control, sampling and sampling theory, 
teating of hypotheses and probability theory will be considered. Prerequisite: 
Sociology Sl-52.-3 s.h. MR. DoaY 
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GENERAL REGULATIONS 
The academic year is divided into two semesters. The first semester of 
the academic year 1952-1953 begins September 11; the second, February 2. 
Commencement Day, 1953 is June 1. 
TIME OF ENTRANCE 
Patrons of the College are earnestly requested to talce care that all students 
shall be present on the opening day of the session when the classes arc organ-
ized and instruction is begun. Those who enter after that time necessarily 
lose some part of the instruction. They may find themselves hopelessly be-
hind and thus forced to drop into lower classes. Students who enter after the 
beginning of the semester are marked absent on the days they have missed 
in the courses to which they are admitted, and these absences are counted u 
other absences from class. 
For Freshmen who wish to follow the accelerated program and begin the 
work of the Freshman year in the Summer School, the schedule for tests will 
naturally be adjusted to fit the time of admission. 
MATRICULATION, R EGISTRATION, AND ENROLLMENT 
Registration and matriculation take place in the Field House at the 
beginning of each semester. All students must register on the date prescribed 
in the college calendar. All students, both old and new, are required to 
matriculate at the beginning of each semester and to obtain from the Accountant 
a receipt. This receipt is presented to the Registrar who issues the student a 
number of course cards equivalent to the number of courses the student ia 
entitled to take. The student presents the enrollment cards to professors who 
enroll him in the various courses. Students matriculating in either semester 
at a date later than that prescribed in this Bulletin shall pay the Accotmtant 
a penalty of $1.00 per day for late registration. No student is permited to 
register later than two weeks after the opening of either semester. 
REGULATIONS REGARDING GRADES 
Grades shall be reported so as to indicate one of four things: 
Passed.-A grade of "A," "B," "C,'' or "D1' shall indicate that a student 
has passed a course. The work of this group of students shall be graded 
according to the following system: "A,'' excellent; "B," good; "C," fair; 
"D,'' passable. 
Fai/ed.-A grade of "F" shall indicate that the student has failed the course 
and that, in order to receive credit for the course, he shall be required to take 
the work again in class. 
focomplete.-A grade of "I" shall indicate that the instructor, because the 
student has not completed all the work required in the course though he bu 
passed the examination, is unable to report the final grade at the regular time. 
All students (with incomplete grades) who have not satisfied the depart-
ment concerned and have not obtained a passing grade before the close of 
the semester following the date of the regular examination in which the "I" 
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wu incurred, are regarded as having failed on the course concerned and must 
repeat the course in class in order to receive credit. 
Absent From Examination.-A grade of "X" shall indicate that the student 
wu absent from the examination. 
A student absent from examination and marked "X," if his absence has 
been excused by the Dean of the College, may receive an examination on the 
payment of a fee of $2.00 to the Accountant of the College. The Dean shall 
arrange with the department concerned for this examination, which must be 
taken by the student before the close of the semester foll~wing the date of 
the examination in which the "X" was incurred. Otherwise, the grade for 
the course shall be recorded as "F." If a student's absence from an exami-
nation is not excused by the Dean, the grade for the course concerned shall 
be recorded as "F." 
EXAMINATIONS 
Mid-year final examinations in all subjects are held in January and May, 
respectively. The examination record combined with the record made in 
class constitutes the student's final grade. 
EXPLANATION OF QUALITY-POINT SYSTEM 
A certain quality-grade is required for graduation and, for the purpose 
of determining this quality-grade, numerical values called points are given to 
the grade letters as follows: for grade "A,'' 3 points for each semester-hour 
of credit ; for grade "B," 2 points; for grade "C," 1 point. o quality-points 
are given for the grade "D." 
CLASS STANDING 
For a student to rank as a Sophomore, he must have to his credit twmty-
f<>vr semester-hours with an average grade of "C" or above; as a Jun~or, 
fifty-six semester-hours with an average grade of "C'' or above; as a Semor, 
rtintty-two semester-hours with an average grade of "C" or above.* 
AMOUNT OF WORK 
Exclusive of basic ROTC or physical education, no student is permitted 
to take less than fifteen semester-hours of work without special permission 
from the Dean; to take more than seventeen semester-hours of work unless 
his average grade in the preceding semester is above "C" ; or, under any 
conditions to talce more than twenty semester-hours of work. A grade of 
"F' deprlves a student of the right to take extra work, regardless of his 
average grade. 
The total amount of work that a student may take in any one department 
toward the Bachelor of Arts degree is limited to a maximum of thirty-six 
semester hours. For purposes of determining this requirement, German and 
Romance Languages are regarded as separate departments.** 
LIMIT ON FRESHMAN WORK 
No Senior may talce for credit any course open primarily to Freshmen 
except a course required for graduation ; and no Junior may take for gradua-
---;e;;-footnote on page 24 for explnnaUon or "nvernge grnde or C." 
.. Required fresh.man courses shall not be Included In the 36 hour lhnlt.. 
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tion credit more than one course open primarily to Freshmen. A list of thete 
courses is given under "Departments and Courses of Instruction." 
LIMIT ON FINAL WORK FOR GRADUATION 
Not more than six to eight semester-hours of work may be taken in an-
other institution of approved standing as the final work necessary for gradu-
ation, and this work of Senior grade must first be approved by the Dean. 
REGISTRATION FOR LESS THAN NORMAL WORK 
A student reported to be in poor health or engaged in outside work that 
demands much of his time may not register for the normal load of work un-
less his average grade for the preceding semester is "C" or above. 
AUDITING COURSES 
A student who wishes to audit a course may do so on securing the con-
sent of the instructor. No attendance record of the student is kept, and he 
may not receive credit for the course. 
THE DEAN'S LIST 
Students who, at the mid-year or final examinations, have attained an 
average of "B" or higher in the courses of the half-year just closed and who 
have not received a grade of "F" or "l" in any course are placed on the Dean's 
List for the succeeding half-year. A student whose name appears on the Dean's 
List is allowed two additional unexcused absences in each of his courses. A 
student must be carrying a minimum of 15 semester-hours' work to be con-
sidered. The name of a student may be withdrawn from the Dean's List at 
any time, if the student fails to maintain a satisfactory standard of scholar-
ship and conduct. 
RULES ON ABSENCES AND CLASS ATTENDANCE 
A student is permitted to have in each course as many unexcused absences 
as there are semester hours credit in the course. All students on the Dean's 
List are allowed two extra unexcused absences in all subjects. The name of 
a student may be withdrawn from the Dean's List, however, at any time by 
the Dean if the student fails to maintain a satisfactory standard of scholar-
ship and conduct. 
Absences under the foregoing rules require no excuse. Such absences will 
be left to the judgment of the student. 
In science classes absences may be distributed all in theory, all in labora-
tory, or between theory and laboratory, but the absences from laboratory 
may not be removed by making up the work. 
Absences from class-work are counted from the first day of a semester. 
Students who register late may do so only on permission of the Dean. In 
order to obtain credit for a course in any semester here, a student must have 
actually attended at least fifty per cent of the class meetings of the course 
for the given semester. 
Absences on the day or days immediately preceding or following a holiday 
count as double absences. Students living more than 500 miles from Spar-
tanburg will be allowed one extra day at the beginning of the Thanksgivinc 
holiday. 
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For unexcused absences of a student from a course in excess of the num-
ber allowed, quality points shall be deducted as follows: for the first absence, 
one quality point; for the second, two additional quality points ; for the third, 
three additional quality points; etc. For example, a student with three un-
excused absences in excess of the number allowed would lose six quality points. 
The fourth unexcused absence in excess of the number allowed results in 
withdrawal from class, an automatic grade of "F" and loss of ten quality 
points. 
Absences due to authorized representation of the College in a student ac-
tivity are excused. Absences due to sickness are excused, provided the stu-
dent presents a physician's certificate or a statement from our Infirmary ac-
counting for such absences. Any exception to this rule will be made a special 
case and will be handled on its individual merits in the Dean's office. 
No excuses will be accepted more than seven days after the absence to 
which they refer. 
A student who neglects a course or attends the class irregularly, after 
warning from an instructor, and upon the approval of the Dean, may be 
dropped from the course with the grade of "F." 
In order to drop a course a student must receive the approval of the Dean 
and the instructor except in the case of Freshman where it shall be after 
consultation with the advisor and the instructor. When permission, as indi-
cated, has been given a student to drop a course, the grade shall be recorded 
as WP if the student has been making a passing grade, or as WF if the 
student has been making a failing grade up to the time of withdrawal. When 
permission is given to drop a course after mid-semester, the grade shall be 
recorded as F unless otherwi e indicated by the Dean. 
Freshmen may not leave the city without permission of the Dean of Stu-
dents. 
Daily reports of all absences of students from class are required of each 
instructor and are filed in the Registrar's office. An instructor has no auth-
ority to excuse a student from class attendance or to drop him from a course. 
PROBATION AND EXCLUSION 
The College reserves the right to require the withdrawal of students whose 
scholarship is not satisfactory and of those who, for any other reason, are 
regarded as not in accord with the ideals and standards that the College 
seeks to maintain. 
Probation 
The purpose of probation is to warn a student and to assist him in im-
p-oving the character of his work. If a student fails to make an average 
srade of "C" or higher on at least twelve semester-hours of work in a 
eemester, he may be put on probation for the following semester. 
Excluaion 
A student who is taking less than twelve semester-hours of work, because 
he has been dropped from a course or courses on account of failure or ex-
cess absences, is automatically excluded from the College. 
An upperclassman is not permitted to remain in college in the second 
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semester unless he passes as much as nine semester-hours of work of the 
first semester. 
A student of the Freshman class is not permitted to re-enter in September 
if he did not pass at least six semester-hours of work in the second semester 
of the previous year and a total of eighteen semester hours of work for the 
entire year, unless he meets this requirement by summer school worlc. Anr 
other student is not permitted to re-enter in September if he did not p111 
nine semester-hours of work of the second semester, unless he meets tbia 
requirement by summer school work. 
In addition to the above quantitative requirements for remaining in colle,f, 
there is also the following qualitative requirement: an upperclassman who 
does not have, at the close of an academic year, a credit of at least 12 qualitJ 
points on the work of that year, exclusive of basic ROTC or physical edu-
cation, is automatically excluded from the College, unless he meets thia re-
quirement by Summer School work. 
A student who has not accumulated a minimum of 56 semester hours IJld 
56 quality points at the end of three years in college shall be discontinued. 
Students who are dropped from the College may not be re-instated until 
the end of one semester after the exclusion. 
DISCIPLINE 
A student may be suspended or placed on probation for misconduct. If 
a student is found guilty of an additional offense while on probation, suspen-
sion will ordinarily follow. For minor infractions of rules the student may 
be penalized with demerits. If a student accumulates 100 demerits he will 
be suspended from college. Minor infractions of the rules will be handled , 
by the Dean of Students or the Dean of the College. The Discipline Com-
mittee acts on all major cases. 
CONDUCT REGULATIONS 
Students are expected to conduct themselves according to the best stand-
ards of morality and decency. Such conduct as drinking of alcoholic bever-
ages, gambling, profanity, and other immoralities shall be investigated by the 
Discipline Committee and students found guilty of misconduct will be subject 
to discipline. The College reserves the right> to suspend, expel, or ask a 
student to withdraw from College at any time his conduct is deemed unsatis-
factory. 
DORMITORY REGULAT IONS 
Wofford College is eager that its students have a happy dormitory life 
and wishes to do everything possible for their comfort and convenience. The 
College urges each student to cooperate with the institution in this purpose 
and to see that his personal belongings are always arranged in an orderly 
manner. 
The student will be held responsible for any damage to the room or equip-
ment during the rental period, and he is required to pay for all damaga 
caused by his neglect or abuse to college property. 
College furniture must not be moved from the room where it has been 
placed by the College. 
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Room-rent includes heat, lights, and janitor service. Each student is ex-
pected to bring his own pillows, towels, and bed clothing. The beds are single 
beds. 
Permission must be granted through the office of Dean for use of electric 
appliances other than the regular lighting equipment. 
The use or possession of intoxicating liquors, wines or beer, and gambling 
in any manner are forbidden. 
Persons of questionable character are forbidden to visit the dormitories. 
Animals shall not be kept in the dormitories. 
Solicitation for sales or gifts on the grounds or within the buildings is 
prohibited except by appointees of the College. 
All visitors who take meals or spend the night in the dormitories must be 
rqistered with the hostess. 
PUBLIC REPRESENTATION OF THE COLLEGE 
Athletes must qualify in accordance with the rules of the Southern Inter-
collegiate Athletic Association. Special students must obtain permission from 
the Dean before participating in any public event. 
CHAPE L E XE RCISES 
All students are required to attend chapel exercises. Four absences for 
which no accounting is required are permitted in any one semester, but if a 
ltudent's unexcused absences reach five in any one semester, he is automatic-
ally excluded from the College. Excuses for chapel absences should be handed 
in as soon as the student is back in chapel, and not later than the Monday 
following the absence. 
SOCIAL FRATERNITIES 
Rules regulating social fraternities are formulated by the Pan-Hellenic 
Council and the College Dean. All rules governing fraternities must have 
the approval of the College President. 
THE PUBLICATIONS BOARD 
The financial control of all student publications is vested in a board, com-
posed of four faculty members and five student members. This Board is 
Ibo at the service of the staffs of the publications for suggestions or advice 
concerning their work. No student publication can be started at the College 
without the approval of the Publications Board. 
FACULTY REPORTS 
Each member of the Faculty is required to report monthly on the standing 
of all students who are failing in his classes. 
MID-SEMESTER AND SEMESTER REPORTS 
By November 15 for the first semester and March 30 for the second semes-
ter, reports concerning class attendance and scholarship of all Freshmen and 
Sophomores will be sent to parents or guardians. At the close of each semester 
6na1 reports of class attendance, courses, grades, and quality-points of all 
atadents will be sent to parents or guardians. 
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FEES AND EXPENSES 
All fees and expenses for each semester arc due and payable, unlm 
otherwise specified, upon registTation at the beginning of each semester, 
and no student is admitted to cla·sses until arrangement concerning their 
settlement has been made with the Dean of Administration of the Collcp. 
GENE RAL F EES AND E XPENSES 
Reaident S tudent. 
Matriculation ·············--····-··········-······················-············· $ 35.00 
Tuition ··-······················- - ···················· ···················-··-····-····· 125.00 
Room-rent ·····-·······································-··················$40.00 to 50.00 
Board ··················································································-······ 150.00 
Maintenance Fee ·············································-················-· 15.00 
Student Activities Fee .................... ·-·························-······ 15.00 
Medical Fee ·····-······························································-····· 15.00• 
Library Fee ·············-··············-······················-····················· 5.00 
Total due at beginning of each semester .... $400.00 - $410.00 
Non-R eaident Student. 
Matriculation ·············- ·······-········-········-··························· $ 35.00 
Tuition ·······-··························-········- ··························-····-···· 125.00 
Maintenance Fee ································-······························- 15.00 
Student Activities Fee .............................................. ·-······· 15.00 
Library Fee ·············-··········-··························-····················· 5.00 
Tota-I due at beginning of each semester ............ $195.00 
LABORATORY AND SPECIAL FEES 
Laboratory Fee in Science Courses ............................ -.. $ 10.00" 
Laboratory Fee in Chemistry 11-12 (Pre-Medical).... 15.00 
Laboratory Fee in Accounting, per semester ....... _. 10.00 
Extra Subject, per semester-hour ...... ····················-··- 3.00 
Repeated Subject, per semester-hour ...................... -.. 3.00 
Physical Education Fee, per semester .. ·-··················· 1.50 
Fee for Basic RO.T.C ............. ·················· ·················- ······ 1.00 
Fee for Practice Teaching, per semester.................. 20.00 
Graduation and Diploma Fee (Senior Year) ..... -... 9.00 
•The college maintains an ln1lrmary to provide proper care ot student.a durln1 atca-
A resident nurse and college physician are employed. The medical tee proride9 for II 
Hnices rendered In the colleee lnft.rmary. The medical tee alao pro.-ldes tor b09pltalla-
tlon In case ot serious Illness or tor a neeesaary operation to the enent of betGll ti 
medical fee publl.ahed on paie 64 ot this ca ta lo&Ue. 
.. J'or two semester Introductory courses or one aemeater adnnced courae. 
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FEES FOR T EACHE RS TAKING COLLEGE COURSES 
Teachers in nearby schools, taking one or two college courses, are 
required to pay a registration fee of $5.00 each semester and a· tuition 
fee of $3.00 per semester-hour of credit in addition to any regular labora-
tory fee where the courses arc ta·ken in science. 
FEES AND EXPE NSES FOR SUMMER SCHOOL STUDENTS 
Charges for each term : 
Registration Fee ............................................... ..................... .... $ 15.00 
Tuition Fee, per seme ter-hour ...................................... ·-··· 6.00 
Room-rent and Board ................................................... ·-········ 65.00 
Library Fee ·············································································-· 2.00 
Total due at beginning of each term ........................ $118.00 
All fees and expenses are due and payable at the time of registration. 
Teachers in active full-time service in schools and colleges, ministerial 
atudents, and sons of ministers are required to pay a tuition fee of only $4.00 
per semester-hour, in addition to the fee for registration and the expenses for 
room-rent and board. 
Students taking courses in laboratory science must pay the laboratory fees 
required in regular term. 
Students rooming in the dormitories will be expected to bring with them 
their own bed-clothing, pillow cases, and towels. The dormitory beds are all 
ainrle beds. 
EXPLANATION OF ST UDE NT ACT IVIT IES FE E 
Students undertake each year by cooperative efforts various activities-
litcrary, social, athletic, and religious. These activities are an essential part 
of college life and have considerable educational value. Formerly they were 
lllPPOrlcd by voluntary contributions or by the method of class and student 
body assessments. After carefully considering the matter, however, the 
authorities of the College came to the conclusion that they could be more 
economically and efficiently managed and that, at the same time, their benefits 
could be brought within reach of all students by requiring a fee wholly de-
'IOtcd to this purpose. This fee is known and administered as the "Student 
Activities Fee." This secures to each student, without additional cost (1) one 
copy of the College Annual•; (2) participation in class functions-literary, 
IOCial, and athletic; ( 3) membership in the Student Christian Association; 
(4) Lyceum tickets; (5) admission to athletic games; and (6) subscriptions 
llO student periodicals. 
In view of this fee, no assessment by classes or by student body can be 
made except by special permission of the Administration. 
LIVING ACCOMMODAT IONS 
Snyder Hall is the dormitory for Freshmen, Carlisle and Greene Halls are 
the dormitories for upperclassmen. There are a few single rooms, and other 
rooms will accommodate two or three students. 
--;n;; annual atall' baa the authority to make additional cbar&ee tor personal pbotonapha 
wldcb appear lo the year book . 
• 
• 
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A resident student, in order to retain his room for the succeeding year, 
is requested to make application, accompanied by a reservation fee of $10.00, 
between April 1 and April 11 at the office of the Accountant. This reservatiaa 
fee is deducted from the room-rent at the time of registration for the fint 
semester, but is not refunded. All rooms which have not been reserved on or 
before April 11 will be considered vacant for the succeeding year and will be 
reserved in the order in which applications are made. 
Rooms are reserved only for applicants for admission as resident students. 
A reservation fee of $10.00 is required. This reservation fee is deducted from 
the room-rent at the time of registration for the fall semester. 
The exchange of rooms may be arranged for within fifteen days after the 
opening of the semester. A charge of $2.00 will be made for the change of 
rooms after that period. 
BENEFITS OF MEDICAL FEE 
In consideration of the payment of the medical fee of $30.00 ($15.00 per 
semester) as stated in the 1950-1951 Catalogue, Wofford College sets forth 
below a brief outline of the benefits which Wofford College will pay in ad-
dition to the regular infirmary care: 
1. The maximum sum of $250.00 for all expenses incurred because of an 
accident or accidents. The said $250.00 is the aggregate maximum payment 
during an academic year regardless of number of accidents. 
2. The maximum sum of $6.00 per day hospital board in case of sickness, 
limit thirty (30) days during any academic year. 
3. The maximum sum of $30.00 during any academic year for hospital 
extra expense such as operating room, laboratory fees, anesthetic, etc., for 
sickness. 
4. The maximum sum of $150.00 surgical benefits from sickness during 
any academic year. 
5. The maximum sum of $2.50 per day-limit thirty (30) days during 1111 
academic year-for doctor's calls while confined to hospital during non-oper-
ative sickness cases. 
6. The benefits of the medical fee shall cover only such sicknesses or 
injuries contracted or incurred during the semester for which the said medi-
cal fee is paid, and these benefits do not include any payment for dental work. 
7. The benefits of the medical fee shall not cover accidents or injuries in-
curred by a student when out of the City of Spartanburg, except when he ia 
engaged in authorized college activities. 
8. The benefits of the medical fee do not cover accidents or injuries due 
to the misconduct of students. 
REGULATIONS REGARDING PAYMENTS 
'!'he Board of Trustees of Wofford College has enacted the following rep-
lations which govern the payment of all fees due the College: 
1. The President, the Dean or Accountant of the College have no authorifJ 
to suspend or in and way alter these regulations. 
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2. General fees and expenses are due and payable upon registration at the 
beginning of each semester or summer term, and no student is admitted to 
classes until arrangements concerning their settlement have been made with 
the Accountant of the College. 
3. All special fees are due and payable when the bill for the same is rend-
ered by the Accountant of the College. 
4. Matriculation and tuition fees are not refunded. 
S. A charge of $1.00 per day is made for delay in matriculation, except in 
cue of sickness or unavoidable detention at home. 
6. No refund in room rent and board will be allowed, except in case of 
permanent withdrawal or except in case of absence at home on account of 
sickness for a period of at least fifteen days. 
7. The sons of Methodist ministers and any young man of the graduating 
class of any orphanage in South Carolina are exempt from payment of tuition, 
but are required to pay all other fees. Ministerial students may give notes 
for their tuition. In the case of Methodist mini trial students, the loan notes 
are cancelled when they enter upon active work of the ministry. 
8. Ministerial students, not sons of ministers, will make notes for their 
tuition for a semester at a time. The right to make any additional semester 
note is subject to the regulations governing scholarships and free tuition. 
9. A reduction of $10.00 per student per semester is made in tuition where 
two or more brothers are enrolled in college at the same time. 
10. No student who has not settled all his bills with the Accountant of the 
College is allowed to stand the mid-year or final examinations of the academic 
year or the final examinations of the summer term. 
12. A fee of $1.00 is charged for any change in a student's course card 
after it bas been approved, provided the change is not required by the College. 
13. A charge of $2.00 will be made for every special examination given 
to a student. 
14. A reservation fee of $10.00 is required of all students who wish to 
have a room reserved for the next academic year. This reservation fee is 
deducted from the room rent at the time of registration for the first semester. 
If a student wishes to cancel his reservation, he must notify the College be-
fore August 15; otherwise, the reservation fee of $10.00 is not refunded. 
15. A charge of $2.00 will be made for a change of rooms after the ex-
piration of the period allowed for such change. 
16. No student or former student who has not settled all his outstanding 
bills with the Accountant, or paid his loan fund notes to the Treasurer ac-
cording to the terms of payment, may receive a transcript of his work until 
bis obligation has been cleared on the records of the College. 
17. In all laboratory courses a student is required to pay the cost of re-
placement of apparatus and materials broken or damaged by him. This amount 
ia to be paid to the Accountant prior to the examination. 
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SPECIAL ENDOWMENT, SCHOLARSHIP, 
AND LOAN FUNDS 
Through the yea~s •. by. generous gifts from friends and alumn' the ~ollege has been buildmg its Specia l Endowment Endowed Schola~sbip, 
. ndowed Loan, an d Loan Funds. These funds gi~e financial stability to 
its pr~gram .and. h~lp to provide an educational service in accord with 
the highest 10st.1tuhonal standards. We are pleased to list below thia 
constantly enlargmg group of funds. 
SPECIAL ENDOWME NT F UNDS 
SAM ORR BLACK AND HUGH s. BLACK PORTRAIT FUND $120000-B D 
Sam Orr Black and Dr. Hugh S. Black of Spartanburg, S. c.' . . 1 r. 
C~RLISLt MEMORIAL FUND, $36,141.00.-Memorial to Dr. James H Carlisle 
cstabltshed by . the alumni and friends of Dr. Carlisle throughout the. State at 
large but particularly from Spartanburg, South Carolina. 
! AMts H . CARLISLt CHAIR OF R£r.1c10N AND PHILOSOPHY $7000 • 
scribed and directed through the Wofford of Tomorrow Campai~. . .-1 
Aue. M. AND CtMA S. CHRSITZBERG FUND $9 221 99 B M d Mr A M d M ' • · .- Y r. an L 
ug. · an rs. Cerna S. Chreitzberg, of Spartanburg, S. C. 
M1t. AND MRs. Jos. K. DAVIS ENDOWMtNT FUND $100000-B M and 
Mrs. Jos. K. Davis of Spartanburg, s. c. ' ' · · Y r. 
SAMUEL DIBBLt MtMOR!AL LIBRARY FUND $160000 -B h. d h 
Mrs. Agnes Dibble Moss of Orangeburg, s. c.' . . . y IS aug ter, 
BENJAMIN N. DuKt ENDOWMJ>NT FUND $10000000-B M B · · 
N. Duke of Charlotte, N. C. ' ' · · Y r. COJIJDID 
w ARRJ!N DUPRJ! MEMORIAL L IBRARY FUND $1 000 00 B h' .d M Ca . D D ' • . .- y IS WI ow rL 
rne uncan uPre of Spartanburg, S. C. ' 
]AM!S D. HAMMETT MEMORIAL FUND $2000000-B M J D 
mett of Anderson, S. c. ' ' · · Y r. ames . Ham-
WrLUAM HOWARD J ACKSON MtMORIAL FUND $100000 B h' f tber 
and th M ' • · .- Y 11 a 
mo er, r. and Mrs. Walter G. Jackson of Spartanburg, S. C. 
Da. AND MRs. N . F . KIRKLA ND MtMORIAL FUND $1 000 oo B th · 
D'r. William C. Kirkland of the South Carolina Co~fer~c~. .- Y ctr IOll, 
S 
RICHARD I. MANNING, JR. Mt MORIAL FUND $5 000 00-By his heir of 
partanburg, S. C. ' ' · · 1 
J· THOMAS PAT!'! M tMORIAL LIBRARY FUND $5 318.59-B hi 'd M 
Alice G. Pate of Camden, S. C. ' ' . Y s w1 CIW, rL 
H .. N . SNYDER CHAIR OP E NGLISH LANGUAGJ;; AND Lin:R.ATURg $7 -
Subscribed and directed through the W offord of Tomorrow Camr:aign. 60.00. 
18~ SouTH CAROLINA CoNPl'!RSNci;: ENDOWMl'!NT FUND, $77.50.-Subscnlled 
and directed through the Wofford of Tomorrow Campaign. 
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T. B. STACKHousg CHAIR oP EcoNoM1cs AND BusINtss ADMINISTRATION, 
$50,000.00.-Established in 1949 by the Board of Trustees in memory of Mr. 
Stackhouse, who in 1937, gave to the Wofford College Endowment Fund the 
llllD of $50,000.00. The holder of this chair will be determined by special reso-
lution of the Board of Trustees. 
W. FRANK WALKER MEMORIAL FUND, $20,563.67.-By Mr. W. Frank 
Walker of Greenville, S. C . 
HENRY P. WILLIAMS ENDOWMENT FUND, $1,359.58.-By fr. Henry P. 
Williams of Charleston, S. C. 
Bl!NJAMIN WOFFORD ENDOWMENT FUND, $125.00.-Subscribed and directed 
through the Wofford of Tomorrow Campaign. 
ENDOWE D SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS 
BrsHOP ] AMES ATKINS MSMORIAL, $1,000.00.-Established by Dr. and Mrs. 
J. T. Hooker of Spartanburg, S. C., in April, 1948, as an endowed scholar-
ship for worthy students with outstanding qualities of scholarship, character 
and leadership. 
BatNARD M. BARUCH, $10,000.00.-Established by Mr. Bernard M. Baruch 
of New York City and Georgetown, S. C., in F ebruary, 1939, as an endowed 
acbolarship for worthy students who possess outstanding qualities and promise. 
D1t. Ltw1s ]ONES BLAKE, $2,500.00.-Established in March, 1945, by Mrs. 
Louise H. Blake of Spartanburg, S. C., as a memorial to her husband. The 
scholarship is to be awarded on the basis of character, leadership and scholarly 
achievement. 
CLIFTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY, $4,700.00.-Established by Clifton 
Manufacturing Company of Clifton, S. C., in March, 1943, for the purpose 
of establishing scholarships to be awarded to boys of Clifton Mills eligible for 
college. 
Tai! D. E. CoNvntSI! COMl'ANY, $1 ,700.00.-Established by The D. E. Con-
verse Company of Glendale, S. C., in April, 1943, for the purpose of awarding 
scholarships to the boys of The D. E . Converse Company eligible for college 
entrance. 
FAIRFOREST FINISHING COMPANY, $1,000.00.-Established by Fairforest 
F'mishing Company of Spartanburg, S. C., in December, 1943, the annual 
proceeds from this endowment to be used as a permanent scholarship for an 
employee or son of an employee of Fairforest Finishing Company. However, 
when there is no application for this scholarship, it may be diverted to some 
other worthy boy. 
CH£SL£Y C. HERBERT, $1,310.00.-Established by Rev. C. C. Herbert, Jr., 
and his brother, Dr. T . W . Herbert, as a memorial to their father, Rev. Ches-
ler C. Herbert, of the class of 1892. The principal of this fund is to be in-
ftlted by the college and the interest used as a scholarship grant to worthy 
students. 
WILI.IAK A. LAW, $50,000.00--Established by Mr. S. Clay Williams of 
Winston-Salem, N. C., in February, 1937, as a memorial to Mr. William A. 
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Law of Philadelphia, Pa., of the class of 1883, the income from this endow-
ment to be used to pay college fees of a carefully selected group of students 
to be known as the "Wm. A. Law Scholars." They are to he selected on the 
basis on scholarship, character, and leadership. 
MILLS MILL, $3,000.00.-Established by Mills Mill of Woodruff, S. C., in 
December, 1943, the annual proceeds from this endowment to he used u a 
permanent scholarship for an employee or son of employee of Mills Mill 
However, when there is no application for this scholarship, it may he diverted 
to some other worthy boy. 
EUPHRASIA ANN MURPH, $4,266.37.-Established by her son, Mr. D. S. 
Murph of St. Matthews, S. C., and Washington, D. C., the income to he UICd 
to assist students of scholarship, character and promise. 
PACOLET MANUFACTURING CoMPANY, $5,000.00.-Established by Pacolet 
Manufacturing Company of Pacolet, S. C., in January, 1943. Studenu of 
Pacolet Manufacturing Company must be given first consideration. If there 
is no student who is desirous of availing himself of this opportunity, Wofford 
College shall have the right to use the proceeds in granting other scholarshipe. 
Tall DARWIN L. REm MEMORlAL, $3,000.00.-Established by Mrs. D. L. 
Reid of Sandy Springs, S. C., and her daughter, Mrs. John D. Rogers of 
Easley, S. C., in March, 1950. 
Sn.ls-LYLES-DAWKINS-MARTIN, $2,000.00.-Established by Mr. and Mn. 
T. P. Sims of Spartanburg, S. C., the income to be used as a scholarship for 
orphan boys from Spartanburg, Union, and Fairfield Counties. 
SPARTAN Mn.Ls, $5,000.00.-Established by Spartan Mills of Spartanburr, 
S. C., in February, 1943. If a student connected in some way with Spartan 
Mills meets the qualifications for admission to college, the income from thia 
fund will go to that person. If no one qualifies in a particular year from 
Spartan Mills, the income may be used to aid some other student 
ENDOWED LOAN FUNDS 
ConssuRY CoNPERE:NcE ScaooL, $10,000.00.-By Micajah Suber, of Coket-
bury, S. C., the income to he used for the assistance of students studying for 
the Christian Ministry. Accumulations $5,382.14. 
A. MASON DuPu, $1,000.00.-By Mrs. E. P. Chambers of Spartanbarr, 
S. C., the income to be used as a fund for the assistance of worthy and am-
bitious students. Accumulations $1,137.49. 
Mas. E. C. HoDca:s, $68.75.-By Mrs. E. C. Hodges of Anderson, S. C.. OD 
December 25, 1925, the income therefrom to be used in assisting poor bo7I 
to obtain an education. Accumulations $26.72. 
JoaN W. HUMBERT, $1,800.00.-By Rev. John W. Humbert, the income 
to he used in a loan to an outstanding student to assist him with his expensa. 
Accumulations $2,950.96. 
A. W. Lovt AND Wm:, $1,000.00.-Memorial by A. W. Love and wife of 
Hickory Grove, S. C., the income to be used in assisting worthy 1tudcnta. 
Accumulations $1,137.12. 
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Jot. A. McCuu.ouGa, $1,000.00.-By Mr. Jos. A. McCullough of Green. 
Tille, S. C., in March, 1934. Accumulations $438.48. 
ANNDC N Aow McCAitTHY Sa1RLEY, $30,000.00.-By Mrs. Shirley of Co-
lmnbia, S. C., the income to be used in loans to needy ministerial students of 
the Methodist Church. Accumulations $15,356.76. 
HUGH MILTON STACKHOUSE, $1,000.00.-By Mr. H . M. Stackhouse of 
Clemson College, S. C., the income to be used as a loan to help some worthy, 
needy students, preferably from Marlboro County. Accumulations $962.06. 
]AMES WII.LlAM SroKSS, $2,000.00.-By his widow, Mrs. Ella L. Stokes of 
Orangeburg, S. C., in July, 1904, the income from which is to be used as a 
Joan fund in aiding deserving and needy students from Orangeburg County. 
Accumulations $3,326.84. 
D'Aacv P. WANNAMAKER, $3,500.00.-By Mr. John E. Wannamaker of St. 
Matthews, S. C., the income to be used for loans to ambitious and worthy 
boys. Accumulations $3,445.83. 
MARY A. WATTS, $1,500.00.-By Mrs. Mary A. Watts of Abbeville, S. C., 
in December, 1917, the income from which is to be used in assisting. students 
preparing to enter the ministry of the Methodist Church, who, in the Judgment 
of the College, are unable to help themselves. Accumulations $3,378.13. 
LOAN FUNDS 
H. W. ACKERMAN FuND.-By Mr. H. W. Ackerman of Landrum, S. C. 
Value $129.10. 
H. C. B~1'H'£A FuND.-By Mr. H. C. Bethea of Dillon, S. C. Value $74.03. 
]. N. BETHEA FuND.-By Mr. J . N. Bethea of Dillon, S. C. Value $118.00. 
BETHEL METHODIST CHURCH FuNn.-By Bethel Methodist Church, Spar-
tanburg, S. C. Value $987.21. 
EowARD P. CHAMBERS FuND.-By his daughter, Mrs. Marion Wrigley of 
Greenville, S. C. Value $128.05. 
C1TIZEN oF FoRT Mru., Fort Mill, S. C. Value $50.00. 
CI.Ass OF 1880--T. B. STACKHOUSt FuND.-By Mr. T. B. Stackhouse of 
C:Olumbia, S. C., and his classmates. Value $4,568.83. 
CI.Ass OP 1905 FuND.-By the class of 1905. Value $118.50. 
WIU.IAM COLEMAN FuND.-By Mr. William Coleman of Union, S. C. 
Value $107.86. 
BLAND CONNOR MEMORIAL FuND.-By his mother, of Fort Motte, S. C. 
Value $353.59. 
A. MASON D'uPRE MEMORIAL FUND.-By Wofford College student body, 
1949-1950, Value $62.75. 
WAll.F..N DuPat FUND.-By the Rotary Club of Spartanburg, S. C. Value 
$888.97. 
A FRIEND FuND.-From New York City. Value $4,514.39. 
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C. E. GAD..LARD FuND.-By Dr. C. E. Gaillard of Spartanburg, S. C. 
Value $15.78. 
Wv.. BUTLER GAIUtETT III FuND.-By his father and mother, Rev. and 
Mrs. W. B. Garrett of the Upper South Carolina Conferenve. Value $355.SO. 
ADDD! F. GARVIN FuND.-By Mrs. Addie F. Garvin of Spartanburg, S. C. 
Value $104.50. 
]AMES D. HAMMETT FUND.-By Mr. James D. Hammett, Anderson, S. C. 
Value $22,312.69. 
CHARLES T. HAMMOND FuND.-By Mr. Charles T. Hammond of Green-
wood, S. C. Value $359.79. 
MARY ELIZABETH HILLS FuND.-By Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Hills, of Coltun-
bia, S. C., as a loan fund for students preparing for the ministry, with spccial 
reference to service in the mission fields. Value $100.00. 
W. H. HoocEs FuND.-By Rev. W. H. Hodges and family of the South 
Carolina Conference. Value $1,041.01. 
Ma. AND Mas. W. A. Hooo FuND.-By Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Hood of 
Hickory Grove, S. C. Value $404.40. 
A. W. JACKSON FuNo.-By Mr. A. W. Jackson. Value $8.34. 
THEW. E. HUNTER FUND.-Established by Mr. W. E. Hunter of Coving-
ton, Kentucky. Value $50.00. 
WALTF.R G. JACKSON FUND.-By Mr. Walter G. Jackson of Spartanburg, 
S. C. Value $211.75. 
Ma. AND MRs. T. ]. JORDAN FUND.-By Mr. and Mrs. T. ]. Jordan. Value 
$477.27. 
R L. KIRKwooo FuNo.-By Mr. R L. Kirkwood of Bennettsville, S. C. 
Value $644.14. 
W. E. LucAs FuND.-By Mr. W. E. Lucas of Laurens, S. C. Value $124.00. 
WILLIAM ANDRF.W LYON F uNo.-By his widow and son, James Fuller 
Lyon, and daughter, Inez St. C. Lyon, in memory of their father. Value $121.00. 
BOYD M. McKEOWN FuND.-By Mr. Boyd M. McKeown of Nashville, 
Tenn. Value $74.50. 
WALTER S. MoNTGOMF.RY FuNo.- By Mr. \Vatter S. Montgomery, Sr., of 
Spartanburg, S. C., in memory of Frank and Albert Montgomery. Value 
$307.50. 
W.R. PERKINS FuND.-By Mr. W. R. Perkins of ew York City. Value 
$519.46. 
]AMF.s T. PRINCE FuND.-By Mr. James T. Prince of Atlanta, Ga. Value 
$2,321.13. 
BENJ. RICE REMBERT-ARTHUR G. REMBERT FuND.-By DT. and Mrs. A. G. 
Rembert of Spartanburg, S. C. Value $190.35. 
Rocx H ILL DISTRICT FuNn.-By the Rock Hill District, Upper South Caro-
lina Conference. Value $208.21. 
F. W. SESSIONS FuNo.-By Mr. F. W. Sessions. Value $143.10. 
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h d Methodist Church, Co-SHANDON EPwoRTB LtAGUE FuND.-By S an on 
lumbia, s. C. Value $75.29. . 
Con SMITH FuND.-By Rev. Coke Smith. Value $192.42. 
M TIN LOAN FuNo.-Value $67.00. SIMS LYLtS, DAWKINS, AR . v I $261 53 
' M J T Smith. a ue · · J T SMITH AND Wlf!E FUND.-By r. . . . f G ·u 
. . . . d Mrs z A. Srmth o reenv1 e, THI! z. A. SMITH FuNo.-By his w1 ow, . . 
S. ~-. :.a~=~~5~~·sTEE FuND.-By a Friend, Spartanburg, S. C. Value 
fSOS.90. B R A J Stafford Spartanburg, S. C. Value A. J. STAFFORD FuNo.- Y ev. · · ' 
$2,366.45.T FUND Dr John 0 Wilson. Value $203.12. J p HOMAS .- · . v h S C 
. . F B Mr John W. Truesdale, ..... ers aw, . . JOHN w. TRutSDALE UNO.- y . 
Value $2,956.61. B D G W Walker of Augusta, Ga. G£ORG£ Wn.LIAM W ALKER FUND.- y r. . . 
Value $666.24. B M Samuel s. Kelly of Statesville, D. D. W ALLAC£ MEMORIAL F UND.- Y r. 
N. C. Value $35.00. Col. Geo. W. Wannamaker, Atlanta, GF.O. w. WANNAMAKER FUND.-By 
Ga. Value $100.00. Edward Welling, Charleston, S. C. 
EDWARD Wn.LING FuND.-By Mr. 
Value $898.60. M FUND -By his widow, Mrs. 
W B W HARTON EMORIAL · . Ed Riv. BlTFIELD · . M Louise McLaughlin, W. Carlisle, • 
Mattie J. Wharton, and children, rs. $262 10 
d R v Marvin T. Wharton. Value · · 
ward MuWrray, an F:~o By the Wilkerson family of Hickory Grove, S. C. J. T. LXDtSON .-
Value $146.40. . . f -1 of Hickory Grove, FuND.-By the Wilkerson am1 Y w. s. WILX'ERSON 
S. C. Value $669.73. F ' -B the Wofford College Dames 
WOFFORD Cou.EGE DAMES LoAN UND. y 
Qub for benefit of a married student. Value $150.00. . S C Value 
F By Mr Julian D. Wyatt, Pickens, · · JULIAN D. WYATT UND.- . 
$10.00. 
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SCHOLARSHIPS 
Through the generous gifts of endowed scholarship funds by frie1xil of the 
College several scholarships have been established for deserving students. TheM 
scholarships are supported by the income from invested funds. All scholarship 
endowments are held in trust and arc kept separate and distinct from other 
holdings of the College. All income is faithfully applied in accordance with 
the terms of the gift. 
All scholarships are awarded for one year by a committee of administratift 
officers and are to be used exclusively in the payment of college fees. The 
holder of an endowed scholarship in one year may apply for a renewal of thia 
scholarship for the succeeding year, which may or may not be granted. 
Any student enrolled in the College, or any prospective student may apply 
for a scholarship. No application, however, may be made formally by a proe-
pective student until application for admission has been made, all necessary 
credentials presented, and notifications of acceptance given. 
The College reserves the right to withdraw the grant of a scholarship, at 
the close of any semester, from a student whose scholarship is not satisfacto11 
and who, for any other reason, is regarded as not in accord with the ideab 
and standards that the College seeks to maintain (by satisfactory scholarship ia 
meant the making of at least an average grade of C on the semester's work). 
The College reserves the right to withdraw the grant of free tuition, at the 
close of any semester, from a student whose scholarship is not satisfactory and 
who, for any reason, is regarded as not in accord with the ideals and standards 
that the College seeks to maintain (by satisfactory scholarship is meant the 
making of at least an average grade of C on the semester's work). 
No grant of scholarship or free tuition will be made to help defray the 
expenses of a student enrolled in the Summer School. 
All applications for scholarships should be made to Dean C. C. Norton, of 
Wofford College. 
ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIPS 
The Biahop Jamee Atkina Memorial Scholarahip is based on the an-
nual earnings of the scholarship endowment. This scholarship is restricted to 
worthy students with outstanding qualities of scholarship, character and leader-
ship. 
The Bernard M. Baruch Scholarahipa are based on the annual earn-
ings from the scholarship endowment. Scholarships are awarded annually to 
worthy students who possess outstanding qualities and promise. These scholar-
ships are open either to students enrolled in college or to incoming Freshmen. 
The Dr. Lewie Jone• Blake Scholarahip is based on the annual earn-
ings of the scholarship endowment. This scholarship is awarded to studcntl 
selected on the basis of character, leadership, and intellectual promise. 
The Clifton Manufacturinc Company Scholarahip is based on the 
annual earnings of the scholarship endowment. This scholarship is restricted 
to boys of Clifton Mills eligible fo r college. 
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m an Scbolarabip is based on the annua-1 earn-
Tb• D. E. Conve~ae Cod P Yt This scholarship is restricted to boys of tars of the scholarship en owmen . 
the D. E. Converse Mills eligible for co\S\egbe. la b. is based on the annual 
f F. • h . ., Company c o ra sp Tb• Fair oreat sn1• sn. Th" ard is restricted to an cm-
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The Milla Mill Scholarah1p is base on e I the son of an em-
d · t icted to an emp oyee or 
endowment. This awar is res r h th re is no application for this scholar-
ployee in Mills Mill. However, w en e b 
. be d" ted to some other wo1thy oy. 
ship, it may ~ver u h Scholarahip is based on the annual earn-
The Euphraa1a A~n M rp Th" cholarship is awarded to students 
• s of the scholarship endowment. is s . 
,ccted on the basis of scholarship, character and prom1s~. h 
IC • C Scholarahip 1s based on t e an-
The Pacolet Manufacturin.1 o:pany t Students from Pacolet Manu-
mial earnings of the scholarship e~ owmen : deration If there is no student 
facturing Company m~s~ b\~ive7f 7\~~n~~portuni~y, W offord College shall 
;:oe i~~e~~~~~s t~f u::a~~~g pr~;::ds ~n granting other scholarships. 
1 v . L R .d Memorial Scholarabip is based on the annua 
~be Dafrwtl:ne scholae;ship endowment. This scholarship is granted to a 
eammgs o 
worthy student. . rt• Scholarahip is based on the annual 
The Sima-Lylea-Dawki~-Ma in The award of this scholarship is 
earnings from the scholarsh1pf endoSwmetnat.nburg Union or Fairfield County. 
· d orphan boy rom par • ' res~: s~:r:n Milla Scholarabip is based o; i~h:0;:n::~ ~~~ni~::rt: 
the scholarship endowment. If a s~udent con;e~~: income from this fund will 
Mills meets qualifications for ente~~g ~ol~g Spartan Mills, the income may be 
IO to that person. If no one qua es ro 
used to aid some other student. 
HONORARY SCHOLARSHIPS 
. . tuition of $250.00 are annually 
Three Honorary Scbolarah1~• paymg member of the Sophomore Class, 
awarded to undergraduates. One t~~eld by: one by a member of the Senior 
one by a member of the {u~io\. ~s\:rded on the basis of the scholastic 
Class. The Sophomore sc . otharsJ ip . is cholarship on the basis of the scholastic 
work of the Freshman year ' e umor s 
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work of the Sophomore year; and the Senior scholarship on the basis of the 
scholastic work of the Junior year. Scholastic attainments and character are 
the sole basis of these awards. 
An Honorary Scbolarabip paying tuition of $250.00 is awarded &n• 
nually, on the basis of scholastic attainment and character, to a young DWI 
of the graduating class in the Spartanburg High School. 
An Honorary Scholarship paying tuition of $250.00 is awarded an-
nually, on the basis of scholastic attainment and character, to a young DWI 
of the graduating class in the Spartanburg Junior College. 
LOANS 
Loans are made to worthy students for the purpose of helping them to 
complete their college course. The College, therefore, insists that the bene-
ficiaries shall be worthy in scholarship, character, and conduct. 
Loans are administered through an advisory committee of officers of the 
College. In the case of endowed loan funds, only the earnings of these funds 
are used for loans, and the amount available annually depends upon the in-
come from investments and on the amount repaid on loans previously made 
to students. There are other loan funds in which both the principal and the 
interest are used for loans, and the amount available annually depends on the 
amount repaid on loans previously made to students. 
The following regulations govern the making of all student loans: 
1. No loan shall be made to a student who violates any of the regulations 
of the College or whose scholastic work is unsatisfactory. 
2. A student is not eligible for a loan until he has been in residence for 
one semester. 
3. Loans will be made only to students who are taking a regular course 
leading to a degree. 
4. Every applicant for a loan must present with the application such security 
as the Treasurer of the College may approve, and no money shall be ad· 
vanced before a note with approved security is in the hands of the Treasurer. 
5. No loan may be made to defray any other expenses than those of 
matriculation, tuition, room-rent, or board. 
6. The amount of the loan that may be made in any one year shall not 
exceed the sum of $250.00. 
7. Interest at the rate of 4 per cent annually shall be charged for all 
loans, and the interest must be paid annually. 
8. In the event of a student's leaving college prior to his graduation, hia 
note becomes due at once. 
9. Applications for loans should be made to Mr. Jos. K. Davis, Treasurer 
of the College, on blanks secured from the Treasurer's office. The granting 
or withholding of a loan is a matter entirely within the discretion of the ad· 
visory committee. 
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HONORS, PRIZES, AND MEDALS 
HONORS 
B h 1 of Science with honors is The degree of Bachelor of Arts or ac e or 
cooferred under the following rules : . 
. . f ninety two semester-hours m 
Students who have completed a m1mmum o . - d t' n Those who 
Wofford College are eligible for ~ene~::h~l~n::~~~-~~nt~a ::r. semester-hour 
earn an average of at least two an o ho earn two and 
d d for a degree 111ag11a C111'1 la11de. Those w 
are recommen e . . er semester-hour are recommended for a degree 
three-fourths quality points P k . W fford College on which 
1 ude All semester-hours ta en m 0 
''"'''"a cum a . . d are counted in the determination of honors. 
the student receives a gra e 
PRIZES AND MEDALS 
IN ORATORY-Mr. Howard B. Carlisle, 
Tai! HoWARD B. CARLISL£ A~~RD Chairm~ of the Board of Trustees, 
Cass of 1885, of Spartanburg, an bormefr of the Wofford literary societies 
• 1 d to that mem er o one . f atves an annua awar . Oratorical Contest held in the spnng o 
who is the winner of the Inter-Society W ff d in the State Inter· 
the year. The winner of this contest represents o or 
Collegiate Oratorical Contest. 
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STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
STUDENT CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION 
Since 1879 there has been an active Young Men's Christian Associatioft ia 
the College. For better adaptation to local purposes this Association has • 
veloped into the Student Christian Association. 
Every year the Association issues a printed hand-book, which gives im-
portant information about the College and the Association. It contains thole 
things that a new student particularly should know. A copy is presented to 
each student at the opening of the session. The Association seeks to render 
all possible service to new students in getting themselves adjusted to collqe 
li fe. 
LITERARY SOCIETY 
The Wightman Literary Society meets weekly for improvement in decla-
mation, composition, and debate. While membership is voluntary, the officiala 
of the College urge those students with aptitude for public speaking and 
debating to join the society and to continue in active membership through-
out their college course. 
STUDENT BODY ORGANIZATION 
Matters of interest to all students may be considered by the student body 
of the College. Such interest as social functions, athletics, publications, and 
petitions to the faculty or administration may be brought to the student body 
for consideration. The student body has an organization including regularly 
elected officers. A student council is also a general organization for the pur· 
pose of planning matters of interest to Wofford students. 
DE BATING COUNCIL 
Each year Wofford participates in a number of intercollegiate debatea 
with the leading colleges and universities of this section. Teams are made 
up of men chosen in competitive try-outs and trained by members of the 
Faculty. Separate intercollegiate debates are held for Freshmen. The de-
bates are scheduled and conducted by a local organization, under the super-
vision and control of a member of the Faculty. 
THE INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS CLUB 
In view of present world conditions and the necessary relation of our 
own country to them, a number of students, under the leadership of a mem-
ber of the Faculty, have organized themselves into a club for the better 
understanding of these conditions. The members of the club undertake to do 
special reading upon various aspects of international relations, bring im-
portant lecturers to the College, and meet every two weeks for an hour'a 
discussion. 
THE WOFFORD COLLEGE GLEE CLUB 
Students interested in choral and concert training are invited to seek mem-
bership in the College Glee Club. The Club is especially trained by a compe-
tent director and normally makes an annual concert tour throughout the State. 
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Pl GAMMA MU 
P. G a Mu is a national social science honor fraternity. The pur-' amm . . . . . . hers the ideals of tolerance, 
pose of this fr~ter~·uty is t~ mg~ainde1:1i~~ ;~;:1 the complex social problems 
idealism, and sci~t1fic proc~ ure i~ rolls students with high ratings in 
of _our ?3Y· This fr~ermty~t ::~~h toensupport any particular economic ~at­
llOClal science courses, oes n "ts mbers to adopt ob1ec-
tem for society. It does, however, encourage i m~ "fi de-
tive research and painstaking fact-finding before coming to any spec1 c 
ciaion. BLUE KEY 
· · d " edto 
. a national honorary leadership fratermty. It is .es.1~n 
Blwe Key is be cfve in extra-curricular acttv1ttes and honor those students who have en a i 
who have maintained a scholastic record above the average. 
DELTA PHI ALPHA 
. G f t rnity seeks to honor Delta Phi Alpha, the national honorary erman ra e. ' . . 
ellcnce in German and to give students thereby an incentive for higl~er a:c . h 1 . t d"ng in German are e ig-
acbolarship. Upperclassmen of high sc o asbc s an 1 
ible to membership. 
CHEMICAL SOCIET Y 
ffir ted with the American T . . a local chapter of undergraduates a ta 
..... ~~l1sSociety . A charter was granted the Wofford soci~ty in 1949. hTb~e 
uaaw f · 1 d are achieved throug 1-
• f this student group are pre-pro ess10na an . f 
llUISthlO meetings. Lecture-demonstrations of new process~s ~d theories o 
mon Y · h · f the orgamzations. 
seneral interest are presented in t e meetings o 
PRE-MEDICAL SOCIETY 
Th Pre-Medical Society was organized in 1946 for .~e purpose of ~c­
quain~g the pre-medical students with the field o~ medicine an~ fu:e~~~ 
their interest in the profession. Lectures by prorrunent persons in e . e f 
of edicine feature the monthly meetings, and one meeting eac_h ~ea~ is o 
the ~yceum type, with the public ~nvited to attend. Membership Ill e so-
ciety ia limited to Juniors and Semors. 
THE JAMES F. BYRNES 
PRE-LEGAL SOCIETY 
L al Society was organized in 1947 for the purpose of acquaint· 
1niT!: p;:~leegl students with the field of law and_ furthering .their interest 
ID the : rofes!ion. The society holds monthly . m~ebngs, f~tur~g J:!~~; 
of apecial interest to law students. Membership in the society is 
Juniors and Seniors. 
FUTURE TEACHERS OF AMERICA . 
This or anization, known at Wofford as the DuPre-Her.bert Chapter of 
tbe Future g Teachers of America, promotes ~ program of interest for stu-
dmta who plan to enter the teaching profession. 
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SENIOR ORDER OF GNOMES 
The Senicr Order of G1wmes gathers together four of the most prominent 
and influential members of the Senior Class. Each year, near the end of the 
session, the retiring Senior Order elects the new members. 
THE BLOCK "W" CLUB 
The Block "W" Club is an honorary organization. A student is eligible 
for membership only after he has made a block in one of the four major 
sports : football, basketball, track, or baseball. 
SOCIAL FRATERNITIES 
The following social fraternities have chapters in the College; Alp/io 
Sigma Phi, Delta S igma Phi, Kappa A lpha, Kappa Sigma, Pi Kappa Alp/lo, 
Pi Kappa Phi, Sigma Alpha Epsilon. 
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STUDENT PUBLICATIONS 
The following publications afford to those students who have special apti-
tudes for such matters excellent training in journalism, as well as in busi-
aess management; and interested students are assisted and encouraged by 
the Faculty in their efforts. 
THE OLD GOLD AND BLACK 
Th4 Old Gold and Black is a newspaper edited by the students. It keeps 
the record of the news and happenings of the campus, together with editorial 
comments and interpretations of matters of special interest to students. 
THE JOURNAL 
The Journal was established in 1889 and is a magazine intended to repre-
leDt the best intellectual life of the student body. In addition to its editorials, 
the material in its consists of essays on serious topics, stories, and poems, 
and the method of treatment is literary in character. It is published five times 
during the school year. 
THE BOHEMIAN 
The Bohemian is a handsome, illustrated volume published annually near 
the close of the year by the student body. It is a history of the senior class 
throughout its college course, and a record of all student activities and 
achievements for the current year-literary, oratorical, athletic, social, and 
religious-and the illustrations include photographs of various groups and 
college organizations and pictures of campus scenes and buildings. 
S. C. A. HANDBOOK 
The S. C. A. Handbook is an annual publication of the Student Christian 
Auociation, and is intended primarily for freshmen and all new students 
coming to Wofford for the first time. It is distributed to all students during 
the first days of each college year. It attempts to give to all new men one 
of their first introductions to the life of the college, and is a valuable source 
of information on practically all phases of student life at Wofford. 
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DEGREES CONFERRED, 1951 
BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE 
William Alford 
Benjamin Faneuil Alston 
Edison McKinley Amos 
Edward Henry Atkins, Jr. 
Ernest Glenn Ayers, Jr. 
Billy Bert Bagwell 
Walter Daniel Ballard 
Samuel Adam Ballenger, Jr. 
Lucille Wingo Barber 
Charles Bennett Barry 
Walton Needham Bass 
U. Z. Baxley 
Carol Maxine Beavers 
David Lee Bennett 
Ernest Alfred Billings 
Charles Brewton Blakely, Jr. 
Homer Everett Bradey 
Gaston DeFoix Bright 
Joe Kirkpatrick Brown 
Charles Ardelle Bryant 
Charles Alan Bundy 
Bobby Lee Burgess 
John William Camp 
Ralph Homer Campbell 
Howard Thompson Chapman, Jr. 
Willard Eugene Cheatham 
Herman Otto Chesney 
Wilfong Waldron Clarke, J r. 
Donald Royce Collins 
James Howard Cook 
John Robert Cornelison 
John Clarence Covington 
Rudolph Fant Cox 
William Rhone Cranford 
James Claborn Craven 
Luther Johnson Crawford 
William Franklin Creech 
Berryman Theaudore Cudd 
Hugh Travis Culbertson 
Billy Smith Davis 
Jason Charlie Duncan 
Jennings Ligon Duncan, Jr. 
Jonie Calvin Easler, Jr. 
Leroy Snider Epps, Jr. 
Jonas Houston Ervin, J r. 
William Isaac Faircloth 
Robert Cleo Faulkner 
Lura Faye Ferree 
Clarence Hartwell Fitzgerald 
Fraughton Godbolt Ford 
John Robert Foster, Jr. 
Sumpter Reginold Garren 
Edward Everett Gasque, Jr. 
Drexel Wayne Gault 
Billy Sparks Genoble 
Philip Hamilton Gibbs 
Samuel Dewitte Gregory, Jr. 
William Garrett Griffith 
Robert Auburn Hall, J r. 
Harold Paul Hamrick 
Vernon Reid Hanccok 
Clyde Cecil Harrill 
Billy Harold Harrison 
Clarence Bookter Haynes, Jr. 
Robah Gray Heggie, Jr. 
Noah Broughton Hendrix, Jr. 
Earl Fowler Hoffmeister 
Everette Daniel Hollifield 
George Thomas Holmes 
Billy Howell 
James Ernest Hudson 
Dewey Earle Huggins 
Hugh Albert Jackson 
Richard Parham Jeter 
Phil Mace Jones 
William Moore Jones 
Alva Au bra Kelley, Jr. 
Joseph Whitner Kennedy 
DECR£ES CoNF£RRED 
Frank Harold Lambert 
James Rufus Lambert, Jr. 
Julian Hampton Lazar 
Thomas :Edward Leath 
Joseph Wofford Locke 
Douglas Bryan Loveday 
Hollis Elias Lovelace 
Wallace George Lovelace 
Charles Graham McClimon, Jr. 
Archie James McCracken 
Earl Windell McCrackin 
Neal Asbury McNeill 
William Whitfield McNeitl 
William Howard Maddox, Jr. 
James Ru hton Moody, Jr. 
Raynor Maxwell Moore 
John William Murph 
William Lunsford Neal, Jr. 
Clifford Carl Odom, Jr. 
Max Padgett 
Joseph Chapman Pate 
Moss Holman Perrow 
Harvey Benjamin Plexico 
Luther Cosby Pool 
Billy Lee Quick 
Everette Vernon Quick 
Walter Clayton Ratliff 
William Ray Ridings 
Max Morris Robbins 
Charlie Davison Robinson 
Thelma Caldwell Rogers 
John Bryan Rowell 
Jame Hodge Scruggs 
Buddy Sheehan 
Carlton Lever Sligh 
Alfred Emanuel Smith 
William Charles Smith 
Ervin Keith Taylor 
Russell Colquitte Taylor 
Edward We ley Teal 
Joseph William Thomas, Jr. 
John Howard Tillotson 
Carl Hicks Todd 
Jesse Pin on Walker 
Philip Porcher Walpole 
Cleveland Lavance Watford 
Charles Horace Weaver 
Lula Petty West 
William Richard Whaley 
Jack Garrett Whitted 
Dillard Franklin Whittier 
John Sherrer Wilkes 
Raymond Lee Wilkinson 
Herbert Lucian Williams 
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Amos Jones Ren wick 
Frank Hilliard Rice 
Thomas McKendre Williams, Jr. 
James Rowland Willingham 
Willis Josey Woodham 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Robert Lewis Allen 
James Toy Blackwell, Jr. 
Erman Franklin Bradley 
Bill Robbins Ewing 
John Fleming 
Allen Hugh Mackenzie 
Weldon Elrod Campbell Robert Marion Palmer 
John Alfred Carter John Tracy Roper 
James Horace Corn John Monroe Shingler, Jr. 
William Everett Edwards Richard Anderson Steadman 
James Charles Thrower 
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MASTER OF ARTS DECREE 
Ann Melissa Aycock 
James Hammette Brockman 
Douglas Earle Cannon 
Woodrow Grover Dixon 
Paul Manning Dorman 
Vivian M. Drummond 
Joseph Kenyon East 
Cecyle Clair Ferguson 
] ulia Harris Foster 
Everiell Ivey Hallman 
Norwood Calhoun Harrison 
Jane Culcleasure Haynes 
Samuel Townes Holland, Jr. 
William Osborne Holmes 
Alexina Atkins Jenkins 
Alice Josephine Koger 
William Anderson 
Clarence Ervin Landrum 
Mildred Pace Lands 
Gertrude Mae Lee 
Mary Brice Ligon 
Thelma Lovelace 
Mary Kilgore Mobley 
Samuel Robert Moyer 
Sarah Elizabeth Potter 
David Hyde Prince 
Bates Lupo Scoggins 
Frances Foster Sheldon 
Edwin Poteat Todd 
William Earl Turner 
Anna Derrick Vassy 
James Young Wallace, Jr. 
Catherine Elizabeth Westrope 
Woodruff, Jr. 
HONORS IN CRADUA TING CLASS 
Summa Cum La1,1de 
John Monroe Shingler, Jr. 
M ap a Cum Laude 
Robert Lewis Allen Harold Paul Hamrick 
Robert Auburn Hall, Jr. Allen Hugh Mackenzie 
John Howard Tillot on 
Hon orary D e1rr eea 
James Allen McCain, LL.D. 
CLASS OF 1951 
A.B. Graduates ............................... ················································································ 137 
B.S. Graduates ..................................... .. ........... ............................................................ _ 15 
M.A. Graduates ...... ························-········································· ·································-··· 33 
Total ................................................. ..................... .. ...................... ........................ 185 
Rou. OF STUD&NTS 
ROLL OF STUDENTS 
SENIOR CLASS, 1951-'52 
City mid State 
Name Lexington, N. C. ~~~~~ ~.C.ii".".".·.·.·.-......................................... ·.·.·.·.-................................. ~ ... -....... -.".·.·.·.-.·.-.·.-. ........ -... ·.·.·.-.·.".".".".·E~:;rbv~~!: ~-- ~ 
Anders~n, C. W., J r ..................................................................... ~~·----~-........ Spartanburg, S. C. 
Anderson J. R. .................... -.............................. Lancaster, S. C. 
Bailey R E .... ...................... ·-····-······-·- ································-············ Walhalla., S. C. Ballen~er W. H ........................... ·-··························-···························Shanghai, China t:t..'."ii:~ :: : : = =-====.::.:::::::~=~'.'.•;;:::.:::;~ ~: ~ 
Beust C. B. ............ ·-···················-······························· Nova Scotia, Canada :~:~~·:. :: ::::: .::. :.::..::. :::.:.::.:::.::..::. == ~·;;.~;:~~. ~: ~ 
Bright, V. H .......................................•.................... ·-··············· ... Spartanburg, S. C. 
~§.~. ~~:~:~~=:~~~=~:~~~~~~~-~;~~~~l~f ~: !· ~ 
Buchanan, W. T ... ·-······-····················- ······························· Punta Gorda, Fla. 
Ei~:,};~: ~=iI.¥E=ff =i~~~~~:~~{:~i~{f ;· i i 
Carlisle, R. M., Jr ...................................... ·-······-·· ··-········Spartanburg, S. C. 
~:::: ~. TA:::=:::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::=:::=::=::=:::::=::::::::::.~:~::::.~:::::::s·~~~7::;;;:.e·s.G~: 
Cauthen, C. E., Jr ... ·-·················-···················· Kannapolis, N. C. E.~~:::: {:; :=::=:=.~~-~~~~~-~~~~:~~E:!~ ~· ~ 
Cooper, G. R. ........................ _ ····-·················Tryon, N. C. ~~~~e~. Bi3 .. ~:::::::::::::::::::=::::=:::::=::::::::=:::::=:::::::::::=::::::: ........... s.~~~~~~::;: ~: ~: Cum~ings E. D ........................ ·-········-·-··· ····-········· ··-·············· Clifton S. C. 
Davenport'. J. w .......... ·-···-···· -·-··········-···············-.: ::::~:::.·::::.-.·:.-.-.·:::::::::.-:cheste;, s. c. 
Day J. & ....... ·-···-·······-···--······-···-·················-·· Cornelia, Ga. Dea~, W. H., J r ........................... ·-············-- ···· ·-=:::::::=::=::::s·~~;~an burg, S. C. 
Donnahoo, W. A ....................... ·- ·-··············-········· _ ....... Spartanburg, S. C. 
~~~~: ~· ~ ........ :-.::-.:-.::-.:::-.::::=-.-.::::-.-.::::-.:::::::::~:~::-.::-.-.-.-.-.:::-.::-.-.:-.-.: ......... 5~·~;~~~~::;: ~: g._ 
Easler, B. J·-······-··-··-··------·-··-···········-···-===»:::::::::=:::spartanburg, S. C. 
Easterly, R. F ........ ·-······················-····-···-········-···· ................ SpaTtanburg, S. C. 
Elam, E. B ....................................................... ·-·······- ··-
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Name City and State 
Ellison, P . 5 ................................................................................. -... Spartenburg, S. C. 
Ficken, H. A .......................................................................................... .Asheville, N. C. 
Fields, G. D., J r ......................... - .............................................................. Lamar, S. C. 
Finch, H. E ....................................................................................... Spartanburg, S. C. 
Flynn, H. G ................................................................................. ... -..... Landrum, S. C. 
Ford, T. J .......................................................... - ................................ Holly Hill, S. C. 
~~i;~~rj . JH .. ~·.:::::::::·.·.:::::·.·.:·.::·.::::::::·.::·.·_·.-.-.:·.·.:·.·.·.·.·.·.:·.-.·.:·.·.·.:·.·.·.·.·.-.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.:-.:·.·.:·.·.:::·.·5~~~:!nu?;;, ~: ~ 
Funderburk, F. C., J r ............................................ - ............................... Lancaster, S. C. 
Gable, T. L ........................................................................................ _ Lexington, S. C. 
Gerry, A. A ..................................................................................... Spartanburg, S. C. 
Gordon, J. R ............................................................................................. Mullins, S. C. 
Haley, J . K ................................................................................................. Elberton, Ga. 
Hammer, N. A., J r ................................................................... Fountain City, Tenn. 
Hammett, R. A ......................................................................................... .Inman, S. C. 
Henley, A., J r ....................................................................................... Charlotte, N. C. 
Hines, L. H ................................................................... - ....................... Chesnec, S. C. 
Holman, R E ............................................................. - ............ St. Matthews, S. C. 
Hudson, E. L ................................................................................... Spartanburg, S. C. 
Huntley, W. 0 ., Jr .......................................................................... Spartanburg, S. C. 
Kelly, H. G., Jr ............................................................................. Sparranburg, S. C. 
W:~~~o:~T;-;~-:=~j=~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~\~il l I 
McKinney, R. G., Jr ........................ _ .......................................... Spartanburg, S. C. 
City cuui State 
Name .................... Ea~lcy, S. C. Potts, J. W............................................................................... Ph.ladelphia Pa. 
Powell, D. H ...................................................... - ..... :::=::::::::=::::::=::: .. ~oodruff, 's. C. 
Reeves, R. E ........................................................... - C lumbus N. C. 
Robbins, C. C ....................................................................................... ~alhall; S. C. 
Rochester, E. F ........................ -......... - .............................................. Walhatla1 S. C. 
~ii:{~~~~~-=~~~~~~~::::/-~~~-~~~~~~!.[ 11 
Small, E. H.................................................. s rtanburg, S. C. 
;:~:~s,J .B ~j ...........  -.-.. ~:·.·~::·.:·.·.-.-.·.-.::·.-.-.-.-.·.-.:-..:·:·:·:-:-:·:-~:-~::-:-::-:-:-:-:·:·:·:·:~:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:::-:-::·:~::-:-:·:~:~:~·~.:·.: ~~~~:~. ;: ~-
Suttle, P ............................................. Inman S. C. 
~;:::~·: w:~ ~·=====:: =~=:= · =~~~=~~=i~;~~:~7~. n 
Turner, 0. V........................................................... S artanburg, S. C. 
Turner, R. E ............................................ -............... ::::::::::::::::::::::s~artanburg, S. C. 
VaTner, W. L........................................................... s artanburg, S. C. 
C M ......................... p Webb, · ............................................................ C dar Grove, N. J. 
~~ts~· ;· :.::::::::::::::::::::::::=::::::::=::::::::::::::=::::::=::::::~::::::::::::::~::_;an:~~~~ ~: g: 
Wilkinson, B. W., Jr .... - ..................................... - ..................... M.iii .. Spring: N. C. 
Williams, E. L ............................. ......................... ::::::::::::.-:::::::::::: .. Georgetown, S. C. 
Williams, L. B...................................................... .. ............... Falls Church, Va·. 
Wilson, H. J .................................................. :.·::::."."."::::::.:·:::.-. ................. High Point, N. C. 
Womble, E. W ........................................ Furman S. C. 
Youmans, L. H ., Jr ............................................................................... Furma~ S. C. 
Youmans, R. A......................................................................................... ' 
Mancuso, L. ]. ...................................................................................... Woodruff, S. C. 
~:;s~ ~- ~::::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : ::::::::::::~::::: :::::::::::5~;;·~~1;;:~~~ ~: ~ 
•I s c. Martm, W. C., Jr .......................................... - ............................ Spartanburg, . 
Miller, G. B., Jr ........................ _ ....................... - ............................ Port~mouth, VL 
Pittman, R. C. ........................................... _ .................................... Johnsonville, S. C. 
Pollard, B. W ....................................................................................... Knoxville, Tenn. 
JUNIOR CLASS, 1951-'52 C 
Aiken, H. E., Jr ............................................................................... Sp~~~:~~· ~: c: 
Armstrong, J. M., Jr ..................... :::~::::::::::::::::::=::~::::::::::::::::::::::: ...... Unio~, S. C. 
Arthur, J. M....................................... . ....... High Point, N. C. 
ES~~~jlif =-~~~}=If =F+;~~\'.-~-~::~?f f ~
Barringer, W. L........................................................... Kn xville Tenn. 
Beeler, J. 5 ........................................................................................... Ha~tsvill~ S. C. 
Blackwell, L. G ............................................................................... S~artanbur~, S. C. 
Box, J . D., Jr ................................................................................... Greeneville Tenn. 
Bragdon, J. R., Jr ............................................................................ S. artanbur~, S. C. 
CW .............................. p Branch, . ····-••oo•••ooOO••• •• •oo••·········-············· s artanburg, s. c. 
Brock, J. L......................................................................................... P 
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Name City and Stolt 
i~1.~ ~~~;~~~~~~~=~~;~;;; ;==~~~-;~;~s ~ ~ 
Burgin, M. A. .......................... ·-······-·······································Rut·herfordton, N. C. 
~li~f }~EJ:f :~~-:~~~ ~-~:-~--~:: j-J;~-~J~~~ f. I 
Name City a11d State 
Johnson, J. M ............................................................................................. Union, S. C. 
Jones, E. R ............................................................................................. Gastonia, N. C. 
Jones, R. E ....................................... .. ....................................................... Florence, S. C. 
Jones, T. C., J r ... ...................................................................................... Sumter, S. C. 
Justice, H. M ................................................................................... Spartanburg, S. C. 
Kdly, S. L., Jr ..... - ..................................................... - ........................... Conway, S. C. 
Lancaster, E. G ............................................................................. Spartanburg, S. C. 
Lane, Carl W ., J r ..................................................................................... Moore, S. C. 
Lawton, W. T ................................................................................... McCormick, S. C. 
Little, E. S ............................................................................................... J ones ville, S. C. 
Cody, J. J ., Jr ...................... ................ - ..................................................... Union, S. C. 
Coffey, J. H .................................................................. - ...................... .Asheville, N. C. 
~~1:~. ~. t::··1·~·-·.:·.·.-.·.·_·_·:.·.·.·.:·.·.::·.·.·.·.:·.·.:·.-.:·.·.·.·.·.·.::::·.-.-.-.-.-.-:.::::::::::::::::::::::: : ::~:::::::::::::i?~~~~ ;: ~ 
Cottingham, J. B., J r. - ........................................................ Sullivan's Island, S. C. 
Cox, G. W. F ............................................. ·-············-·······················Hemingway, S. C. 
~;:~£'.~:~;~~~ ==:= :~ =:=:=:=::==:_:==-=-~ :.~;~~~· ~ 
;:~~~:· ~~·l~·.:···1~:::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::~~-'.~::~a~~a's.P~ 
Franklin, R. L ......................... ·-····································-····-·············Anderson, S. C. 
Froede, C. R ................................................................................................. Kendal~ F1a. 
~~~~.ei. 1 L.::::::::::::::::::·.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·.::::::::~~::~:~~~:!. ~: ~ 
Gibbons, R. N ............... -........................................................................ ew Zion, S. C. 
Gibson, R. D ................................................................................. Pacolet Mills, S. C. 
Glascoe, W. W ............... .......... ·-·······························-·······················-···Duncan, S. C. 
Mcintosh, T. J.. J r ................................................ ............................. Hartsville, S. C. 
McLellan, B. G ........................................................ - ............................. Florence, S. C. 
Markelonis, J. Z ....................................................................... Niagara Falls, N. Y. 
Mitchell, J. W ................................................................................... Walterboro, S. C. 
Mitchell, W. H .... - ...................... ............................................................... CJnion, S. C. 
Moody, W. R. ...................................................................................... Greenville, S. C. 
Morton, T. R., Jr .......................... -··················-··················-................ Florence, S. C. 
Neal, J. E ........................................................................... , .. _, ............ Silverstreet, S. C. 
Nesbitt, C. B ................................... ...... - .......................................... Spartanburg, S. C. 
New, R. V .................................................. ...................................................... Atlanta, Ga. 
O'Dell, D. R ...................................................... - .......................................... Union, S. C. 
Owens, M. W ........................................................................... - ................... .Aiken, S. C. 
Pace, J. E ......................................................................................... Spartanburg, S. C. 
Pendergrass, M. D ..................................................................................... Draper, N. C. 
Phillips, J . E ................ - ................................................................... Spartanburg, S. C. 
Phillips, T. N ........................................................................................... Walhalla, S. C. 
Poston, S. H..................................................... .................................... ew Zion, S. C. 
Powers, R. W ........................................... : ........................................... Rochester, N. Y. 
Gravely, H . E ........................................................................................... Walhalla, S. C. Raines, S. L .................................... - ....................................................... Whitney, S. C. 
Gulledge, J. D., Jr ..................................................................................... Union, S. C. Rampey, W. M ............................................................................................. Mayo, S. C. 
Guthrie, S. D ................................................................ - ..................... Smithfield, N. C. Reaves, C. H ............... - ........................................................................ Bishopville, S. C. 
Hamrick, R. B ........................................................................................... Shelby, N. C. Rice, D. C ...................................................................... ..................... Greenwood, S. C. 
Hanna, T. E····························································-·······················-······Woodruff, S. C. Robbins, R. M ...................................................................................... Columbus, N. C. 
Harmon, R. L .......................................................................... - ............... Pacolet, S. C. Rouse, L. A., 11 ........................................ ....................... - ............. Spartanburg, S. C. 
Harwell, V. S., J r ..................................................................................... Clinton, S. C. Sanders, E. F ................................................................................................. Dublin, Ga. 
Heggie, R. F ................................................................................................... Fork, S. C. Saum, J. H .............................................................................. ..................... Buffalo, S. C. 
Heriot, J . C., Jr ............................. - ............................................................ Dalzell, S. C. Scruggs, F. D ...... ............................. - ........................................................ Chesnee, S. C. 
Herring, T. £ ......................................................................................... Cateechee, S. C. Sease, D. E., Jr . ................................................................................ Lexington, S. C. 
Hicks, J. B ................................................................................................... Enoree, S. C. Sherard, L. R ......................................................................................... Abbeville, S. C. 
Hicks, J. M ......................................... ........................................................ Barwick, Ga. Sherrill, C. A., J r ......................................................................... Spartanburg, S. C. 
Hipp, T. A ... ·-················································································-····· Charlotte, N. C. Shuford, P. S .................................... _ ..................................................... Walhalla, S. C. 
Hipps, F. $ ............................................................................................... Waycross, Ga. Small, W. C ........................................................................................... Burlington, N. C. 
Holler, J. C ............................................................................................. Columbia, S. C. 
Huffstetler, B. ·····························-·········································Kings Mountain, N. C. 
Smith, B. F ................................................................................................. Shelby, N. C. 
Smith, G. W ........... ........................................................................................ Easley, S. C. 
Izzi, T., Jr . .................................................................................................. Shelby, N. C. Sowell, J. M ............................................................................................. Lancaster, S. C. 
John on, C. B., J r .. ............................................................................. Allendale, S. C. Stamm, R. E ................................................................................... Spartanburg, S. C. 
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Stapleton, J. M ............................................................................... SpaTtanburg, S. C. 
Starnes, W. F ................................................................................. Spartanburg, S. C. 
Steele, B. T ......................................................................................... Greensboro, N. C. 
Stratford, C. C., J r ......................................................................... SpaTtanburg, S. C. 
Strouth, J . H ................................................................................... ...... Clintwood, Va. 
Suber, J. C .......... - .................................................................................. Whitmire, S. C. 
Tindall, Fred L ........................................................................................... Inman, S. C. 
Troutman, G. L ................................................................................... Asheville, N. C. 
Tyler, J . L., Jr ........................................................................................... Fairfax, S. C. 
Vaughan, J. F ............................................................................................. Union, S. C. 
Warlick, B. B ..................................................................................... Lawndale, N. C. 
W endland, J. E ................ ............................................................... Jamaica, Vermont 
Whatley, C. E ....................................................................................... Greenwood, S. C. 
White, J. W ................................................................................................. Chestcr, S. C. 
Williams, G. E ................................................................................... Spartanburg, S. C. 
Williams, L. L ............................................................................................. Aliquippa, Pa. 
Williams, Z. C. ...................................................................................... Ashevillc, N. C. 
Willis, Randolph E ..................................................................... Johnsonville, S. C. 
Wilson, G. B ......................................................................................... Lexington, S. C. 
Younginer, J . M., Jr ......................................................................... Walterboro, S. C. 
SOPHOMORE CLASS, 1951-'52 
Abell, J. S ..................................................................................................... Columbus, Ga. 
Adams, B. E ............................................................................................... Lyman, S. C. 
Alverson, C. B ......................................................................................... Duncan, S. C. 
Anderson, W. H ..................................................................................... Camden, S. C. 
Anthony, H. T ................................................................................. Sparranburg, S. C. 
Arnold, F. L ................................................ : .................................. Spartanburg, S. C. 
Barefoot, L. H., Jr ............................................................................... Florence, S. C. 
Bass, B. E ................................................................................................. Belmont, N. C. 
Bigelow, A. R., J r ....................................................................... N. Charleston, S. C. 
Black, E. C., J r ......................................... .......................................... Charlottc, N. C. 
Bolus, D. E ............................................................................................... Louisville, K7, 
Bonds, N. C. ................................................................................ Calhoun Falls, S. C. 
Bridwell, G. M ..................................................................................... Woodruff, S. C. 
Briggs, A. H ..................................................................................... Washington, D. C. 
Brown, H. R., Jr ................................................................................. Charlotte, N. C. 
Brown, J. E ......... ............................................................................ Spartanburg, S. C. 
Bryant, K. M ..................................................................................... High Point, N. C. 
Burnett, B. L ................................................................................. Spartanburg, S. C. 
Burton, C. H ..................................................................................... High Point, N. C. 
Butts, V. D ....................................................................................... Spartanburg, S. C. 
Bynum, H. C. .............................................................................................. Sumter, S. C. 
Campbell, G. W ............................................................................... .... Edgefield, S. C. 
Campbell, R. E ......................................................................................... Chester, S. C. 
Canaday, S. M ..................... ....................... - .................................... Charleston, S. C. 
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Ca H M ........................................... Spartanburg, S. C. nnon, · .................................... c obello S. C. 
~~~~!1n, FM ~'B'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.·:.·.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.' ................... ......... ~.' .. .'.·~:···:~·:·:~·:·~·:·:~~·:·:·:·:~:·:·:·:·:·:~:~::~:·~·:·:~·:·.-.·~ ~::.~~~~. ~: ~: 
Chavis, H . L ............................................. · p Jham S. C. 
Christopher, H. H .... -............................................................................ e b ' S C 
k J L ................................... Spartan urg, . · Coo sey, · ............................................... · Clio S. C. 
~~n~~o~'. ... ~'. ... ~::::::~:::::~:~:::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::~:=:::::::::::::ii~~~:~t~' i~n~: 
Davis, H. W .................. - .................... · s artanburg, S. C. 
Da · H A ......................................... P vis, · ............................................ Florence S. C. 
Davison, R. A ........................................................................................ (: Jumbia1 S. C. 
Derrick, M. E., Jr ............................................................................... ~idlothi~n, Ill. 
~~~~s~: ~~·;~·i~ .. ·M·::::::::::::::::.·:::::::::=:::::~·::·:::·:·:·:·:·:::·::·::::::·::·:·:·::::::::·:::::::::·~~~;d;:: ~: ~: 
Durham, T . G............................................ A heville . C. 
F'k c D ................................................ s I 1c en, · ......................................... B ffalo S. C. 
~sher, A. M ...................................... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::s~elby, 1 N. C. Fisher, D. L...................................... R'd eland S. C. 
Fleming, P . R. ............................................ ::-.::-.~.'.'.'.'. .. '.~.'.'.:'.::-.:-.-.:·.-.::::-.:::::-.:::·~ k! City'. S. C. 
Floyd, J . W............................................ Dill n S. C. 
F R. B ...................................................... 0 ' ore, .............................................. · Easle S. C. 
~;:~:;·, i. ~::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::=::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::~~:::::=::::~.=:::::~:::::~~:ri~:·s~~: 
Furr, C. G.................................................... Fl r nee S. C. 1 H .................................. o e , Gal, arry............................................................ K rshaw S. C. 
G'bb T G ........................................... e • 1 ons, · .............................................. Ham ton Va. 
g~t°J~· :.: ... ~::::::::.-......................................................... ~::::.-.-.·.~:::::::::·:::=::::::::::::::::=:::::::.~.~: 11~~~: ~: ~: 
Goldston, R. ] ................................................ - ... · Winnsboro S. C. 
r:~:;;$; ~o :s~ ::::::::::::=: ~ ~~~;~;~:~:~~::.;~:;:}; ! ~ 
Gnff1th, R. H.......................................... Rub S. C. 
~~:;:;t, T T.L1::··i;::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~:::::::::::=::::::::::::::::=::::::::::::::::~;f ::~~E.· ~h~ 
Hcrrmg, W. W.......................................... w druff S. C. 
H·11 J c ................................................... 00 ' 1 , · .............................................. Whitne S. C. 
Hill •. R. N ............. - ................................................ ::::~::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: ...... Unio~·, S. C. 
Hollis, C. M............................................................ Winston-Salem N. C. 
Hoover, R. L............................................................................. S arranbur ', S. C. 
~~~:~/. /·N::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::~::.:_:.:.:::.::.:.::-~:.::.::::.:.~.·~:'.~ :1~~~: ~: ~: 
Jencrette, W. D................................................... .Andrews S. C. 
Jenkinson, B. M ........................................... ::::::::::::::::::~::::::~:::::::::::chaT!otte,1 N. C. 
Johnson, E . R.............................................. Wa cross Ga. 
Jones, F. G ................................................................. _........................... Y ' 
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Name City and Stott 
Kelly, Wm. H .......................................................................... - ........... Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Kingsmore, F. L ..... - ................................. ............................................... Buffalo, S. C. 
Kinney, W. L., J r ......................................................................... Bennettsville, S. C. 
Kizer, J. D ............................... ................................................................ Midland, N. C. 
Lewis, W. M .................................................. ............ - ............................... Alpinc, N. J. 
Liston, J. M ............ - ................................................................................. Smoaks, S. C. 
Lowry, J. L ..................................................................................... Spart.anburg, S. C. 
Lynn, C. T ..... ·-····················································-·······································Greer, S. C. 
McBride, Walker R. ................................................................................ Pacolet, S. C. 
McBride, Wilbur R. ................................................................................ Pacolet, S. C. 
McClure, W. H ..................................................................................... Landrum, S. C. 
McElwee, F. L., Jr ................................................................................... Clover, S. C. 
McMakin, J . V .............................................................................. Spartanburg, S. C. 
Manning, J. F ............... - ..................................................................... .Abbeville, S. C. 
May, J. G .................................................... - ............................................... .. Union, S. C. 
city aml State 
Nome Walterboro, S. C. 
f ~;f\~;;~::~~= : == :: == =~=-==~~~:~~~:i. ~: ~: 
Treadway, W. T ............................. ........... ·-······························Pacolet Mills, S. C. 
~~~.~rit~~:~~~~=~-- ~~=~~~~~~;~:;~:i~f t 1: ~ 
Warren, J. D................................... _ .................... Roebuck, S. C. 
:~~:ie~· :.;_- ···i.·.·~~~-~--------~~---·.-.·.·.·.·_-_-_-_·.·.·.·.·_-.-.-.-.-.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.-.-.-.-.... .-... ·.·.·.·.·.-.-.=········· · ···v;··~~::~. ~: ~: 
Wilkes 'C. K. ............ ·-·····-·················································-······· Spartanburg, S. C. 
Woffo;d J. G ......... ·-············-······················································· Spartanburg, S. C. 
' -·· ······························ Wyatt, T. D., Jr. ........................................... . ................... Dyersburg, Tenn. 
Yeargin, W. H ............................................................ . 
:May, W. G ... ...... ......................................... - ............................................ ..... Union, S. C. 
Medlock, M. D ....... .............................................................................. Columbia, S. C. 
Moore, J. E ..................... ........................................ - ...................... Spartanburg, S. C. 
Moore, S. T ....... ..................................................................................... ....... Greer, S. C. 
Noland, A. T .... - ........................................................................................... Union, S. C. 
Page, W. :M., J r ................................................................................... Roebuck, S. C. 
Parker, H . L ...................................................................................... ..... Florence, S. C. 
Parris, LeRoy, J r ............................................................ ............. .. Spartanburg, S. C. 
Patrick, D. A. ................................................................................ Pacolet Mills, S. C. 
Patton, C. M ....................................................................... .................. Woodruff, S. C. 
Patton, M. K ......................................................................................... Woodruff, S. C. 
Perrow, G. T .................................................. - ....................................... Cameron, S. C. 
P erry, S. W., J r ................................ ....... ........................................ Greenwood, S. C. 
Phillips, F. E ............................................................................................... Inman, S. C. 
Poston, J . P ..................................................................................... Johnsonville, S. C. 
Powell, W. A ........................................................................................... Chesnee, S. C. 
Price, J. 0 ., J r ................ ..................................................................... Nashville, Tenn. 
Pruitt, J . C. .................................................................................... Spartanburg, S. C. 
Pusey, F. O ......................................................................................... Georgetown, S. C. 
Roper, T. E ............................................................................................... Raleigh, N. C. 
Shipman, L. W ............................................................................. Spartanburg, S. C. 
Sims, H. R .......................................................................... ............. Orangeburg, S. C. 
Sitton, R. D .................................................................. - ............................. Easley, S. C. 
Smi th, F. 0 .......................................................... - ............................. Charleston, S. C. 
Smith, H. E ..................................................... ·-····················-·······Spartanburg, S. C. 
Smith, R. K. .................................................................................... SpaTtanburg, S. C. 
Snyder, J. C., J r ............................................ -..................................... Florence, S. C. 
Strine, B. G ............................................ _ ............................................... Homewood, Ill. 
Suggs, J. L .............................................................................................. ... Conway, S. C. 
Sullivan, J . O ..................................................................................... Ninety Six, S. C. 
Switzer, W . H .................... - ................................................................. Roebuck, S. C. 
Taylor, R. C ........................................................................... - ...................... Greer, S. C. 
FRESHMAN CLASS, 1951-'52 
Clinton, S. C. 
Adair, J. T ................................... (C~Lc;~··iiiiih··5ct;;;<,.jj··············· ···········-- · · Liberty S. C. 
Aiken, C. M ....... ................. -···· "(x.i"ii~~·.:1 · uiiih ····~iiooii ............ ~~~-~;~-~~~s Ferry: s. C. 
Altman, G. F ............................... "(;\"y~~~ - iliiib"·sct;o~·ii······ · · ··· · Buffalo s. C. 
····························································· ' Babb, P. K. ................................. °(Unlon High cbool) Barber N. C. 
Bame, J. F ................... -········(c.ie~~i~~«i .. iliiih""'s.Cbo~li ············· · ···--····; · ck Hi;I, S. C. 
· ··································· ···················· 0 Barrett, C. D ................. ·-·······"in~ck mu Blilh School) Battery Park, Va. 
Batten, B. A., J r ................... "is;;;ii.iirieid .. ii"tiii··5;;i;Q;;ii··············-·· Greenville, S. C. 
Belue, J. A ................................... "(i>~~i~··iiiiiii····ch"o~ii"_·_::·.::::::·.:::::::::::·.·.· .. J ones ville, S. C. 
Bennett, V. P ... ·-········ · ··· · ··· · "(\ve;i··5j);~ji~·· iliiih"·sciiootl Walterboro, S. C. 
Bennett, W. M .................... ("c&~i~ie .. Miii~·.:;:··.A;;;.iiOOi"r·i··· ···· ·· · · · .. ·· Durham, N. C. 
Best, A. H., III... .................. - "(iiW:b"a·,;;··iiiih··5;;i;Q;;ii........................... Union S. C. 
······-·····················-····················· ' Bishop, T. M ............... ................ (···~·io~··ii°1gh School) Wellford, s. C. 
Blackwell, L. W ......................... ("\vii .. iiiiib .. sc"b~~ii· · ························~harleston, S. C. 
Blocker, R. R. ...................... T·i: ··~(i;8~"~ .. :P~;j;;b" ""iiiiihi··-·········· ····· Chester S. C. 
............. ... . ....... .. . . .. . . . ................ . t 
Bridges, G. C. ............................. (cii~l"~~ .. ii111h cbooll .... Sumter, S. C. 
Brogdon, T. E ........................... (Eii;;;;;;(i~··iiiiiii··s~b"Q;;ii······ ··· ····· · · · ···;;alterboro, S. C. 
Brown, G. C., III... ...... .......... (\v~il"~~-i);;~~·· iita-h" ···ct;;,-~"i·;.. . ........ .... ... Chester S. C. 
Brown, R. K. ............. · · ······· ····· ·- ·· ·ici·~;;;;i~ ··c:~·iie&ei ·· ·· ····· · · ·· .. ······ ··· ·;~~~geburg: s. C. 
Bryant, D. R ........................ "(o;~iieiiW:ii". iliiib" ·s~~~~::::::::::::::::~partanburg, S. C. 
Bryant, T. W ........................ (.sj;~·.:i.~~b;;;ji ·· liiiii; .. scbooll West Columbia, S. C. 
Buff, L. H., J r .................. "(i};(;Oic"k~«i·:c~Y'c·~ .. iii&ii .. s~i,"Q;;ij" " ·· ·· 
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Burley, W. W....................... City Cllld Stott 
Cain, J . P................. <No.;i.h;;t;.";n··sjj;;ecb: .. i;;;;ii.~t"~i ........... Spartanburg, s. c. 
Carmichae l, N. W ... -.·.·~·.·-············ ·· ·iT;:i:Iiiiib: . s"Ciioo"ii" ......................... .. Henrietta, N. C. 
Carpenter, R T .......... · ········ ··· ·i"Ai·~·iii;;~··if·iiiii .. sch;io.ii ............ -............... M ullins, S. c. 
Carswell M. E ········cc·;;;5~·o~e .. li~i;;e5;··5ct;o;;jj .............. Spartanburg, s. c. 
Causey, 'w. J.. ··;;.·.·.·:::::::::.·::.·:'.~Ck".Iiiii . liiiih .. Scho;;ij ....................... Rock Hill, S. c. 
Clark, w. p (c;;;;;;;;;··iiijij;····Cb:.x;i·i··················Spartanburg, s. c. 
Coleman J ~··············· ·· ········ ···"i~i~iii;;;··niiii;····c·iio;;i;············ ····· -........... Mullins, S. c. 
Collins, ~- . E.::::: ·· ··· · ·· ······· ·········1ii~ehe~· ·wiih".sct;00i·;········ .................. Columbia, s. c. 
Cook, J. R., J r ........................................ '.~~~~-'.~~~.~h~·;;·liijii;··· ·cho;;ij .................. Effingham, S. C. 
Cope P. v CGarrney .. liijii; · s·~h;;,:,"ij"············· .. ············Gaffney, S. c. 
Corn: J. D .. ::::::::::···· ··············"(sj;~·;i.e;;b~~ii .. Iiiiih··s;;i:;,:,0ii ....................... Drayton, s. c. 
Cos t-as A. H ··· ·········· · ····i"ii.;;~;~;;ii~·;ji··H"i;i;·····Chooij"··········· · ·· Spartanburg, S. c. 
Cox, ~. L ........ :::::::··········· · ······isjj;~1~;;·i;·~;:g: ··aijij;" "8Cb:;;,:,i·; .............. Spartanburg, s. c. 
Cox, G. H., Jr ..... :::::::::::::········i"Fie.,;;i;;ii··aiiii; .. $Ci;C,;;i·i····································Neon, Ky. 
Davis, H. E........... ·····isii~·;i~;;j;~;·;·· liiiiii .. scl.·,:,;;jj ............... Spartanburg, S. c. 
Dennis J. D ···· ······· ···ivi;:g-1~·i~··:p,:,·i;:ie"Cb;;ic .. i;;~tii;;i.6i ............ Spartanburg, s. c. 
Duke, ~- D .... ::::::::::······· · ······ ··"isii~·;t;;;;jj~;ji··uijii;····cl;·,:,;; j j ............... Spartanburg, S. c. 
Dunlap J. c · ············· ···· ·"ii>~i;i".;;··a·iiti .. sct;;;,:,i·;··············· ................ Palatka, Fla. 
Ellis 1: E ····· ·· · ··· ·················· ·1ii;;~· ·ai.ii . Iiiiii;·5·ct;;;;;jj ........................ Rock Hill, s. c. 
Elm~re R.· ·H·······1······ · ···· · ··········· "c·u;;i·;e;;i;;;··.:.·r··:re~·~·e;··ee"i······ ·· ········ ··· · · ·Nashville, Tenn. , ., r .................. . 
Farmer Frank ] ·······fr;i::iiijii; .. Scl;.Q;ijj·······························Caroleen, N. C. 
, , r .............. . 
Few H. T ··csii~·;t;;;;jj~~ii···iiijii;··s;;i:;cX;jj ................ Spartanburg, S. c. 
For~ L D···································(P;;ke;··:u·ijii;···"Ci;;;,:,·jj ......................... Greenville, S. c. 
Fowl~r, ·F. ~-.-.· ·;;::::=: ::::::::::::::: ::: '.:~~;i;·liiiiii .. $Ci;00jj ........................... Greenville, S. C. 
Fowler, J. w. Jr CCon;~·). .. }iijii;····cho;;ij ............................ Conway, S. C. 
Gardner R. B' ···················· · "(i;j;:(,:,·;~i. .. ii"iiiti· ··s·cho;;ii·········· .. ······Spartanburg, S. C. 
Garner, ~- G ... ::::::::::::~·:::~:::::.«iicCi~;;·~g:h;;; ··a·iii; .. 8ct;;;0·i;···· .. ·················Florence, S. C. 
Gibbons w. M ··· · ··fo;;i,:,·~··aijii;·5·ci;;;o·i;- · · .. -···························Union, S. C. 
Glenn, ~- R., 1 ;::::::::::::::::::::::~·ii i;ci.:.ii~e~··aiiiii .. s"Cj;;;,:,"jj"··············· ..... Turbeville, s. c. 
Goodale F. D C:Fo~i;i;;··i;;;;··a·iiii .. scii.00ij .............. Fountain Inn, s. c. 
Graham' c L ····························"(c;;;;;;1e;;··ii"iiii .. sciio.oi·;· .. ·························Camden, s. c. 
Gramlin~ ~- · ·~······ ············· ··· · · ··c"L;;;i;··iiiiih .. Sch~;;i;··············· ···· ··· ·· · ······· ····Loris, S. C. 
Gregory, 'D. L ············ · · · ·······ia·;~;;;ii;;g:·Iiiiib: .. s"c;h~o-ii ........................ Gramling, s. c. 
····························("n;.ehe·;··iiiih .. scii;;oii···························Columbia, s. c. 
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Nome City muJ State 
Guthrie, R. B ............................................................................................. Manteo, N. C. 
. (Porter Mllltary Academy) 
Hambrick, J . W ............................................................................. Spartanburg S. C. 
H . (Spartanburr HJgb School) ' 
amm1tt, L. S ................................................................................. Spartanburg S. C. 
(Spartanburg Bl&h School) ' 
Hammond, L. P ............................................................................... Spartanburg S. C. 
(Spartnnburg High School ) ' 
Harley, W. !. .................................................................................... Orangeburg, S. C. 
(Orangeburg Bldl School) 
Harrelson, J . R ...... ..................................................................................... Marion, S. C. 
(Marlon High School) 
Hart, B. ] ............................................................................................... Greenville, S. C. 
(Paris High School) 
Hawkins,]. F., Jr ..... ...................................................................... Spartanburg S. C. 
( nlverslty or South Carolina) ' 
Hazle, J. E............................................................. .......... . ..................... Duncan S. C. 
(Clemson Colle11e) ' 
Heos, R. R ........................................................................................... N. Augusta·, S. C. 
(Carllsle Military School) 
Hildreth, J. T ............................................................................................. McColl, S. C. 
(lllcColl High chool) 
Hoffmeyer, A. K ..................................................................................... Florence S. C. 
4McClenaghan Rlgb School ) ' 
Holder, P. H ............................................................................................... Pickens, S. C. 
(Pickens High School) 
Hollabaugh, C. F., Jr ....................................................................... Nashville, Tenn. 
H (Duncan Preparatory chool) 
ooker, R. T ... - .......................................................................................... Hamer S. C. 
H (Blue Ridge chool) ' 
ope, R. 0 ............................................................................................. Fairforest- S. C. 
H ff (Falrforest High School) ' 
u , W. H ............................................................................................. Greenville S. C. 
H . (Parker High School) ' 
ugg1ns, G. E .................................. -................................................... Batesburg S. C. H (Batesburi:-Leesvm e High School) ' 
ughey, B. G ................................................................................. Spartanburg S. C. 
Jackson, D. L ........................ ~~-~~~-~~~-~-~-~~--~.1.~~- --~-~~~-~~ ••••••••••••••• Spartanbur:, S. C. 
(Spartanburg Rlgb School) 
Jester, G. ] ........................ ................................................................. Greenwood S. C. 
(C'arllsle 111\lltary School) ' 
Jones, C. P ............................................................................................. Knoxville, Tenn. 
(Rule High School) 
Jones, J. R., Jr ................................................... ·-··-··-······-···Gallivants Ferry, S. C. 
(Aynor High chool) 
Jones, W. B ................................................................................................... Greer, S. C. 
(Greer High cbool) 
Kelly, M. B .............................. "(".i;ie~~iiie .. iiijij;· · ··~h;;;;ij ..................... Statesville, N. c. 
Kelly, R. B ............... -...................................................................... Spartanburg S. C. 
(Spartanburg High School) ' 
Kent, P. S .................................................... ......................................... Fa1rforest, S. C. 
(Falrrorest High School) 
Kirby, J . H ............................................................................................ _ ..... Union S. C. 
Ki b (Union High School) ' 
r y, R. D ..... ...........•.................................................................... Spartanburg S. C. 
Kr (Spa rtanbur11 High School) ' 
ase, S. ] .......................................................................................... .... Brooklyn, N. Y. 
La I (Boys High School) 
mp ey, F. M ................................................................................. Spartanburg S. C. 
(Spartanburg Hlib School) · ' 
Lanford, C. F ......................................................................................... Woodruff, S. C. 
La h D L (Woodrulr Hl11b School) 
s er, . ., III.. ................................................................................ Asheville, N. C. 
(Lee B . Edwards Hlih School) 
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NatM 
Latt, D. A.................... City tmd Stott 
Lawrence, G. F. ········-c·a;;c19~~oii"~iii;;·ili~·h· ·5cl{(,Oi)··· ...... Hendersonville N. c. 
Lawson E H .................. "(1;';;9;n~·li~u··aiiiii .. s;;i; ... ii··············· ..... Brooklyn N y 
. . .............................................................. ~~-·-···· . . . . 
McCauley, B. ]. .......................... ~~~'.~~ Hl£h School) ....................... Umon, S. C. 
McCully, R. w............. (Ptckens .. ii:"iii};···ct;c;(;jj .............. Travelers Rest, s. c. 
McElwee, J. M. · · ·······"(~;ii~ie .. iiiii·t&·.:;;··sCiiooii ....... West Palm Beach, Fla. 
McHam D. o ........................ foio~e~··iiiih ··sCiiooii ................................ Oover, s. c. 
McLaur;n, L. ·W············'(li;;iberl"o~ci·t;,·~·~5jji;;dii.i8 . Iii;;h .. Sch·························Spindale, N c. 
......................... • ool) · McMurry B J <M'~coii .. ii"iiiii .... Ciiooi·j······· .............................. Clio s. c. McPhers~n, ·D: ··~::··;·~·.·.·.·.· .... ............ '.~~~5 ··iii"iii"" S'cl;00i"i .......................... Greenville: ~· C. 
Massey, R. M. (Gatr~e:Y .. iiiih··aCiiooii ............................ Gaffney, S. c. 
Meadors, M. ~:: ··;·~~::·:.::·:.:·.:::·.~~0Cii.liiii .. ii.iii°h·sct;001j ...................... Rock Hill, s. c. 
Meeks, L. A., Jr........ <McCie~;;iih~;;··rug:h··aCiiooii ...................... Florence, s. c. 
Millard, c. E ................ :·.····· ·"is:Pa~·t&·it"b·~·;g: .. ii·ii:ii··5ct;c;o·ii .............. Spartanburg, s. c. 
Mitchell, J. J.. Jr .......... .'::::·"ici.:OO;;··c~~k-Iiiiii .. sCiiOCiii ........................... Tryon, N. c. 
Montgomery, B. L....... -····"(·u;;ic;;;··iiiiiii .. schooi·;······················· .......... Union, S. c. 
Moore, R. v. Jr · ·· ·· ·'( sjj&;i.·~;;ii;;~ir···aiiii; .. 8Ciio~·ii" ···· ........... Paolet Mills, s. c. 
Murrell, s. ~-• ;~::·_·.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.::· ······(C;;;;~a'Y .. ii.igh .. s.Ciiooi.i ............................ Conway, S. C. 
Nanney A. L ·····"iii.eaiifo~·liiiih .. sCiiooii .......................... Beaufort s. c. 
, ..................................................................... . . 
Owenby, W. E........... (Cooley Springs Hlih Schooli"··············Forest City, N. C. 
Owens, w. A. ............. ::::········"iLa~u~ie;··iliilh··a~iiOi;ii .............................. Union, s. c. 
Papadopoulos, Constan·~·;~~-~ ... (ii&i;;""iiiiih .. sCii'OOii······-......................... Marion, S. C. 
Parris B. J (Ka~aia .. iliiih .. scl;CiO!i .......................... Kavala Greece 
Parris: w. ~-.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'······ · ·· · ··· ·("Cihe~;;ee .. iiiiiii .. schooii········ .................... Gaffn~y. s. c. 
Patrick, T. L .............. :::::::::::::::'.~~e~n-ee.iiiih.sciiooli· · ·· ·· ··· ................... Gaffney, s. c. 
Penick J. J (St. ·aec;;ji8"iiiih··9·ch·· 0••••1·1·····················St. George S C. 
• •••••.••.•.•••••.•••• 0 , • Pettigrew, R. E .......... (.iiCiY-cie;;··ii-iiiii··5ct,·00i·i······· ................. Salisbury, N. c. 
Pettus, R. D ........ ::::~:::······ ···· ····· (·si&;~·liiiii; .. sCii.ooii ................................... Starr, s. c. · 
Phillips, w. P. ···········'(·Q;;jje;;5··ii·1ii·h···aCiiooii······ ........................ Inman, s. c. 
Poole, M. c.. 1 ~~·-··· ·· ·····-··· · "isii~·;i~;;ii;;;·i··liiih .. scti"o'Oi"j···· .......... Spartanburg, s. c. 
Pope, w. L ......... .'.'.'.'.'."."." .. .".':.·.'.'.'.'.'~·~~-~~.-~A;;Ciio·;··iiiiii; ··s~iiooii ............ Cross Anchor, s. c. 
Powell, H. P., Jr.............. (Mu1ii;;8 .. uiih .. iiCiiooii ...................... Darlington, s. c. 
Prince, w. s............... ..iii&;;;jXi·e;;··i:i;;ii·oa8 .. :\c&ii8m;;i········· .............. Rateigh, N. c. 
Pugh, w. G., Jr ................. "(0·;99;;··c~eek . "iiiiii; .. scli'Ooff ................ Campobello, s. c. 
·············· ·(G~e;; ··iii&h .. iiCiiooii" ................................. Greer, s. c. 
Namt ::~:. ~ ~ - - w;;;;;;;>;;; &;;;;s;;;;;;;i; _ o~~~.:!,!'.'~ c. ~ ., J r .............. °iPo~i~;· ·Miiit;~·,;··:Acad~·,;;yj ................ Little Silver, N. J. 
Revels, J. · ······························(iiaii~s-liiiii; .. sciiooii ................... Spartanburg, s. c. 
Roddy, C. D ................................ i:P&;i .... iii .. h··5(;h·························-·········Taylors, S. C. 
Rogers, R. G ...................................... s £ ooll M . S C (l\lnrio···lii .. b" .. s ..ii.................................... anon, . . 
:::;, M. ··- ···- ··········ip;;d;B~>-S~:~;······-·--··· ····· Libo<ty, S. C. 
Scan la~ J ~-S~········ · ··············"isii~·;t~nii~~ii-·ruih .. sCii.ooii ............... Spartan burg, s. c. 
Smathe;s v ····························"("';;;;a·ei. .. uiiih·s·Ciiooii .............................. Dallas, Texas 
Smith c' o. A. .................... °i.Patte~~;,·~··iiiih .. sCiioo.ii .................. Greensboro, N. c. 
Smith. J. y ............................ (.iij;~~U.:nb~~g: ·· iliih"· ·5ct;c;c;ii ............... Spartanburg, S. C. 
Smith. ~ ············· · ····· ···· ·········"iT~e;;t;,;;· ·iiii:'h··5·~hoo.ii ............................ Trenton, s. c. 
s ire: ~ F~· ····················"ia·~~iine~:w·8iii; .. j;i;;iCi~·coileii~·i············ ········ ·Duncan, s. c. 
p • . ······················ · 0 b Stanton F c . · ·io~~·it"i:eb;;~ji-·ii-iih .. SCho.oi·i·····............ range urg, S. C. 
' · ······················"iiiio .. ih .. i ............................................... N. Augusta S C 
Stapleton C. O r IJgUllta Hiib School) • · · Stewart • ..................... ... (.ii~·.;;i;;ji .. ii.iiiii .. sciiooi·i"·········· ................. Cromona, Ky. 
' J. D.................................... ..... J S C Stubbs (Clinton ··uiiih .. sct.·;,~ii .............................. oanna, . . 
• W. P ............................................ M C II S C Ta !or B <Mccon iiiiii; .. sCiiooii............................... c o • . . 
Taylor• R. ~······························iii~·,;;:pi:on .. ii.iiit. .. sct.7i0i.i ........................... Hampton, Va. 
y ' .. ·································· · Ah 'II N (Bl· ···iii"ci..................... .. ..................... s ev1 e C 
Templeton Scott ue i:e School) • · · Tem !es ~ ················· ····(Cc;;;:;;&ii""iii"iiii·· ··~h-ooii ...................... Newburgh, N. Y. 
Terr:n ~. ~M ............................ foie,;;;;c;it"·coiieiie·i······ ................ Spartanburg, s. c. 
Thoma.son T ·······························(\vi:T .. iiiiih".schooi.i ................................ Lyman, S. C. 
Tucker ~ ~ L ...................... (.jc;;;;;~·iiie. liiiiii··· ·~'hooii ........................ J ones ville, S. C. 
Vines, ~- ; ...... :: .. ~-~:::::::::::::::~~~~~~~-~-~~~::~~~~:·sCiio'Oi"i .............. SparTtanburg, S. C. y· (Trent.on Hl&h Choo.ii............................ renton, S. C. 
mson, J. O ..... ............................ (u;;i······ii"i.ii ............................................... Union S. C. 
Waggoner, J. B., J r ....................... on I: cbool) Ch t • S C Walter F !Che;te;··iii.iit.····ct.'OOii....................... ...... es er, . . 
Warre~ ~.c;;·······~·········· ··-;:p;,·;te;· ·~iiiii"~·;;···.Ac~Cie;;{:Y·i···· ····· · .................... Cope, S. c. 
Watson, T c .. J J ······ ··· ··"iii~ndoiiih:ii~C'O;;··:\-c&ii~mri ................. Knightdale, N. c. 
Weaver' B. F .• r ............... (M~ete;;~g:b"~·it"· ·uiiih .. SChooi·i········ ............. F1orence, S. C. 
Weichb~o~t ;;························"isheii;). .. iiiih .. sCiiCiCiii ............................... Shelby, N. c. 
, ., IV......................................... Al d. V 
West, J. R., Jr .................. ~~:'_~~'.~~~-~.:~~~- -~·tgh··sciiooii.................. . exan na, a. 
Westbur (lnmnn High s~i;ooli .............................. .Inman, s. c. 
y, J. B ................... .. Ti" ... o·.;;;~ii6.iiiih" .. iiciiooii···· ............... St. George, s. c. 
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Name City and Stott 
Wiles, J. B ........................ - ........................................... .................... Kannapolis, N. C. 
(Cannon High School) 
Wilkerson, H. 0 ..................................................... ., ................................. Dallas, Texas 
(Adamson High School) 
Wright, F. 0 ............................................................................................... Chester, S. C. 
(Chester High chool) . 
Zeigler, F. S ........................................ ...... ...... .................................. Oak Ridge, Tenn. 
(Oak Ridge High School) 
SPECIAL STUDE NTS, 1951-'52 
Anderson, R. E ............................................................................... Spart.anburg, S. C. 
Barry, C. B .... - ............................................................................... Spartanburg, S. C. 
Bigelow, R. J .... - ......................................................................... N. Charleston, S. C. 
Cook, J . H ................................................................... ................................ Startex, S. C. 
Hazle, Mrs. M. B ............ ......................................... ................... - ......... Duncan, S. C. 
City and State 
NMM Spartanburg, S. C. ~~~~~. c~:;: ~:::::::::.·.·::::::::::."."_"."_"_"."."_"."_"_"."_"_"."_"_"."."."."."."."."."_"_"."_"_._"."_"."."."."_"."."."_"_"_"_"."."."_"."_"_"_"_"_".".5···~;;;ne~:;;: ~: ~: 
Littlejohn, Barbara ] .................................. ... .............................. P S !em S. C. 
J ·········· a , Littleton, Carolyn ······· ····· ···· ···················································· ····· Clinton S. C. 
Lowery, Ruth C.-············· · ·· ······ · · ······ · · · ··········· ·· ············· ··· ·· ·· · ···· · · ··5···~;~anbur~, S. C. 
Martin, Thelma· A ... ·-········· ··· · ··· · · · · · ··· · ············· ···· ···· ····· · ··· ·······"R~t~erfordton, N. C. 
McCraw, Alma ] .............................................................................. ....... Roebuck, S. C. 
Miller, Earline H ................................................................... S artanburg, S. C. 
Millwood, Betty ] ....... ........................................................ .. ........ P __ .• Chesnee S. C. 
~~:;~· ;aa:Cc; ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::_.:.:::c:::11!~~:~: ~: ~: 
Platt, Sarah E .............. ............ ....... ·-··················-··················· S artanburg, S. C. 
Hill, J. C. ...................................... .................................................... Spartanburg, S. C. 
McGinnis, Hugh ..................................................................... - ............... Chesnee, S. C. 
Mitchell, R. T .................................... ...... ................... .............................. Raleigh, N. C. 
Preston, K E ..................................... ........................................ ...... Spartanburg, S. C. 
Smith, C. L ......... - .......................................................................... SpaTtanburg, S. C. 
Taylor, E. H ................................................................................ ... Spartanburg, S. C. 
Thompson, J . L. .............................................................................. Spartanburg, S. C. 
SPECIAL-NURSES CLASS OF SPARTANBURG GENERAL 
HOSPITAL 
Arldge, Joan ... - ................................................................. ..................... ..... Tryon, N. C. 
Arthur, Connie L ............................................................................... Greenville, S. C. 
Barnette, Leita E ................. ...................................................................... Moore, S. C. 
Bickley, Mattie M ...................... - ..................................................... Newberry, S. C. 
Biggers, Sara A. .................................................................................. Green ville, S. C. 
Bowen, Betty R ................. - ................................................................ Anderson, S. C. 
Burdette, Evelyn ] .. ............................................................................. Wellford, S. C. 
Caldwell, Sara E ................................................................................. Fairforest, S. C. 
Chapman, Cora L .................................................................................... .Inman, S. C. 
Dalton, orma D .............................. - ................................................. Cowpens, S. C. 
Edens, 11yra L ........................................................................................... Union, S. C. 
Ellis, Lovetta G ............................................................................ - ......... Sumter, S. C. 
Foster, Betty ] ......................................... ................................................ Harris, N. C. 
Frick, Margaret A. .................................... ·-······-·················Little Mountain, S. C. 
Stephens, Sarah L ..................................................................... S artanburg, S. C. 
Spencer, Juanita R. .................................. .......................... ...... ":Ru~herfordton, N. C. 
Splawn, Eunice E....................................................................... Charleston, S. C. 
i~:~~:· ~;~1ii~~Y J ~-_-_-_-_·.·.·.·.·:.·_-_-_·_-_-_·::.·::.-.·:.-.-.·::::.-.·:::::::::::.-.·:::::.-.-.-.-.-.·:.·.·_-_-_·:.-.·:.-.·.·::.·:.·:::ci~~;~:;:~a, s~~: 
Wilkerson, Dorothy F.. .. ............................................................... Pauline' S. C. 
:~:~.!~~~~:~·: ~ ::~ :~~ -: ~ ~~~~~::; ! ~· 
Wellmon, Reola R. ....................... ............................... . ......... Clemson, S. C. 
Whitten, May C. ...................................................................... ...... S artanburg, S. C. 
Weir, Betty L ........................... ................................................. -.Pa~olet Mills, S. C. 
Wells, Carolyn ] ........ ................................................................. Ninet -Six, S. C. 
Wilson, Helen L ............................................................... ................ Green:ood S. C. 
Wilson, Joy A................................................................................... ' 
Griffin, Florence B ....................................................................... Spartanburg, S. C. 
Hanna, Bessie O .............................. ..................................................... Woodruff, S. C. 
Harrold, Betty D .................................................................. ....... Pacolet Mills, S. C. 
Hartness, Irene G .............. - ....................................................................... York, S. C. 
Holbert, Roxie A .... ....................................................................... .......... Saluda, N. C. 
Holden, Willie F ....................... .................................................... Horse Shoe, N. C. 
Holland, Jacqueline M .............. - ........................................... Hendersonville, N. C. 
Hudgens, Dorcas .......................... ·-········-······························-··············· Ointon, S. C. 
Hunt, Doris E .... ....... .................................................................................... Bostic, N. C. 
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STATES, 1951-'SZ 
Abbeville 3 ~:~:",;;~ : : 
nderson ............................................ 3 
~~~h:i~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ 
Cherokee .... ::::::::::::······:::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ 
Chester .................................................. 10 
Chesterfield ........................................ 4 
Clarendon 3 ~lleton .... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 7 
rlington ........................... ............... 4 
Dillon 
········································· ···-······· 6 ~~r~~:~~er .......................................... 2 
g ············································ 3 
Fairfield .............................................. 1 
Florence Georget~~-~··:::::::··············· ·· ··· · ······ ··· ·· · 16 
································· 5 Greenville 
············································ 19 
Greenwood ...................................... 3 f ~~~t~-~ ... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: l~ 
asper .................................................. 1 
Kershaw L ·············································· 4 
ancaster ..................................... 5 
Laurens ................ 5 Lee ································ 
~e:;:~~-~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1: 
Marlboro 5 ~ec;~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ 
Oconee 6 ~;~~~:~:~ : ~~ -~~ l 
partanburg ...................................... lS4 
umter .. ~:~:.;;,:;~ :: =- ~ 
ork ...................................................... 9 
States 
Alabama 2 
Arkansas ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·············· 1 
Connecticut ................................. 1 
~~~~~aa :::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::·:::::::::::::::::: 1~ 
Kentucky ............................................ J 
Louisiana ............................................ 1 
N :: ~ ~~~e~ .. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ 
orth Carolina· 62 !Ig::~~=~·~ ~= ,j 
Vermont ....................... ::::::················· 1 ~:~!~r···;n···.:a·· · · ···· ·· ····· · · · ····· : :::::::::::::::: 9 
g .................................... 1 
C 01111tries 
Canada .................... 1 G .......................... _ 
reece .................................................. 1 
TotaL ............................................ ::5; 
STUDt:NTS BY CLASSES 99 
STUDENTS BY CLASSES, 1951-'52 
Senior Class .................................................................................................................. 117 
Junior Class .................................................................................................................. 127 
Sophomore Class .... .................................................................................................. .. 132 
Freshman Class .......................................................................................................... 160 
Special Students .......................................................................................................... 12 
Total ..................................................................................................................... ... 548 
Special-Nurses Class of Spartanburg General Hospital............................ 60 
Total ............................................................... ......................................................... 608 
Summer Session, 1951 , 1st Term .......................................................................... 514 
Summer Session, 1951, 2nd Term .......................................................................... 344 
Tora! ........................................................................................................................ 858 
Less Duplicates in Summer School... ................................................................. 274 
Total Net Registration for Summer School... ......................................... SM 
INDEX 
. Page 
Academic Law Combination................ 31 
Dean's List ·········································-· p°: 
gebating Council ·························-···--= ,_ 
Acad.emic Medical Combination.......... 31 
Admission to College............................ . 22 
Advisers, Departmental ...................... :. 32 egrees ·······································----24, 21 
Advisers, Freshman .............................. 32 
Advisers to Students.............................. 32 
Alumni Association ····················-········- 21 
Anatomy ........... ......................................... 35 And~ews (Isaac) Field House............ 16 
Applied Mathematics ................. 27, JO, J4 
Army Reserve Officers Training 
Corps ........ ..................................... ..... 18 ~ssistants in Administration................ 8 tro~omy ................................... 27, JO, 45 
Athletics ······-·········· ································ 21 
Awards ...................................................... 75 
Bachelo~ of Arts Degree, 
B 
Rhequ1rements for .............. 24, 25, 26, 27 
ac elo~ of Science Degree, 
Requirements for ................... 28 29 JO Biolo ' ' ~i~~k=~::.-.-.~.i·~·~:::::::::::::::::::::.·:::::::::::::::: i; 
Board of Trustees ··················· 
6 Bo~e~ian ................ ~::::::::::::::::::::::::: : :::::: 79 
Bu1ldmgs of. College ................. - ........ l5, 16 
Burnett (Wilbur E .) Building............ 15 
Carlisle Hall ............................................ 15 hapel Exercise 
······································ 61 
Chemi try ........................................ 36 Oass Attendance ·········· 
Cl · ······································ 58 
ass tandmg........................ 57 Cleveland (John B.) Scien~~ .. l{-·jj..... 15 College Calendar a ···· 
Degrees Conferred in 1951... ...... ___ II 
Delta Phi Alpha. ............ ·-·············-- 'n 
Departments -·······························-·-- 34 
Dormitory Regulations .............. - .... _ 60 
Drawing ···········································-- 34 
Economics ···· ·····································- 38 
Education ....................................... 40 
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